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TIllS thesls represents an instance of my engagement as ~ refle<;tive practitioner to 
explore how access opportunities into a web desi!';fi Di5COI.I!':ie Can be enhanced. The 
5tudv is located in the Multimedia Skills subject which is PMt of the Certificate in 
Multimedia Technology at Cape Peninsula University ofTcchnology 
In de:;cribing student entry into a web design environment, insights into academic 
literacy practices within the multimedia and web design environme!11 are provided. The 
theoretical concepts of Discourse, interest, inlertextuality, literacy, acquisition and 
learning afe used to ground the conceptual framework of Ihe study, while an 
interpretative case study is utilized as research methodology. Using lhe notion of 
remntextualisation, how the professional Discourse of web design was appropriate<.t 
(nto the curriculum of the Mu1timedi~ Skills 5Ubject and the Multimedia Technology 
programme is described. This ~nalysis identifie5 a core identity distinction betw""n web 
de5igners (who have a strong visual focus) rrnd web <.tevelopers (who foreground 
technical competen~i('S) whlt'h is supported by the subject focus in the programme. 
The research considers two key data sources, personal web5ite5 and semi-structured 
interviews. These account for student perfurnlrrn('S in rrnd met~-knowledge of the web 
design Discourse and reveal evidence of how Discourses were reflected in student 
<.tesign <.lecision-milking ill their personal websites. The differential experiences of 
student access to the web design Discourse prompt the consideration of how learning 
and acquisition activil.ies could be u5ed in the clas5room to facilitate more balanced 
performance and meta-knowledge expression. 
The study provides some in5ights into how dc(esS opportunities (an be facilitated using 
pedagogic interventions. An enhanced understanding of my pr .... 't:i(e context hd5 been 
facilitate<.t by the 5tudy and thIS will ~lJow me to scaffold appropriate web design 
pr",t:i(e5 in the das5room, while being more aware of how to recognize appropriate 
studEnts performances and meta-knowledge of the web <.lesign Discourse. The studv 
advocates a broader conceptualization of Iiter",y and describes how various literacy 
pradkes (whkh include the use of multimodality as is the norm in web5ite de5ign) can 
be ~(commodate<.t and incorporated into notion5 of wh~t con5tilutes academic literacy in 
this disciplinary field. IVhat Gee (1990, 1996) alls 'mushfaking' i5 further identjfied as 
<In <lCcess str<ltegy suitable to the contextual realities of the Multimedi<l Skills classroom. 











balancing ~aming and acquisition activities to ensure web design lirnracy. A continuum 
between manife~t irltertelLtuality and interdi~ursivity is a direct result of my conceptual 
aIldlysis and use of intertextualtty to describe how studenl5 use Discourses in their web 
design practice. This continuum is regarded as a vital recognition tool for my cidssroom. 
While the continuum can act as a literacy level indicator, it has an added academic 
flmetion in that it may enable more appropriate and direc.."t scaffolding strategies and 
suggestIons to be communicated to students. This study furthennore illumindtes the 
possibility of addressing the challenge of epistemol.ogical access through the use of 
pedagogic inventions that show how the Muttimedia Skdls subject can act as a bridge 
and acress strategy to the professional lield of web design. The reflective aspect of the 
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~ Note to the Reader 
This research is located in the visual and digital environment of web design. 
This thesis however has to be presented in the print medium which results in 
particular challenges in relation to the display of website material. To 
accommodate these challenges and in an attempt consolidate all the data 
and illustration into one document, the thesis contains a series of visual 
images and screenshols of webpages. However the interactive nature of the 
web environment and the limitations of print to adequately translate the 
visual detail of websites can stymie a full appreciation of the websiles. A CD 
ROM accompanies this thesis and contains a range of interactive resources 
including the student interactive personal websites which acts as a key 
data source of this research. The CD ROM is meant to complement and 
enhance your reading of the thesis. although the inclusion of visual 
illustrations within the thesis means that a complete picture of the research 
is created should you wish to refrain from using the CD ROM. I would 
however like to encourage the viewing of the personal websites as the 
webpage screenshots included in the thesis are there for illustration 
purposes only. This symbol \".;., will be used in indicate where the CD ROM 
should be consulted. A Glossary is provided as an appendix and also in 
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I have been the lecturer of the MuitJrnalia SkIlls ('Skills') subject which is part of the 
Certificate in Multunedia Technology (MM Tech) at Cape Peninsula University of 
Technology (CPUTl ,mee the programme's inception 10 2001. ! see myself as a reflecbve 
practitioner, and so dm constantly aware of how the learning and teachmg 
environment, my practice environment, 15 shaped and infillen<.:ed by a range of factors. 
The factors are mternal, (involving the lecturer and students - their personal 
backgrounds, philosophies, le<lming or teachmg styles - and the pedagogic approaches 
used) as well as external (e,g. cUrriculum structures of the department or programme, 
institutional directives, economIC Imperatives Impacting on na\1Onal etiucatJOnai 
poliCIes) to the classroom environment. Over the past five yeMs I have devoted a lot of 
my reflective efforts to the idea of how meaningful access to the knowledge constructs 
(epistemology) of muitimeclia and the acadenuc ~ren~ could be created for students 
taking my subject. The m~m focus of these reflections h~s been on how 1 do thmgs m 
the classroom - my p"rsonal te<Khing stutegies dnd dpprod<;hes. Unfortun~tely many 
of these efforts have resulted m hustrdtmg outcomes or my contmued dIsillusionment 
in hnding ~ working solution, ds students continue to struggle with the content mies, 
vdlues, conventions.rnd stylIsh<.: demdnds of the multirnedld disciplmdfy environment 
specifically and more generally with the learnmg, teaching settmg of my sublect. 
The study was framed in an ~ttempt to shIft my g~ze from my own p"dagogic 
experiences and prach<.:es to those of my students. It w~s hoped that by lookIng at 
students' interpretahons of ~ parttcular aspect of the Multimedia Skills subject, msights 
mformed by theIr expenences could add a fresh perspective to my reflective 
practitioner engagements. An underlymg aim of this study is to explore how access 
opporhmities into the peddgog..C environment of web desIgn can be enhanced. 
Consideration of and the implications for my peddgogiC strategtes afe fegMded as a 













be created This fbesis describes student pracl:ices and insights and tens a particular 
story of how listening to students voices helped me to enhance my tmdem:anding of 
my practice and distiptinary environment. 
My prad:ice emrimllune'Jd - Jookiag hi, IheR Jookiag out 
In describing the location of my practice, I will first consider the :inner layer (micro 
level) that ronsisIs of the Skills subject and the particular nature of the web design 
content topic. Thereafter the ouIer layers of the pmgnmmae (meso Jevel) in which the 
subject is embedded and institutional (meum Jewj) context will be descnbed. Walters 
(2001) suggests a simi1ar approach when attempting to engage in a hotistic view of the 
dynamic nature of dassroom. teaching and .learning adivities. She argues that a 
II dynamic interconnectedness" exists between the:inner .layer (micro Jevel enviu)lonent 
of the classroom) and the outel' layers which consist of the meso (~ 
structures reprESented at depcntntmt and progrmnne level) and the macro level 
(institutional context and strudures) (Walters, 2001:4). Stepping outside the boundaries 
of the inner 1ayer of my dasslOom I am able to view the ouIer enviImmaentai layers 1hat 
include the prolessional field of web design and the historical location of CPUf. This 
process enables insights into how aspects of these layers are applopliated and 
transformed to amte the cuniculmn organisation of the Skills subject and MM Ted1 
programulle. 
A rerommll.mutiog pi'OICbB 
In accounting for the social dimension located :in the meso and macro levels of my 
context that influences how the cunicWmn is identified and constituted, Bernstein's 
(1996) concept of recontextuatisaon is useful. R.erontextuaJis is used to describe 
the process whereby knowledge is II '" seJectiveJy appropriated from fiekIs of practice 
and re-shaped and relocated, to make up the cuniculmn within a particu1ar educational 
context" (Bemste.in, 1996 in Moore, 200t:2). FaiIdough uses BemsIiein's concept of 
recontextuatisatio within disromse and text analysis to describe the applOpriation of 
elements of one social practice within anotheF, placing the former within the <.'OOIext of 
the laUer, and ILmSfmming it :in pmt:icWar ways :in the pocess (2Om-..32). The notion of 












Cl'lapter 1 Introduction 
ways in which text (like currimld) relate to other texts dnd voices" ... texts are 
constructed through other text being articulated in particular ways, which will depend 
upon dnd change wIth social circumstances" (1992:8). intertextuality refe~ more to the 
presence of 'text" within another text, while recontextualisation pomts speciilCally 10 the 
appropriMion of one social practice within another. Both concepts however have 
curremy in this thesis with recontextualisation havmg particular relevance to the 
discu~iOTl of my practice environment The recontextualisation proces.s helps to guide 
the selection and discussion of the salient dSpects that inform this environment, 
pre;ented in the 5e(:tion that follow~. The didgram below help-; to illustrate the 
recontexludlisMion process in rddlion 10 the web design field and its dPpropnahon to 
the MM Tech cUITlCulum. 
l·t YN' 
2nd Yeor i 
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I believe the epistemological differences that underlie how web design is perceived in 
the broader professional environment as illustrated here are mirrored in the curriculum 
structures of the programmet:. The section that follows discusses how the 
recontextualisation shapes the curriculum by considering the aspects of Skills subject 
and the MM Tech programme. 
The inner layer of the Skills subject 
The Skills subject is one of four subjects that make up the Certificate course in 
Multimedia Technology. The programme resides in the Information Technology 
Department which is part of the Informatics and Design Faculty at CPUf. The main 
educational aim of the Certificate programme is to develop the necessary skills and 
competencies to ensu.re that a student can design and produce a functioning website. 
To meet this aim the Skills subject allocated six weeks of curriculum time to the content 
topic of Introductory Web Design (the topic will henceforth be called web design). The 
ISkills' Leamer Guide (see Appendix One), the main curriculum guide distributed to 
students, outlines the centrality of the web design topic while highlighting its 
overarching philosophical stance on web design. 
The design and development of websites form the foundation of what 
multimedia professional are trained to produce. This topic takes a holistic 
view of the production of this form of media and communication .... In 
relation to web design the following issues will be investigated; target 
audience, consistency in design, elements that make for effective web 
design, common mistake , the use of design templates and web site 
protocols and terminology (2005 15kiDs' Leamer Guide: 4). 
A 'SleiUs' approtlCh to web design 
Website design as explored and discussed in the Skills subject privileges an aesthetic 
and communicative approach. ISkills' is concerned with developing an awareness of 
the characteristics of websites, communication of the Internet, web design principles 
t 'TbIa" antnttn .... dMIlllllllllian .. the ~ d the tiUdr did net Include .. dIII.1iIiIIIIId aq:IIcnIon d the MM Tech 
p!'QgI1IlTII1'I4IJt eurriccNn d8~ ~ or .. 0II1J1l1111D1to.'1 a.nd tIIIIu:*n. All, OM d the tbufdng 8I'afI' ~ d 
the praglan_ •• can aIN1IIII: .. the cumcuIum and .. ~~ ..... ~ 0IIII1IiOIIIIIy CMIIr 
the ... fI'II yeJIft. All, ~ IIIIiIImId to go Into 1nduIIIry""" bllacalM d In-wvIcIIIIJ trUIIng or .. ~ the WlIue 
Of ~ d CIIIIItaIn .... CGI'IIIat. teaching ~ ...... ~. r ... uuud and • the cunIcuIum 
fc!cua \WIlla ~. A rMjor drtMg rare. for the JlRlGI8Iiinte .. our IIIIIt4iImpt to c:nrIIte .. nich8 .. via. our tecl'lnology 
__ CIlhtr CCU'MIIIa and ~ tab .. WIlY ..... ~ deIIIGn ora.llIIUOII •• n. teclilliliogy fOII:ua 
.. tllCII •• ngIy _1GIIonId by InduIIIry and by our third yeer d CIpII1IIIon btIccme the key hmIng I'nIId'IInIlm for 
~ II'tictuIIIIIcI and pedagogic ...... ~ the prognIImmIII .. I'iIIMIIf fcImIIIy ~ .. Ct.II'I'IcUIum 
proctIIIIlO no aftIcIaI c:IoouIMnt .......... for ~ 1lCNtiny. Many dbIM ~. haw howeVer 












ChapbIr 1 lnIIodudioa 
and strategies, website and webpage Jayout and design, and the mganisation and 
visual display of content via a website. 'SkiDs' 1ims Joca1es itself in the reabn of what 
the profession might identify as competencies of a web designer. This is eont:rastEd to a 
more tedmicaDy framed focus where the skiD of using U!"I tun ptogrcumuing Janguage; 
and web authoring tools (e.g. HTMl.., Dreamwmrec) informs the o .. ' .... ul sdection and 
c.tiscussicm. Multimedia Apptications and ~, two of the other subjects 
in tile progranm~ focus primarily on dew!Ioping students' aaivDcal compeIIeDCy in 
using various tools to aeate and build a working website. 'fbese subjects tbeu\!{we 
locate tbemsehe; in the arena commonly tefeaed to as website dewiopmeot. This 
distinction betWl!elI the web d.esigner and web deftoIoper identity, signals a 
fundameniaJ phiIosopbical orientation that informs and positions any disci_inn of 
what constitutes web design as a COIlilad iUE!a. The importana! of this distinction and 
how I view its manifestation in the ~ environment of the sIudy is c.".OIlSiden!d 
in more detail later in this chapter when the meso Jew) of the study is explmed. It also 
lftppea!S in later discussions of the data a:naJ.ysis and iUilaptetations of the study. 
The 'Skills' pedagogic practice 
The pedagogic approach informing web design in 'SJdDs" tries to relate the use of 
theoretically .informal principles and design practires gained from o:JIre titerab.rre on 
web design to their apptication to practical examples and 1asks. Stnd.enIs are I"eqUin!d 
to either locate these practires and pr.iDcipIes in exisling wehsU''S on the Inlpmet or 
apply them to their awn web design practia5, as was the case fur the ZSE Lillelll (see 
Appendix Two for the assc:w;II.,,1 brief and SkiDs subject mhric III5Ied) tbat "WIlEd the 
basis of the case study of this lesearch investigation. In the teaching of the topic, use is 
made of a ~ of 1!W!.bsi1ies to ~ various web design priudpIes or 
approadaes noted in the literature. 1hese sites are 1hen pte5BdI'!d fur analysis in dass. 
On a weekly basis2 (see Appendix 1bme for the weekly tasks) students are requin:!d to 
present their awn evaluation and a:naJ.ysis of sourced website; using the analysis 
categories higbIighIed by the core :rei:::ramce litH.alre. Students are l5iInlDgIy 
encouraged to use the Inilanet as their main sou:n:e of design inspitiidion and :ideas.. 
:t Appendix 1'tIree ,._IIB .. _ Gf .. 1CCI.ftie ""*1 ... ,. •• IIIiII!Id ....... 1IB ... 1irIII ~ Gf .. 1IIIpie.. 1he 
YIIf'iou& M!eIdJ I.aldl:ll.I1ighIigN .. ~~~~ ad .. I.aIdI:II. .. ask _llIe_ tD ...., the 













When viewing website5 they are encouraged to take on the identity of web designers 
able to differentiate good design from poor, see when particular design principles and 
techniques have been applied and model their own practices on website5 that apply 
high levels of professional standards. 
Programme considerations 
While this research does not foreground the curriculum as its site of study, the 
curriculum and its organisation is seen as a crucial component of the setting in which 
students have to learn about becoming web designers. Through an exploration of the 
nature of web design I am able to trace the underlying influences informing the 
curriculum organisation of the Certificate in MM Tech. I believe the epistemological 
differences that underlie how web design is perceived in the broader professional 
environment are mirrored in the curriculum structures of the programme3 as illustrated 
on page 3. 
ATe you a web designer ur deueloper? 
Any discussion about the nature of web design has to acknowledge the multiple 
perspectives on what web design is. The discussion that follows will attempt to clarify 
and explore these multiple and at times contested vantage points with the goal of 
illustrating how this impacts on the content and subject orientation of the MM Tech 
programme. 
3 This is .. interesting dlaaaion as the scope of the study did not include a detailed expknItion of the MM Tech 
prograrrarna WI1'Iculum ~ proceII8 or its organization and alnlcl:ure. As one of the founding .". member8 of 
the prograrnrne, I can aliest that the curriculum and its underlying epistemological bi1IIIiIIs has developed organically over 
the past five yean;. As students started to go Into IndUlltry eIIher because of In-servIce training or as gnIIdwiItes. the value 
or disadvantage of certain sldll8, content. teaching approachee etc ... were reviewed, fllllillllllllllllllllld and 80 the c:micuIum 
fOCU8 was rafined. A major driving I'oroe for the ~me was our attempt to create a nIdle area via our teclmology 
focus, as apposed to the many courses and programmaB thai: took as very specIIIc graphIe design oriImtlIItioo to 
muIImedia. The technology fOCIUS was linc::reatlingly sanctioned by IndUlltry and by our third year of operation became the 
key fnIImlng mechanism for content inclusion and pedagogic pradlcea. Unfortunately the ~me has never formally 
~ its c:urIcuIum dewIopmenl proceII8 80 00 I.1IfIk::taI document is available for cIoIser ~y. Many of thase 












A common distind:ion among the web design and InIen1etf commmrities and literatme 
in the field, is that of viewing the act of web design from either a technical focus, as in 
web development.. 01' from a visual or aesthetic ~ as in web designS. The 
Skills subject and the web design iDpic, while adopting the latter view, however takes a 
holistic view of website design echoed by key experts in the field Lynch and HOJ'km.. 
who suggest that #1 ••• today's Web designers are aJso infommtion au:hilEcts and 
usability engineers,. and user-centred design approach :is the key to a suo'eSSful 
Website" (2OO1:xi). In many respects 1his web designer/web ~ division :is 
reflected in the aeslhetic and U!dm:icai division noted above and ilJusbaled earlier. This 
division is mirrored in the subject focus of the MM Tech programme, with the content 
focus of 1Sk.ill.s' primarily directed at developing web designer skills and competencies. 
The multiplicity of web design 
Whi1e 1his thesis and indeed the Skills subject takes a specific view of web design as 
discussed above, the field of web design is anything but singular, static 01' 
homogeneous. Rather as the graphic on page 3 :illustrates, it is a highly variable, 
dynamic, fluid, compJex and multiple environment riddled with ronflids and 
contestations within and between its nmltiple paris. These ronffids constantly act to 
challenge, shape and accommodate the practices and ad:ivities of those recognized as 
being part of its fold. The diagram seeks to illusbate the idea of the web design 
environment as a:msisting of multiple and diverse membership groups. It further 
signals the main d:istinct:ion between the identity roles of web designer and ~. 
This distinction is then appropriated into the aesthetic and tedmical divide noted in the 
MM Tech curriru.la. 
" An aapec:i .. ~ __ dlidk:allian, ~ bllillM .. famiIIiiIIIIr ..... -........ __ 0I18I1IIIAt. is ... 
~ dilfefestlWiutl belween ___ caIed the WoiIfd WIllI ~ know _ .. WI!b) ...... InIImael 
0fIBn theee 'MIIds are IIBIIId iI_dal(lllllllblr to IIIIIIiIIIIIIlthe SIIIIme .......... in fad.., are cIIIIIIIiEnIinI ~ The ~ 
• UMd to refer to 1he age gRIIIIIIII ofl8_ICOIIIlJIIdied COIl.,..,.. all __ the \IIIIIOdd, 1III*tI ~ I. 19 .... e-malII 
aM Is Web. The Web- is .. temtlllll!Wd.NI'er.1s IJIiIIIINCalflflli1lllliJlillllll part .. 1Ie ......... le. Vl' 'b liS! F ~
2001). The Web hail becGnw III ., ~ malum .. commI!IIlIhIIIIIi:n qs*k _..at hi •... 1'10 ~
dIMce _maN ",111_111 _.IIIIIIIIdIiI ... , .- (I.,.. ............ .....,. 
5 "Thti5 Ii r idim migIII ~ It ~~......., into iWD I1omogenIllIllUill ~ hen.w iDN!IIIiy 111--.01 
~an 1IIC:thte. The Web de'l!lur-ent __ ... _ Nl'erlo pnlfe.llillNllJ;~ .. 8 ..., .. speciIe" 
a.uIhoring tools and pII"iIiiIIIIdJ ~ wiIIb biI .. :hnior;allIiIIdm"iIM, or billIIIiIIe.. WlIIIIIiD 1IiII_ III ... or tIpK- 5 n 
Ihat n!!ti1IIe to the ................... CIIf~~ and ~ tid .. Ias~ irtand .. __ 
CNI'IIIe andlUld h WIdIIeIiIe e.g.. Java. JaviiS-' f'IIIIIIIh. PHP. Kn.1L. XHTMl. de .... UIIIInriIiIe _ web ~ _ 
desigolOMl< lin c::oIlClllllwd ~ wiIh .......... c:nIIIIIiirm ofar. ~ ~ ...... of "&ie, flIaJs in 













Curriculum structure of the certif.icate programme 
Currently MM Tech offers two qualifications: The National Certificate in Multimedia 
Technology and The National Diploma in Multimedia Technology. The diagram on 
page 3 is illustrative of how the web design and development d:istincti.ons noted in the 
broader discwsiw envnwruaent of web design is recontextua1ised in the cunicukun 
structure of the programme. The cunicukun borrows and appropriates many of the 
conceptual and practical ideas and orientations visible in the professional field of web 
design. Operating in parallel to the designer I developer d:istincti.ons is the content and 
knowledge focus separation of the cunicukun into an aesthetic and theoretical naming 
as opposed to a technological and procedural focus. The d:istincti.on in relation to the 
knowledge focus is dearly evidenced via some of the assessnaent Plactices of the 
Certificate course. An example of such a practice is the case study of this investigation, 
which was a joint assessment task between the "Skills" and Application subjects, where 
students were required to design and produce a personal website. The brie.f6 indicates 
that the assessment criteria for "Applications' foregrounds technical competency noted 
in 
... the use of smalllelters for your tags, doctype definition used, indenting 
your code, comments, using descriptive names for your images and pages 
in small letters only; working links and using sensible folder names and the 
use of tables according to the spec s ... (2005 "Skills' and Application Brief. 
2). 
In contrast the assessment practices in 'Skills' favours the application of theoretical 
knowledge with strong consideration of visual and aesthetic dimension" which in the 
case study example relates to website design. The assessment criteria highlights visual 
and graphic design U Aestbetic Appeal, Originality and Creativity, Page Elements" 
along with a referertce to classroom theoretical discussions II ••• I will check that all the 
required elements as discussed in class are p:reselll on your site"'. 
Chtlracteristic elements of the wmwlum 
Conscious that this study does not foreground a cunicukun analysis of the Skills 
subject or MM Tech programme, it does acknowledge the value of being able to 












over the MM Tech, its curriculum would be characterized as a collection type as 
opposed to an integrated curriculum. Bernstein's classification, which refers to the 
relationship between contents and the nature of differentiation between content and the 
degree of boundary maintenance between content, underlies this characterization 
(Bernstein, 1975).7 A classical collection type curriculum would be characterized as 
follows: contents are strongly bounded and separate from each other with fixed time 
periods; the syllabus of each content is the sole responsibility of those who teach it with 
each teacher within prescnbed limits allowed to determine his/her teaching practice. 
The underlying pedagogic theory is didactic with maxim.al control of knowledge 
transmission residing with the teacher (Bernstein, 19'75: 81-82). 
As the 'Skills' lecturer the curriculum has been my sole creation, with all the control for 
the content inclusion, the pedagogic approach informed by my personal perspectives 
and philosophical orientations'. The same can be said for all the other subjects in the 
programme, and therefore MM Tech fits the classical collection curriculum mould. I 
believe it is this strong classification that ensures the maintenance of the distinction 
between the aesthetic and technical subjects. This distinction however creates noticeable 
problems when students new to the web design environment are required to design 
and build websites as will be seen in the analysis section of the thesis. 
Institutional considerations 
Of the multiple macro level environment consideration, particular aspects have been 
isolated for exploration as I believe they impact directly on how access related 
pedagogic issues are defined in the micro level of my practice environment One of 
1 When using a Bemsteinlilin perspective to consider curriculum &In.Idures his concepts of cIastIIfication (content and 
kncMIedge ~) and frame ~ pr1IIdIce and atructI.n) .. often UNd, with the underlying notion of 
tIoundairy strength .... - the comemtone of thaae concepIs (Bernstein, 1975). While the rllillatlomhlp ~ thaae 
~ Is recognized, the CUI'I'W!t analysis fOCl.lSeS on classification. 
S 0ftIIIn in the curriculum ~ proceiIII& and eap!lCially when a c:unicuIum Is ~ _ a cdkiIc::IIon type as 
is the case with the MIl Tach, the educational bacIcgmufId of the I8durer irItb!Inca the Mbn of the IWbjecbs they 
lecture. 'Thus the eplldemologlcal and pedagogic 0I1eIUti0ns prIvhged by IIndIvIcIuaJ IedIJl'lln are often a rehdIon of 
their academic and career baclcUrounds.. The AppIIcaIions and BIIIdroI:echnology 1ed!..nIi's, have an Eledrical 
~ and IT quallIIcaIon gained via technikon~. They have no fCII'IMI WOOc ~ In the II'IUIUm8cIa 
01' web design indIIJsIry. 'Thus the technical and applied focus they malrbln In the content and ~~
to their suI:JIects can be .... as II direct relation to this ~. My academic baclcUround Is that of III traditional 
IibenlI univenIiy educaOOn with II disciplinary focus on Education. While I have no formal career experience in the 
IWIImediIIl ~ I worud In print pubIIcaIIon and IniItNdIonaI de8Ign befcn jomIng the MM Tech programme. 
Again ccrreIation between my ~ prilllCtices and my edllCaltional· background can be dnNm - moat ~ my UM 
of Ibrature to frame the content dIscu&eion of web daaign. The fact that all the Celtil'lcaae lecturing staff have no industry 
a.aaed ~ .. an I~ factor which I believe (and ~W1t In the InteI'pr1IIIative chapter of this theai$) haa 













these impact :issues involves understanding how the historical background of cpur (a 
recently merged Higher Education Institution (HEI),) rooted in a Urlmikon framed 
knowledge orientation continues to influence the curriculum and pedagogic 
. approaches applied in my classroom. These influences shape student and staff profiles 
and the pedagogic and content choices demanded by the curriculum sbud:mes 
espoused by the MM Tech program.me. 
The legacy of Peninsu14 Technikon 
MM Tech's historical location as part of PeninsWa Technikon (pmtech)9 predisposes it 
to a particular demographic profile and cultural, political and curriculum agenda 
These sentiments are echoed by Jansen when discussing the changes in Higher 
Education (HE) in the first post apadbeid decade. He notes that mergem have failed to 
al1er the de.mographic profile of academic staff while 
... 'institutional cultures' of higher education have remained more or less 
the same. Institutions still bear their racial birlhmarks in terms of dominant 
traditi~ symbols and patterns of behaviour that remain distinctive 
despite the broader changes sweeping the higher education landscape 
(Jansen, 2004:311). 
Cateringfor eduClltionJlJ. and politiad ~ 
A particu1ar potitical and cultural agenda that defined Pentecb and strongly infunned 
its academic practices continues to embed itself wiftUn the MM Tech program.me. 
Pmtech's apaI1beid and early post-apartheid potitical status as an "access institution' 
saw its student profile drawn predominantly from bJackle and schooJsU previously 
regarded as disadvantaged». Access here is used to refer to the conscious potitical 
9 The merged inIIIIIuIion ~ the old cape Tec:halilllOh and ~ Tec:halillal ....... by b ~* 
~ 1ft Cape T_ wid EIdIIIIIIIt ~. and b ..,.111 ... __ 1IiIIIDfy1llllllll Maw' , IIh ••• IIII_" 
naciallnes. In tis ruped Cape TllIIdInI!oo .. A1gIIIded _ a ~WIlle .. ~~ (HIM) tIMe 
Pentach _ a I~ BIIcIc CI' IIiIIIIIIIIIIiI (H8I).. UIliIIII 19l1li5 PaIIa::b _ ••••. t I"'" the 
"oofoI.nd' sl'JMl iIIIfIIIinIr ~l minIIIIBIry (CcqIer, 1W3:1G). The ......... beHnd ~_ ....... iil!lbeio C'<IIIIIIeIrblhe ,...Gf the 'ce1ll1lHld' ,..111" ft --.., ........ Cape T_ (41'~. MIIiIIIIire --Mehw 19CM:01). "lIIae 
~~. tIMe not dlilalEud in ." IengIh in tis IIIeiiIia. do IIInIour the ~ AI8IIIII'iII6 
aqMlllienced wiIIIt RIIIIpIId _tlllilllf ... tIII1iiioiIIIII ....... d J _ .......... ii_au iMiI ..........  .... 8IIdaI 
__ and~~io ... Wafew... 
IheIIriio the term iliad!: • be UIIIied to nIfer to ~ cllniled _ dIw!r CGioured .. African UIIIiing 
~ en! RIIdIiI uJI I J r In flIIIIMII&. 
1 _1I:lIIIIIian iIIIIIIiIe pn aided _ a HpIllAllilt RllCillllind ~ ... and '8IIpIIIIIRIIIl cIepiIi1MeAIB lo-CIIIIlw_ 
the needs d dIIIinnI flIIIICiIiIII gRJUPS. African ........ 'III'IIR C8IIeRId _ by the DlpatliMtl of Training (DET). coIoui ..... 
rilthe HouBe of __ Mu_ (HuR)andtlllMe,..,..." ....... ef lin ......, =111111_11') ...... ___ 11 •••• 
c. To ~ Ibe acbooIing baclrground d IIIudenIIIltbe ~ ac:rooyma are 0IIim UMd.. 
'2 A edllaIIIion ~ is olen iIIIIIIIIIKlCiilllled wilhlldloollng ~ ....... iiiIIIiid." HoR and DEY 












decision taken by many HBl's in the 1980s and 19905 to provide access opportunities to 
students irrespective of their racial, schooling or economic backgrounds often in direct 
defiance of apartheid legislation. Factors such as admission criteria, fee structures, 
bursary and scholarship provisions, and supplementary academic development 
programmes (seen in the South African context as support classes for disadvantaged 
students) all acted as ways in which access to RBIs were activity created (In Herman, 
1998). Walters summarizes these concerns by noting that the discourse of social justice, 
redress and equity were key drivers of higher education policy directives and debates 
in the early post-apartheid South Africa. Here issues of access were interlinked with 
those of equity and redress concerns for both students and staff, with an implicit push 
for greater social justice for those historically disadvantaged by the political system 
, (Walters, 2001:12). 
Political and cultural notions of access were recontextualised into the academic 
approaches privileged at the ex-Pentech campus of CPUT. Access in an academic and 
curriculum sense came to mean lecturers actively engaging in pedagogic strategies that 
helped to ensure that students were successful in their studies and able to understand 
the disciplinary environments of their course of study. Many departments at the 
institution (including MM Tech) actively engage in curriculum development initiatives 
that foreground academic development programmes, academic literacy strategies 
(including extra academic writing classes), extended curriculum strategies and teaching 
approaches that took into account students schooling backgrounds that might not have 
suitability prepared them for the academic environment of HE. This strong tradition of 
facilitating academic access via pedagogic strategies is an orientation that informs my 
work as a lecturer on the programme. This orientation underscores my reflective 
practitioner engagements and directs the underlying aim of this study which seeks to 
explore how access opportunities into the academic environment of web design can be 
enhanced. This access philosophy is present in the Skills subject when the idea of 
aeating access to the academic literacies (viewed here primarily as academic essay 
writing) regarded as crucial in HE environments is foregrounded. The content 
prep!nd by their pnMouiI8ChooIing for the demanc:ls of the new learning environment (WallIIInI. 1999). Herman, when 
~ the ~ .... ienc_ of I'IlCMIt African ~. points to .... poor biIIIIIchIng ~ under-qualllled 












engagement for the first six to seven weeks of the new academic year is described as 
follows. 
Infonnation and academic literacies are regarded as the core skills to ensure 
academic success in a higher education environment. ... explores the nature 
of infonnation and academic literacy and assist in the development of 
competencies .. , methods and procedures of presenting academic 
information in the form of essays (2005 'Skills' Leamer Guide:4). 
I believe that this is one of the ways in which the institutionally supported academic 
access agenda is strongly underscored in the 'Skills' curriculum. 
Epistemologiad basis of MM Tech TDithin T edmikon eduad:ion 
The incorporation of the name University of Tedmology (replacing'tedmikon' which 
Staak (2004) suggests is a "'uniquely South African invention"') signa1s the educational 
and knowledge orientation of CPUT as an institution. Jansen's (2004: 311) sentiments 
regarding the relative immobility displayed by newly merged institutions to change 
II deep-rooted beliefs and behaviours" rings true. This has been particuJarly relevant in 
relation to curricuJ.um development with virtually no changes having taken place in the 
vocational and career orientated education focus practiced by the old tedmikon 
fraternity having taken place. Tedmikon provisions favoured the direction of curricuJa 
towards programmes and careers rather than disciplines (PiHendrigb, 1988:313). Again 
this is particuJarly relevant to MM Tech when considering that the broader multimedia 
disciplinary field can best be described as a hybrid coDection of subjects. The 
knowledge area of multimedia has evolved from a diverse set of subject and 
disciplinary fields to include graphic design, communication, media studies, new 
media,. information technology and electrical engineering (HofsteUer, 2001). I would 
argue along the lines advocated by Barnett, Parry and Coate (1999) that in many 
respects m:ultimedia is a new field of study possibly created in response to professional 
needs and technological innovation. Thus the institutional and departmental 
environment informing the curriculum is still very much prescnbed by an OYeIUy 
practical, applied and vocational rather than a conceptual and analytical approach to 
the knowledge base and teadUng often favoured in more traditional notions of 
university study. My position is therefore that the overarching educational outcome 
implicit in the curriculum structure of the course foregrounds the development of 












multimedia products like websites and CD ROM's rather than a professional who 
engages in analytical evaluations and reviews of such products. 
While debates about the meaning, values, ethos and positioning of universities of 
technology are continually developing, some commentators hint at a future where a 
break with the prescriptive vocationalism of the technikons might be possIble. 
Universities of technology offer a broad and critical education - one that 
enables students to engage with the consequences of science and its 
applications, and to question scientific ways of knowing ... (Winberg, 
2004:4) 
ForegroundiDg my concerns 
The description of the multi-layered contextual landscape of my teaching ptactice has 
uncovered a range of underlying tensions that exert various pressures on the academic 
environment that students encounter not only in the Skills subjects but in the MM Tech 
programme. If an underlying intention of this research undertaking is to uncover new 
and fresh insights into how access to this environment can be created for students, then 
a number of research. interest and concerns need foregrounding. A core interest is the 
value of using Gee's (1990, 19(6) concept of Discourse which he descnbes as U ••• ways of 
being in the worlc:r' and Kress'fi (2000) notion of interest to account for how students 
encounter and make sense of my classroom and the web design field described in this 
chapter. The intention of the analysis and interpretation sections of this thesis is to 
provide insights and understanding of the academic and professional Discourse of web 
design. This understanding can help to provide a link between these Discourses and 
pedagogic strategies within my context. By using Gee's (1990) definition of literacy as 
umasteIy of a secondary Disco~, a conceptual link between literacy and Discourse 
is forged. In this regard the recognition of what counts as literacy, can be used as a 
means to signal student literacy levels in the professional and academic Discourses of 
web design. As the MSkills' lecturer, I am primarily responsible for this recognition 
work. Establishing how literacy and more specifically academic literacy is constituted 
in the web design topic and the Skills subject more generally is further explicated in the 
study. The study therefore proposes that a broader conceptualization of academic 
literacy beyond academic writing that accommodates the notion of web design as a 













design as being facilitated via the Skills subject which mediates the discursive practices 
of the professional field of web design as a result of a recontextualisation process. The 
two research questions posed by this study underpin this mediation notion. 
1. How are Discourses reflected in the design decisions made by students in their 
personal websites? 
2. What are the implications for web design literacy in an academic setting? 
In Question 1 I attempt to describe how students make the web design decisions 
needed to construct their personal websites. The question assumes that the act of web 
design is informed by students' various Discourses and how they are used. I am not 
attempting to name these various Discourses, although at certain points in the research 
discussion it may be necessary to do so. By placing the focus on 'how' Discourses rather 
than 'what' Discourses are reflected in students' web design decision making, insights 
about student access into the web design field can be prOvided. A procedural rather 
than classification focus of the questions intent is therefore foregrounded. Question 2 
redirects the gaze to the pedagogic context and considers how the recontextualisation 
process can be use to understand and facilitate more effective access strategies to the 
web design field I believe that answering these questions will not only shed light on 
the concerns raised above, but will also provide compelling insight to the 'problem' of 
access noted at the start of this chapter. 
Thesis map 
Chapter two - The theoretical framework 
In this chapter the theoretical concepts that assist in answering the main research 
questions are explored. Gee's concepts of 'Discourse' and 'literacy' provide the 
main conceptual framework to descnbe how students engage with the web 
design academic and professional environment 
OIapter three - The researm methodology 
This chapter motivates the use of a qualitatively informed interpretative case 
study as research design. The partidpant selection strategies, methods for data 












Chapter four - AruUytical Find.ings - The websites as performance 
In this chapter student websites (which are the study's unit of analysis) are 
analysed. The websites are presented as evidence of student performance in web 
design. The analysis seeks to identify the intertextual aspects that inform student 
design decision making in the web design process. 
Chapter five- Aaalytkal Findings - The :interview as meta-knowledge 
Evaluative insights into students design decisions when creating the websites are 
explored in the content analysis of semi-structured interviews with student Two 
themes are identified that allow inferences regarding students' levels of meta-
knowledge to be drawn. 
Chapter six - Imetp:etations 
This chapter provides answers to the research questions posed by this study. 
Some interpretative insights into the ways in which Discourses shapes the web 
design decision making process for students are made. Suggestions are made 
about the notion of recognition of web design practices and meta-knowledge and 
their relationship to pedagogic practices. 
Chapter seven - Conclusions 
The final chapter addresses the implications of the study considering some 
tangible amendments effected on the web design topic. The study concludes by 
suggesting a valid pedagogic philosophy to mediate the access possibilities for 
students completing the Skills subject 
A post-saipt - Refled:btg on the hidden implications 
In this chapter I have created space to account for the personal journey this research 
process has unwittingly taken me on. The post-script allows me to account for personal 
biases uncovered by the study, which create the opportunity to challenge and 
reconstitute some of my practices in the hope of creating more equal access. The value 












Chapter 1 Introduction 
The next chapter explores the theoretical concepts deemed crucial in the process of 














TIle Theoretical Framework 
TIte Introduction sketched <I pICture of my practlce enVIronment that hlghhghted a 
rnutilayered ~nd complex setting. Furthermore this picture illustrated features of what! 
teach (web design subject) and how I leach 1\ (the pedagogic prdctices used ~nd the 
impact of the MM Tech's curriculum structure). The conclusion identified some core 
wllCerns related to the relationshIp and connection between these two features i.e. the 
professional and disciplinary field of web design and the peddgogic and curriculum 
practices of web design. I suggested the research W<lS cOllCerned with how students 
encountered my practice en~irorunent and how their experiences cauld be used to 
inform future strategies dnd approaches apphed to my INching. WIth the hope of 
creatmg better access to the web design and pedagogic fields. The research qU€StioM 
are framed to mvestigdte these concerns and I Use ~ set of conceptu~1 tools to ~chieve 
thIS task. This chapter seeks to present an argument for the use of the selected 
theoretical constructs that will enable IT\(' to analyse my research data, draw mSIghts 
and then answer the questions raised above, 
The chapter employs a structuring mechanism guided by the underlying conceptual 
basis of each of the qUestion5. The fil'5t question Haw arc Discourses reflected In the design 
decisions made by students In their pasotml webslIes? relates to the field of web design 
which students are asked to engage in. Moreover it hints at uncovering the issues that 
inform their design decision making. Here concepts that allow me to describe the web 
design field, its values, rules, conventions, identities, the practices and tools students 
bring along to thIS environment and what might inform their design decision making 
are all deemed useful. These theorehcal concepts include Gee's (1990, 1996) Discourse, 













Chapter 2 Theoretical Frame-wort 
The second question, V"luil are Ihe implirutirms far web design literacy ill all academic 
setting? raises concerns about the pedagogic environment. Concepls considered 
valuable Me those that defme and account for the academic practices and skills 
reqUired in this enviromn2nt (literacy, acadennc and visual literacy), how they are 
recognized and obtained and Gee's (1990, 1(96) concepts of recogmtion, acquisition and 
learning, 
Discourse 
The theoretical concept of Discourse (Gee, 1990, 19(6) is the primary conceptudl tool 
used to define and milke sense of what has up to this point been referred to as the 
acadeflllc environment Of fi<.old where students In th,s study are located. Gee described 
Discourse as 
a socially acct'pted association among waj'5 of using language, other 
symbolIC expre5swn, and 'artifacts' of thinking, feeling, believing, valuing and 
acting that can be used to identify oneself as a member of a socially meaningful 
group or 'social network' or to signal (thai one is pldying) a socially meaningful 
'role' (1996:131). 
Gee's CQnceptudlization of DIscourse hds its starting point in the recognition of the 
sodal Mlure of langudge, bullike Foucault (In Pennycook, 1994 and Hall, 2(01) his 
focus is not only on language, suggesting that language alone is not suffiCient to create 
meaning In a commumcdtive event Gw's position on Discouf5e suggests that it is 
distinct from more linguistic conceptualiLations (that sees it dS a form of language use 
(In van Dijk, 1997)) and moves beyond language use to encompass multiple ways of 
being within a .'lOCidl context Thus language is viewed as only one asped of what 
discoume is. Gw uses the UJ'r".'TCa.'ie '0', e,g. 'Discourse'" to sllggest the above 
conceptudlizatJon wlule the lowercase 'd', e.g. 'discollrse', signifies the use of discourse 
in a lingui~lic' sense. Discou"",s are therefore" . ,. ways of being in the world Of forms 
of lili! which integrate words, acts, values, beliefs, attitudes and social identiheS as well 
as geslures, glances, body positions and clothes" (C".f'e, 1996:127). 
Gee likens Discourse 10 a type of "identIty kit" that provides the user with d complete 
set of appropridte ways 10 talk, write and act in a particular social role so that others 












Chapter 2 Theoretical Framewol1l 
will recognize your doing. saying and actmg <lS vdlid lmd appropriate (Gee, 1990, 1996). 
Membership of a par\lcul~r socidl f,l'Oup or fr2twork is often signaled and m,xie visible 
via words, "ctions, values and beliefs, which constitute Discourse. Through Discourse 
we dispLly this membership With others who shnre common gets of interest, beliefs, 
goals, values and dctivities (Gee, 1996:128). D15course for Gee embodl€s" ... the wcit, 
norrndtive values and m<uking of membership or satisfactory behaviol1r" (In Morrison, 
2001:80). 
Some additioml points regarded as important by Gee (1996) fl1rther sl1rnm.lrize what 
Discourses are and how they fll/lCtlOfl. 
Firstly, DiscOUIlie5 are "inherently ideolor,ical" as they involve a set of vdlues and 
Viewpoints about the rel,ltionship of people dnd the distribution of soci"l goods. At the 
most basic level Discourse signals who is an insider and who is not and who is 
regarded as 'normal' and who IS not. Secondly, Discol1Ilie5 are "res15tant" to internal 
criticism and self-scrl1tiny and further define what m'ght count as accepwbie criticism 
(Gee, 1996:132). 'I he DISCOUrse identity is not OIlly internally defined, but has a strong 
e>;tern"l reguldling mechamsm. Thus Discourse position or identity is defined in 
reiallon to opposing DISCOUrses. Discourse "lways operates in opjXISition to or at the 
e>;perlse of others. Thus any DISCOUrse concerns Itself with ceruin concepts, viewpoints 
and values that will marginalize those held by opposing Discourses. Finally, Discourses 
.. re reldted to the unequal distribution of soci"l power and the hier<lTchicdl structure of 
SCIC.iety. The "control over certain Discourse can lead to the acquisition of social goods 
(money, power, status) in society" (Gee, 1996:132). Discourse can therefore proVIde 
differential access to socidl goods in society resulting in the emergence of dommant 
Discourses (Gee, 1996:132). 
Using Discourse 'differently' 
Gee's conceptudlization of the term Discourse 15 linked to the social theory trad,tions 
~nd is used to refer tc soci<ll practices. Social theorists VI€W Discol1rse as an abstr~ct 
term th<lt can be used to explain and describe social, political and cultural formations. 
Discol1rse as noted on page 18 is alsc defined and used extensively dS <l linguistic 












discourse as "forms of language use ... ways of speaking" (van Dijk, 1997: 1) or to 
signal different types of language use in different social situations, for example 
classroom discourse or job interview discourse (Fairclough, 20(3). It is my contention 
that it is this linguistically framed understanding of the term that is commonly 
associated (in the academic literacy communication) with the use of the term discourse. 
As such the social theory conceptualization stressed by this thesis needs to be 
distinguished from its linguistic counterpart 
Using your Discourses 
Other theorists using a socially framed understanding of Discourse that resonates with 
conceptualizations supported by this thesis are Kress and van Leeuwen. They see 
Discourse as" ... socially constructed knowledges (of some aspect) of reality "(2001:4). 
Thus Discourses are developed in specific social contexts and in ways which are 
appropriate to the interest of the social actors in that context (Kress and van Leeuwen, 
20(1). They continue by noting that people have several alternative Discourses with 
respect to particular aspects of reality. Dependent on the interest of the communication 
situation within which they find themselves, a particular Discourse deemed 
appropriate might be selected (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2001:20-21) So a student when 
discussing recent assessment marks with a particular lecturer, might select a formal, 
respectful but confident approach in an attempt to demonstrate the value of his or her 
argument to have a paper reassessed, while displaying his/her identity as a student 
Taking an aggressive or confrontational stance might be regarded as inappropriate to 
the contextual realities of the situation where the lecturer holds more power, especially 
if the intention or interest of the student in this situation is to encroach on that powerful 
position. This suggests a degree of personal agency in the selection and use of 
Discourses in a social context 
Up to this point Gee's position on Discourse suggests that it is distinct from more 
linguistic conceptualizations, in that it moves beyond language use and encompasses 
multiple ways of being within a social context Secondly, it has a strong social location 











Primary and Secondary Discourses 
Gee (1990, 1996) suggests that two broad categories of Discourse are discenuble in 
society, namely primary and secondary Discourses. Primary Discourse accounts for our 
first social identity that we become apprenticed into in our early life usually within the 
family context. It is our " ... primary socialization as members of particular families 
within the sociocultural setting" (Gee, 1996:137). It marks us as belonging to a 
community of people who are all alike and II ••• informs our initial taken-for-granted 
understanding of who we are, who people 'like us' are, as wen as what sorts of things 
we do, value and believe when we are not in public" (Gee, 1996:137). Gee (1996) further 
suggests that we acquire our primary Discourse via sulx:onsciously being exposed to 
models and practices within a social group without formal teaching. It also serves as a 
frame through which all other Discourses are either acquired or resisted. While this 
frame will be responsible for shaping new secondary Discourses, at the same time it 
will be changed by the inclusion of new Discourses. Discourses are therefore not static 
entities; rather they are constantly being re-shaped by new and different Discourses 
(Gee (1996), In Alborough, 2.004:6). 
Secondary Discourses according to Gee 1/ •• • involve by definition interaction with 
people whom one is either not intimate ... (and) taking on identity that transcends the 
family or primary socializing group" (1996:143). Secondary Discourses are therefore 
shaped and framed by contact with people who are outside the family community, for 
example schooI.. work and sports dubs. The extension of values, attitudes, beliefs and 
language beyond that of the primary Discourse is facilitated through the interaction 
with these groups who are outside the family (Gee, 1990:152). Secondary Discourses 
can also be said to II ••• constitute the recognizability and meaningfulness of our 'public' 
more formal acts" (Gee, 1996:137). While Gee identifies and classifies Discourses into 
two separate entities, he is clear to acknowledge that the boundaries between primary 
and secondary Discourses are constantly being negotiated and contested in society and 
history (1996). At an individual level there will often be tensions and conflicts present 
between any two or more of a person's Discourses (Gee, 1996:145). Many of my 
students come from schooling backgrounds where they perceived as consumers or 
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readers of magazines, books and school textbooks. When they enter multimedia, they 
have to deal with a visual communication environment of the web and see themselves 
not only as consumers of websites but also their creators. In such a context. one could 
see how possible conflicts might arise. 
Web design Discourse - a secondary Discourse 
Up to this point the argument for using Discourse to account for the social practices and 
identities required and used in my teaching environment has been advanced. Primary 
and secondary Discourses were positioned as a way of identifying the range of 
practices, values and identities that students bring to the new academic and web design 
context. The discussion indicated that while individuals might have multiple 
Discourses, be able to select appropriate Discourses to meet the specific needs of a 
particular social context. there is often a state of tension and fluidity between their 
Discourses. Gee would argue that if students new to the academic and web design 
discursive environment experience a relatively conflict-free entry period, this would 
signal the existence of reduced tensions between the Discourses they bring to the 
environment and the ones they encounter in the Skills subject or MM Tech programme. 
The analysis and interpretation section of the study will consider if and how students 
Discourses inform their design decisions. What is still required is a description of what 
I have been calling the web design Discourse (WOD). 
Discussions in the Introduction pointed to some explicit distinctions embedded in the 
WDD, namely the aesthetic/technical divide described on pages 6 and 7. It was argued 
that this division was mirrored in the curriculum structures and subject orientations of 
the MM Tech programme. I would like to take this argument further by suggesting that 
the visual and aesthetic framing privileged in the Skills orientation to web design has 
its roots in some crucial shifts in the ways in which Western societies are 
communicating. Through the exploration of this idea a more nuanced understanding of 
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Multiple ways of communicating 
The concept of Discourse points to the idea that meaning making and communication 
can be realized through a multitude and mixed combinations of communicative modes 
and mediums (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2001 and Jaworski and Coupland, 1999). 
Anyone who has conversed with another person will recognize that a number of 
communicational modes and signals operate in that context Not only do we consider 
what is said via verbal or linguistic speech, but we might also use hand gestures, look 
out for and use visual body language dues or evaluate the spatial (for example the 
distance between the partners) arrangements of the conversational environment 
Multimodality, which the New London Group2 suggests refers to the interrelationship 
of many modes of meaning, infers that meaning and communication can be expressed 
via one or a combination of at least five modes of meaning namely linguistic, audio, 
spatial, visual and gestural (Cope and Kalantzis, 20(0). Modes are defined as a system 
of representation which have various rules and regulations associated with them 
(Noms, 20(4). It refers to u ••• a regularized. organised set of resources for meaning 
making, including, image, gaze, gesture, movement, music, speech and sound effect" 
(Kress and Jewitt, 2003: 1). 
While the above example points to the acknowledgement that communication has 
always been multimodal, Kress and van Leeuwen (2001) argue that the communication 
landscape is increasingly being defined by notions of multimodality. There is thus a 
shift away from monomodality or the reliance, especially in education, on language in 
the form of writing as the sole means of representation and communication (Kress, 2003 
and Kress and van Leeuwen, 20(1). Reasons cited for the changes in the communication 
landscape experienced today are the rise of information and communication 
technologies (leTs) and the shift to visual modes of communication (Kress, 1998:55). 
Kress's (2003:9) metaphor of the screen of the computer as the U contemporary canvas" 
is an apt description of how the screen personifies the dominating influence of new 
leT's in both making this shift possible and directing the nature and form it takes. 
2 A group of academics ...me I'\'Iet in New london, in the us to dI8cuA and debate the ec:tucatIonaI impIk::atIons of 











The turn to the visual 
While multimodality is an accepted part of the communication landscape, some 
scholars argue that the visual mode is increasingly becoming a primary means to 
negotiate this landscape (Kress, 1998, 2000, 2003; Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996, 2001 
and Snyder, 19(8). After a long period of dominance the book as the central medium of 
communication is now being replaced by the screen. Whereas the book and the page 
were the site of writing, the screen is the site of the image (Kress, 20)3:9). Phrases like 
"page to screen" (Snyder, 1998: ix), "from book and page to screen" (Kress, 2003:5) and 
IIworld narrated ... to the world depicted and displayed" (Kress, 2003:2) are illustrative 
of the core manifestations of this transition. This shift to visual modes of 
communication does not however suggest that verbal and written linguistic forms are 
being replaced by visuals or images, rather that communicative expression and 
representation is increasingly privileging visual modes and media. Kress expressed this 
shift as follows: 
The formed constellation of medium of book and mode of writing is giving 
way to the new constenation of medium of screen and mode of image .. .logic of 
image now dominates the sites and conditions of appearance of all I displayed' 
communication i.e. of all graphic communication that takes place via spatial 
display and through the sense of sight ... (this) includes writing which becomes 
display orientated (2003:9). 
Technological impact on the visual 
The "turn to visual" suggests Kress, interacts with electronic technologies in a number 
of ways (1998:56). Firstly, technologies' especially those accessed via personal 
computers such as word processing, e-mail, hypertext or the Internet, have altered how 
communication both written and visual is produced, processed and used (Snyder, 
19(8). They make the possibilities for producing written text with strong visual aspects 
(via the ability to change the look of typefaces and fonts, the position of text on the 
screen using page layout and spacing) more accessible and more easily controllable. 
The development of ICfs is seen as having been made possible, and part of economic 
and cultural globalisation. Castells suggests ICf's have been the decisive tool in the 
emergence of the new globalized capitalist economy of the last two decades of the 
twentieth centwy (2000 b). Secondly, these technologies make it extremely easy to 
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seamlessly come together on a screen in the creation of a multimedia product (Kress, 
1998). 
For Kress the notion of multimodality is " ... made easy, usual, 'natural' by teclmologies 
of multimedia" (2003:18). Indeed the whole field of multimedia teclmology had its 
beginnings in the convergence of the teclmologies of film, video, informatics, graphic 
and image design and manipulation and sound engineering into a single platform of 
representation, design and production (Hofstetter, 2001). In many respects the creation 
of an academic programme in the field of multimedia teclmology at CPUT in 2001 
provides concrete evidence of both the shift to the visual and the central role of 
teclmological innovation. 
Interestingly, while teclmological advances have created increasingly easy access to the 
world of multimedia production, Kress argues that technology alone is insufficient to 
produce a highly complex text as is possible in multimedia production. Rather" ... high 
levels of multimodal competence based on knowledge of the operation of different 
modes and highly developed design abilities" are required (Kress, 1998: 56-57). This 
caution suggests that each mode of representation requires an understanding of how 
meaning in the context of that medium is expressed and how new effects are produced 
when they combine. Thus in the communicative environment of the Internet and 
websites, competencies in web programming and authoring tools are deemed 
insufficient to create an appropriate website. This argument provides the necessary 
support for the values, practices, competencies and ultimately the identity underscored 
bytheWDD. 
What is the web design Discourse? 
The various " ... ways of being" a web designer which are advocated by the Skills 
subject are captured in Appendix Four and includes the following ... 
• Acknowledge that there are different kinds of sites (genres) which serve 
difference purposes, and these types in turn determine the design 
decisions made; 
• Apply and reconfigure design ideas or design elements borrowed from 
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• Ensure that their web design reflects a balance between creativity, 
innovation and functionality; 
• Have a creative approach to the aesthetic aspects of the site design, but 
also have technical knowledge to make the design concept a reality and 
function properly. 
This description of a web design Discourse was a direct result of this research 
undertaking and my attempt to explicate my own understanding of the Discourse. The 
main source for the document was the Web Design topic's outcome statements and 
content which evolved over the five years that I have taught the subject. While the 
content and its underlying practices were closely informed by relevant web design 
literature and experts in the academic context, the extent to which it matched the 
discursive practices of professional web designers was unclear. To ensure that this 
• document' was a valid account of the Discourse, I believed there needed to be a match 
or alignment between how these two contexts viewed the Discourse. As a result a 
selection of Cape Town web designers (whose names are noted in the 
acknowledgement of the thesis) were consulted fur comment Their amendments and 
additions were accommodated and helped to shape the final draft included in 
Appendix Four. A key outcome of this consultative process was the confirmation of the 
symmetry between the values, practices, skills and philosophical orientation of web 
design practiced and taught in the 'Skills' classroom with the Discourse recognized in 
industry. 
Interest - informing design decision maldng 
Now that the WOD has been accounted fur the discussion needs to consider how 
student design decision making in the Discourse can be theoretically constructed. For 
this examination the concept of interest proposed by Kress (2000) is regarded as a 
meaningful way to understand how student web designers' decisions are fashioned. 
Interest fur Kress attempts to account for how individuals in communicative or 
representation activity use a range of semiotic and other resources and then H ••• choose 
the most apt forms, the forms already most suited by virtue of their existing potentials 
fur the representation of our meanings" (2000:155) Kress suggests interest is personal, 
cognitive, affective and social and that it shapes the direction of the remaking. In this 











to the social history and present social location of the individual" broad socio-cwtural 
trends (Kress, 2000:156 and 1998:75). Kress (2000) further argues that because there is 
rarely a total iIif between our available resources, the demands of the communication 
situation and our intended meaning, the resources are always transformed. The web 
designers' interest is therefore embedded with the various discursive resources she/he 
has available, thus making the website a product of the designers interest which 
becomes a reflection of her/his Discourses. It also suggests the influence of the student 
web designers' agency in the design process and signals the possibility for 
transformation in the WOO itself. 
Kress argues that the design process gives expression to the interest of the designer 
within the specific design environment "Design is both about the best, the most apt 
representation of my interest and about the best means of deploying available resources 
in a complex ensemble" (Kress, 2000:158). A web designer's interest is strongly 
regulated by values embedded in the WOO like the privileging of either the technical or 
aesthetic, as is graphically illustrated in the diagram on page 3. Another core value 
underscored by the Internet (and similarly on the Web) and reflected in its 
development history, is that of sharing (Guru,. 20(1). It is not uncommon that 
'Websites contain material gleaned from other sites as well as link to images, other 
Web pages, sound and text'" (Guru,. 2001:42). Gurak continues by noting that "Creating 
a Website that copies the basic styles and format of another is not just a temptation but 
the way things are usually done" (2001:111). These kinds of activities of sharing and 
borrowing underlie what Gural< suggests is an underlying ethos of the Internet (2001). 
It is essentially this ethos which creates the potential for anyone irrespective of ability, 
skills, knowledge or training in design or development to create and publish a 
Website.:! Larsen (1996:online) notes, the Web is awash with sites created by 10 year 
olds, housewives, human rights activists, ne"!NS corporations, professional web 
designers and developers with limited editorial control and regulation 
SWhiIe the Web daM MIt opnte around the men ~ III'Id COI'ItInuaIly ~ edltoMI ~ ~ the 
print publlahlng envlronl'llllllnt. IncreMIngIy iMdcn within the Web community lire Impoatlng uIf .... tory ~. 
Commonly'" tHe the rom of .~. nMew ~ ht CI'IIique III'Id lilt ~ I'IdIcIuIe the ... dIeIgn 
pi'IIIC'IIcM ofthoM pubIIIIIhIng 01'1 the web (111M www.s;testhatsuck.com).otI.ierrevlew ..... the~ .. lIIi.114111111n11 to 
teach good dIeIgn prIndpIaa (111M W'j!!!W.ki!IersItes,c;:om). There .... IIIeo III numbw of fONmlll. In which Cltn 
raqua rev .. from th4lllr peera. D~ who want to be part of thI8 foNm h4IIve to edhere to wriola ro_ which 












Kress and van Leeuwen suggest that the process of design provides the A • ••• means to 
realize discourses in the context of a given communication situation" (2001:5-6). Thus 
the design of a website can be seen to provide the link to the primary and secondary 
Discourses that surround the website designers in this study, as students will draw on, 
use or copy elements (like writing styles, language or images) from these Discourses 
and incorporate them into their newly designed websites. 
Linking the reseaKh questions 
The discussion of Discourse and the secondary Discourse environment of web design, 
as well as how the concept of interest can link student design decision making with 
their Discourses and ihose encounted in the MM Tech context as sketched in ihe 
Introduction, serves to ground the theoretical conceptualization required by the first 
research question. As suggested in the Introduction, Question one accounts for httw 
students make design decisions in the web design environment. The second research question 
redirects the gaze to the pedagogic context and addresses the issue of WDO recognition 
in this context. The idea of recontextualisation of the WDD for an academic setting is 
also conSidered important. 
Bernstein's (1990) concept of recontextualisation that describes how elements from one 
social practice (web design or the WOO) are appropriated into another (curriculum 
context of the Skills subject) is seen as particularly useful and is discussed in detail in 
the Introduction. In the process of plaCing the WOO into the context of the Skills subject 
a transformative dynamic occurs (Fairclough, 20(0). 
Question one therefore focuses on student web design decision maldng, while question 
two conSiders how those design choices are recognized in the pedagogic context. 
Recontextualisation acts as a mediating construct between the professional practices of 












COlKepts relevant to the pedagogic environment 
The second research questio~ What are the implications for web design literacy in an 
academic setting?, proposes a consideration of the pedagogic environment of HE , how 
web design practices are recognized and the exploration of concepts relevant to this 
context 
Traditional perspectives on student success in HE use the term academic literades to 
descnbe the kinds of practices (usually associated with reading and writing) regarded 
as valuable in an academic setting (Lea and Street, 1998, and Lillis, 2001). While the 
term has the potential to be 'conceptually loaded' - thus meaning different things to 
different people - it provides a way into the social and literacy practices of students in a 
Higher Education Institution (HEI) and is therefore useful to this study. A review of 
recent literature in this field points to the term literacy as signaling a focus on student 
essay writing skills (Lillis, 2001, Paxton, 2004, and Jacobs, 20(5) but leaves a conceptual 
gap in attempts to explain how success in the academic setting of web design might be 
constituted. Consideration of a broader conceptualization of the notion of literacy holds 
some promise however, and the unpacking of this term will now be undertaken. 
The contested definition of literacy 
The contested nature associated with definitions of literacy is well documented and 
acknowledged by authors in the field (Street, 1984, 1995; Ballard and Oanchy, 1988; 
Gee, 1996 and Gur~ 2001). Street's (1984) distinction between the autonomous and 
ideological models of literacy is perhaps the most well known theoretical articulation of 
this contestation. Autonomous models tend to favour a single, static view of literacy 
located in the technical and cognitive aspects of reading and writing that operates 
independently of social and cultural context (Street, 19(5). As Gurak contends II ••• 
popular understandings of literacy often hearken back to ... biased, simplistic 
definitions, valuing reading and print over any other form of communication" (2001:13). 
However, the starting point for a broader definition of literacy needs to consider the 
arguments raised by what Street (1984) calls the ideological model of literacy. Street 
stresses that II ••• those who subscnbe to the ideological model do not deny the 











features of literacy are always embedded in particular social practices" (1995:151). The 
ideological model of literacy is closely associated with the New Uteracy Studies (NI.S) 
group of scholars (such as Street, Barton and Hamilton, Gee, Lillis, Kress) who study 
literacy in its social context Much of the NLS's work is based on the assumption that U 
... literacies are multiple rather than singular and take on divergent forms depending 
on the context which sustain them" (Moss, 2001:146). 
Central to the NlS approach to literacy is the term literacy practices (rusting, IVaNC and 
Wilson, 2000). Uteracy events and practices are distinguishable from each other, events 
are seen as empirical and observable activities where literacy has a role, usually 
involving written text or where reading and writing is central to the activity (Barton, 
1994 and Barton and Hamilton, 1998). Uteracy practices are considered however, to 
account for what people do with literacy and include values, attitudes, feelings and 
social relations (Barton and Hamilton, 1998:6-7), hinting at a possible connection with 
the concept of Discourse. 
Litency ad Discourse 
Interestingly Gee (1990) argues that only within the context of Discourse can a viable 
definition of literacy be achieved. Gee's definition of literacy suggests that it is II ••• 
mastery of, or fluent control over a secondary Discourse" (1990:153). When reviewing 
what might constitute literacy, Gee is clear that there are only Ifluent speakers' and 
'apprentices'. No allowances for being anything less than fluent in a Discourse is made. 
Not being fluent identifies one as a beginner or apprentice, otherwise you are regarded 
as not "being in" the Discourse. By using Gee's definition of literacy, the analysis of 
how my students function or use the WDD can be used to signal their status in the 
Discourse. Thus low levels of functionality or fluency would confer a beginner or 
apprentice status, while complete control or fluency would suggest a status of being • in' 
theWDD. 
Gee also highlights that literacy is always plural, as we have many Discourses, by using 











'literacies' for example visual literacy, Internet literacy, Web literacy, multimedia 
literacy (Gee, 1990), 
Impact of the visual on literacy practices 
Snyder contends that the move from page to screen (discussed on page 23) has signaled 
the emergence of new literacy practices, that include the visual means of 
communication and the technologies that make their display and dissemination 
pOSSlble (l998:xxv). Increasingly the visual is coming to have a largely informational 
function; the structured, social, political and communicative facets of images therefore 
also need to be acknowledged in addition to their expressive and aesthetic function 
(Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996:18). Thesen notes II ••• that not only are the functions of 
visual and verbal modes changing, but also the boundary between the two is 
increasingly difficult to detect" (2001:134). 
What is visual literacy? 
A central position advanced in this chapter (and highlighted in the Olapter 1 when 
considering the visual and aesthetic quality of the web environment) is the importance 
of visual communication practices generally and specifically within the context of 
multimedia and web design. Definitions of visual literacy carry the same contestations 
as those identified for literacy. A major distinction is noted between more cognitive1y 
and technically framed understandings ie. " ... learning to read and writing using 
visuals" (In Reza~ 2005: 19) and the socto-cultural conceptualization that stress the 
ability II ••• to decode, comprehend and analyse the elements, messages and values 
communicated by images" (Bums, 2006:1). The role of the image has become 
particularly salient in our more visual culture and is an increasing requirement of being 
visually literate (Callow, 2(06). However an inclusive definition of visual literacy 
should accommodate a broader concept of the visual mode as is advanced here using 
the International Visual Uteracy Association definition, II A visually literate person can 
"examine, extract meanings and interpret the visual actions, objects and symbols that 











Visual literacy and education 
The thesis recognizes the above definition as it provides the necessary social and critical 
conceptualization of the term while drawing attention to the urgency of creating 
opportunities for students to gain its fluency in the educational setting. This is a 
sentimalt which is strongly expressed by other scholars (Thesen, 2001, Kress and van 
Leeuwen, 1996). In this new context where the visual conveys information and meaning 
through the technological medium of the screen (via medium of the computer or 
television, and in the HE environment via the pages of a Website on the Internet), Kress 
and van Leeuwen's warning that II ••• not being visually literate will begin to attract 
social sanction" is one that cannot be ignored (1996:3 and cited in Thesen, 2001:135). 
Assumptions about the unproblematic translation and understanding of meaning from 
one semiotic mode to another, e.g. verbal or written to visual, or from one information 
source to another e.g. books to the Internet, are somewhat naive. The conception and 
use of the term 'digital divide" used to express the range of disparities that exist within 
the online community and how the Internet as an information and communication 
resources requires its own form of 'literacy'S to enable those who use it to extract 
meaning (Norris, 2001 and CasteUs, 2(00) . 
... the knowledge work done on the web is always associated with a particular, 
highly specialized domain and requires specific sets of literacies or 
communication practices ... These can include knowledge of the domain and its 
discourse, academic conventions, written English and Western visual and 
interface design (Walton and Vukovic, n.d:1-2). 
Utemcy ad DiK01U.'Se recognition in the web design DiKoune 
If literacy is defined by ones fluency in a Discourse, how is this expressed in the web 
design Discourse? Some key distinctions raised earlier on page 6 associated with 
identity (web designer or web developer) and values (sharing) signaled the notion of 
recognition. In the seemingly open, democratic and sharing environment of the web, 
<4 Nc:IiTI8'. ~ng of the 'dlgbl divide' pomta to •... II multklllMl'lrllionlll phenomenon encomp_lng ttne cIIatInct 
apiIICbII" (2001 :3). TheIM apiIICbII hlghllghl: the dlll'1nntilil IBCCeIIl8 to the Internet between IndUlllllrlllliHd lind developing 
~. the gep ~ whet iii tenMd the ~ rich lind poor" within MCI'I cotanIry lind fIMIIy how within the 
online communItV some are more able than ether to !JIM digftal ~ to •... ~. mobfllze lind pMIcIpate In pubUc 
,...:~ III ~ ClllIId cybarlbn!cy to ~ II .. of calCepba lind c:riIIcal views reqtbd far 
~ the IntIImIIt today. BaIng ~ ......... abMy to ~ thril ~ of techo"lOlogy 
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recognition becomes an important mechanism for distinguishing the values, beliefs, 
attitudes, skills, knowledge and training informing the act of website creation and 
publication. Recognition in the academic setting is also important for teachers who 
have to recogn:ize and validate student work. 
Gee suggests that in .. . .. any modem technological urban based society ... ", there are 
"innumerable Discourses" (1999:17). Recognizing your membership of specific social 
groups however, suggests that you are able to recognize groups and networks where 
you do not have membership as well as others that lack membership to your own 
groups and networks. Discourses therefore create' social positions' or perspectives that 
allow people to respond in certain characteristiC, historiC and recognizable ways that 
are mixed with their own individual style and creativity (Gee, 1996:128). 
In order to "pull off' a Discourse, ( as with the WDD discussed on page 25) you need to 
use language, values, action, interaction, beliefs, symbols, tools, objects etc ... in such a 
way that it is recognizable as similar enough to other performances. When these 
performances are not recognizable Gee argues you are not 'in' the Discourse (1999:18). 
Having the status of a Discourse 'insider' or 'outsider' depends on the individual's 
fluency or whether the Discourse performances would be recognized. The nature of the 
web design on the Internet predisposes it to partiCular recognition attnbutes (described 
on pages 7 and 25-26) which include that of a further common distinction of 
'professional' and 'amateur'. My argument suggests that in order to be recognized as a 
'professional' web designer, my students have to 'take on' the web design Discourse 
espoused in Appendix Four. The synergy between how industry and the academically 
framed notion of professional web design practices are viewed is contained in the WDD 
and also confirmed by the discussion earlier in this chapter. 
While recognition work can be both conscious and subconscious, it shares a reflexive 
relationship to Discourses in the real world, in that they create each other (Gee, 
1999:20). The subconscious nature of this recognition work is often seen when 











glance they can recognize an linsider' or professional from an 'outsider' or amateur 
creation. 
Gee goes further by suggesting that one can have several Discourses recognized at the 
same time (1999:21), thus confirming the multiplicity associated with the notion of 
Discourse. Furthermore an individual might have membership to multiple Discourses 
at a given time and select the best available Discourse for the contextual realities being 
experienced, as the notion of interest outlined earlier (pages 26) suggests. 
The acquisition and leaming continuum 
In accounting for how people become members of their Discourses, Gee offers the II ••• 
continuum of acquisition and learning" (1996:138). Acquisition for Gee refers to the 41 ". 
process of acquiring something usually subconsciously by exposure to models" 
(1996:138), Acquisition usually takes place without formal teaching where the 
individual within a specific social groups gets to practice and experiment with the ways 
of being in that Discourse (Gee, 1996). This acquisition process is likened to a process of 
apprenticeship and social practice. Often in this process assistance and support is 
provided by those who have already mastered the Discourse (Gee, 1989:7). Gee argues 
that the mastery of any Discourse can only be achieved via acquisition rather than overt 
teaching (1996:144 and Gee in Ridley, 20(4), This links to how primary Discourses are 
acquired as raised on pages 19 and 20. 
The learning pole of the continuum is regarded as 41 ••• a process that involves 
conscious knowledge gained through teaching ,., or through certain life experiences 
that trigger conscious reflection" (Gee, 1996:138). The key determinant here is that the 
process involves reflection and analysis and invariably the attainment of a certain level 
of meta-knowledge (Gee, 1996). By using the continuum metaphor to locate the 
learning or acquisition of a Discourse, two important aspects are highlighted. Firstly, it 
suggests a dynamic nature to taking on a Discourse rather than prescnbing a set 
sequence of development stages to be attained. Secondly, the continuum can act as a 
signaling device that provides clues to how a Discourse was obtained. Coupled to this 
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obtained. When obtained via acquisition, an individual is better at performing that 
Discourse. However if learning is involved, individuals are better at displaying their 
meta-knowledge of that Discourse (Gee, 1990:145-149 and 1996:137-141). The usefulness 
of using the continuum is again illustrated when Gee (1996) notes that the acquisition 
and learning process fulfills a particular but equally valued role when a Discourse is 
attained. 
The learning and acquisition continuum concept is particularly valuable in the 
classroom environment and suggests ways in which teaching practices can be 
constructed to achieve particular goals. On the one hand, if fluent performances of a 
secondary Discourse are an underlying aim, the teaching context must support a 
master-apprentice type relationship between the teacher and student Opportunities for 
students to gain exposure to the models of the Discourse in "naturalised, functional and 
meaningful environments" should be facilitated (Gee, 1996:144). On the other hand, if 
the teaching aim is to ensure a high level of meta-knowledge where students are able to 
explain, explicate, analyse and critique, then learning activities should be 
foregrounded. 
Translating the continuum into the context of the study, the following speculations 
about the teaching goals are advanced. Performance of the web design Discourse 
would be realized via the act of designing and creating a personal website. Students 
ability to explain and analyse their website design activities or those of others, signals 
meta-knowledge development Gee (1990) argues that good teachers incorporate both 
of these teaching aims, i.e. acquisition and learning, into their classroom practices. In 
this respect while Question one of this thesis seeks to identify evidence of student 
performance and meta-knowledge of the WDD, Question two considers how the 
teaching environment can incorporate the recognition activities of students' use of the 
web design Discourse to enhance pedagogic strategies. My argument suggests that 
using the acquisition and learning continuum to direct.pedagogic practices is a useful 
means whereby the teaching and learning environment can facilitate a more effective 
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Conclusion 
The main aim of this chapter has been to outline the theoretical concepts needed to 
answer the research questions of this study. The socially framed conceptualization of 
Discourse proposed by Gee (1990, 1996) was advanced as a productive means of 
describing the practices embodied in the web design environment. Furthermore Gee's 
definition of literacy as fluency in a secondary Discourse was accepted. This definition 
creates the basis whereby student practices of the WDD, the recognition of such 
practices and how the WDD can be obtained (either through acquisition or learning 
activities) in the pedagogic setting can be accounted for. A link between the two 
research questions was suggested that identified the notion of recontextualisation 
between one social practice (web design), another, the pedagogic environment of web 
design. Gee's acquisition and learning continuum was identified as a further connector 
between the research questions and their underlying theoretical constructs. 













The Research Methodology 
Rf!search design is like a philosophy of life; no one is without one, but some 
people are more aware of theirs, and thus able to make more infortTl£d and 
consistent decisions {Maxwell, 1996:3}. 
When planning a sysrematic and informed researrh investigation of a particular 
phenomenon the notion of design is pdramount Scholars suggest a number of design 
models that either sequentially plm out the required steps to be followed (Grady and 
Wallston, 1988 In Maxwell, 1996; Hickman. Rug and Hendrick. 1998; Mouton and 
Mariais, 1990 In Durrheim, 1999c), or employ more non-linear or interactiw (Maxwe!L 
1996) models. In partkular, qualitative researchers advocate de5.lgrts that tend to be 
more fluid. Research design according to this view is an iterative process that requires a 
flexible and non-sequential approach (Dunheim, 1999c:31 and Maxwell, 1996:4). In this 
study Durrheim's notion of "designN as a strategic outline that guides the research 
actiVIty to ensure that sound conclusions are reached, is accepted (1999c:32). 
Frill mework Dellign 
The design of this framework is guided by Durrheim who suggests that a 
... researcher must make a series of decisions along four dimensions: 1) the 
purpose of the research; 2) the theoretical paradigm informing the research; 
3) the context or situation within which the research is carried out; and 4) 
the resea.-.;h tecimiques employed to collect and analyse the data (19991::33). 
Furthermore it is suggesl€d that while multipk considerations wIllr€$Ult from the four 
dimensions, these must be woven together in a "".coherent research design in a way 
that will maximize the validity of the findings" (Durrheim, 19991::33). The discussion 
will now explore the theoretical paradigm informing the research, outline the purpose 
of the research, note the research techniques used and comment on the contextual 
influences impacting on the research before concluding with a consideration of the 











Chapter 3 Research Methodology 
Theoretical paradigm 
Durrheim (1999c) suggests that paradigms act as perspectives that prOvide the rationale 
for the research and commit the researcher to a particular method of data collection, 
observations and interpretation. It could also be seen as a network of coherent ideas 
about the nature of the world and when adhered to, conditions the patterns of a 
researcher's thinking that further underpins his/her research actions (Bassey, 1999:42). 
As a result paradigms are regarded as being central to a research design as they impact 
on the nature of the research questions: II ••• what is to be studied and the manner in 
which the question is to be studied" (Durrheim, 1999c:37). In addition Denzin argues 
that "Paradigms and perspectives structure qualitative writing .... ", thus hinting how 
paradigms influence the nature of interpretations made as a result of a research 
engagement and how those interpretations are finally reported (1994:501). 
The theoretical paradigm that will guide my research is a qualitative one, embedded in 
the interpretative traditions, as opposed to a quantitative orientation. Maxwell 
contends that the core strength of a qualitative approach to research lies in its inductive 
approach, its specific focus on situations or people and the emphasis on words rather 
than numbers (1996:17). A distinctive quality of interpretative approaches to research is 
that people, their interpretations, perceptions, meanings and understandings are seen 
as the primary source of data (Mason, 2002:56) which are suitably contained in the 
personal websites and interviews which are the primary data sources of this study. 
The focus on meaning is regarded as central to the interpretative approach (Maxwell, 
1996). Meaning here is extended to include both participant and researcher; with the 
role of subjectivity and reflexivity " ... the explicit recognition and examination of the 
researchers' role in the research process ... /1 (Terre Blance and Durrheim, 1999:482), 
being recognized with the interpretive research traditions (potter, 1999:215). This 
acknowledgement is significant due to my dual role as 'teacher-and-researcher'. I 
account for my role in the research process throughout the thesiS, but more specifically 











Chapter 3 Research Methodology 
Furthennore interpretative research acknowledges that meaning can have an 
individual and collective location (Mason, 2002:56), therefore creating space for the 
notion of student agency in the design process, along with its more social 
underpinnings to be acknowledged. It is this underlying concentration on individual 
and social construction of meanings and the meaning making process that resonates 
strongly with the conceptual framework of this study. Here the concepts of Discourse 
(Gee 1990, 1996) and interest (Kress, 2CXJO) are used to give attention to how student 
design decision making in their personal websites contains the traces of both social and 
individual construction. 
Purpose of the study 
Durrheim suggests that researchers need to ask two questions about the purpose of the 
research: 1/ ••• who or what do you want to draw conclusions about; and what type of 
conclusions do you want to draw about your object of analysis!' (1999c:37). Objects of 
the investigation or analysis are also known as units of analysis. Babbie (1989) suggests 
that in social science research four different units of analysis can be differentiated: 
individuals, groups, social organisation and social artifacts (In Durrheim, 1999c:37). The 
unit of analysis in this study is CPUT's first year multimedia technology students' 
personal website which is individually produced but can also be seen as a social 
artifact. A diagrammatic illustration of how the unit of analysis and the case study 
intersects with the MM Tech programme is provided on page 42. 
The unit of analysis - personal websites 
Personal websites are primarily defined by the fact that they are devoted to the needs 
and interest of the individual. Core characteristics include a content focus on the 
individual's interest, hobbies, friends, family, achievements and possibly career, 
general freedom in the aesthetic layout, design and colour choices used, with the 
privileging of a graphic and image-intensive display of the content The design of 
personal websites tends to contrast rather sharply with the more conservative and basic 
design themes used in corporate and business type sites. As a form of 'personal 
expression' the designer is given the freedom to experiment with layout, colour, image 
use and writing style that might not be regarded as appropriate in business or 
corporate type sites. As a result designers might select colours they like e.g. black and 
red, rather than colours deemed more suitable and appropriate for the web 
environment (blue and green are generally regarded as appropriate for business sites 











should however be noted that while personal websites do cater for design freedom, if 
the designer is inside the field of web design, there will be an expectation that the 
values and principles as espoused by the WOO would be integrated into the site 
design. Various examples of personal and professionally produced website5 found on 
the Internet have been included on the CD ROM under the title Example Website5. 
Here examples of how colour, design layout and writing styles differ between 
professionally commissioned and more amateur creations are illustrated. 
The main questions the research study seeks to answer are IIHaw are Discourses reflected 
in the design decisions made by students in their personal. websites?" and "Muzt rue the 
implicatUms for web design literacy in an academic setting?" The purpose of a research 
study is also reflected in the type of conclusions the researcher aims to make or the 
goals of the research. Durrheim proposes that there are three different ways in which 
the types of research can be distinguished: " ... 1) exploratory, descriptive or 
explanatory research, 2) applied or basic research, and 3) quantitative or qualitative 
research" (1999c:39). Using Duntteim's proposal it is suggested that the research study 
can be defined as largely as descriptive, basic and qualitative in nature. 
This study is descriptive because it aims to describe a phenomenon accurately through 
narrative descriptions, but it also has exploratory qualities, as another goal is to 
generate speculative insights and raise new questions (Durrheim" 1999c:39). The 
phenomenon described is the nature of student design decisions as reflected in their 
personal websites created for assessment purposes. Speculative insights about how 
students use their Discours s in the design process will be suggested. As described on 
page 14 this procedural rather than classification focus is foregrounded by the first 
research question that asks II Haw rue Discourses reflected in the design decisions made by 
students in their personal websites"? Questions about how pedagogic strategies can be 
utilized in light of the analysis are a practical outcome of the investigation and are 
reflected in the second research question that asks "'What rue the implications for web 
design literacy in an academic setting?" Durrheim notes that ..... findings derived from 
basic research are typically used to advance our fundamental knowledge of the social 
world" (1999<::40). The 'basic' nature of the research resides in how new meanings or 
the confirmation of known understandings of how the concept of Discourse and 
literacy can be used to explain student entry into web design in the MM Tech context. 
The discovery of new meanings, understandings and relationships with regard to the 











Multimedia Skills subject or in the other subjects that make up the programme will be 
seen as a research outcome. 
Research techniques 
Research techniques consider sampling, data collection and data analysis 
methodologies that will be employed in the research. To ensure design coherence the 
selection of techniques needs to interlink and be consistent with the research study's 
paradigm, purpose and context Framing these techniques is the use of a case study as 
research methodology. A case study carries implications for the kinds of data that are 
collected and how that data is collected and analyzed (Gom.m, Hammersley and Foster, 
2000:3). 
The case study approach 
Why use a CQSe study? 
The key motivation for using a case study approach to conduct the empirical 
research is based on the rationale put forward by Merriam (1991). She suggests 
that a " ... case study is often the best methodology for addressing problems 
related to educational practice in which understanding is sought to improve 
practice" (Merriam, 1991:xili). An underlying aim of this research is to explore 
how access opportunities into the academic Discourse of web design can be 
facilitated via pedagogic interventions. 
What is a CQSe study? 
In attempting to define what a case study is, Punch, in agreement with Miles and 
Huberman (1994 In Punch, 1998), concludes that a case can best be described IS a 
il ... phenomenon of some sort occurring in a bounded context" (1998:152). Merriam 
expands this by noting that a qualitative case study II ... is an intensive, holistic 
description and analysis of a bounded phenomenon" (1991:xili). A 'bounded 
phenomenon' could be identified IS either a programme, person, process, social unit or 
institution (Merriam., 1991:xili). Thus the personal website assessment event represents 
a 'bounded' process, the case, that produced the social artifact of the personal website 
which is the unit of analysis. The relationship between the context, the case and the 











Chapter 3 Rnurch Methodology 
SKILLS TOPICS MULTIMEDIA TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMME 
pI-
]= _III ~III 
_III 
2M_ 
~II ~. P_H 
1otY .... ]J!: E_h,1O/om ~ E~ 
Assessment Event (Case) 
Personal Website (Unit cI Analysis) 
An illustration of the contextual location of the case and unit of analysis associated with this research study 
in relation to the MM tech prograrrme. 
Sampling 
The main reason for the sampling process is to ensure a sample is II ••• meaningful 
theoretically and empirically because it builds in certain characteristics or criteria which 
help to develop and test your theory or argument" (Mason, 2002:124). Theoretical or 
purposive sampling, also referred to as non-random sampling (0' Leary,2004 and 
Durrheim, 1999c), was used to select six student websites and their designers (selected 
after volunteers from the whole cohort of 1st year MM Tech programme), were invited 
to participate in the study. As a result the websites selected were able to display a range 
of skill, competency and performance in web design. Included in the sample were sites 
that were judged via the assessment process to be either 'Highly Competent', 
'Competent' or 'Incompetent'l and examples of both extensive and minimal personal 
content descriptions. Secondary factors involved in the sampling process sought to 
ensure that the designers (student participants) were representative of the general class 
demographics. Factors such as race, gender and secondary schooling backgrounds 
while considered, did not drive the sampling process. In addition students who were 
perceived as active classroom participants were regarded as possibly being more 
willing to discuss the nature of their design choices in an interview situation. 












Chapter 3 Research Methodology 
Data Collection 
Yin (1984) and Punch (1998) suggest that the case study is characterized by its use of 
multiple sources of evidence or data. This study uses three types of sources for its data 
collection: 
1) Documents: The personal websites2 produced as part of an assessment 
requirement for the Multimedia Skills subject are regarded as the main 
documentary source. The websites are also regarded as the study s unit of 
analysis (noted on page 39 and illustrated on page 42.) Course design material, 
learner guides and course outlines for all the subjects in the first year curriculum 
acted as supplementary documents. 
2) Interviews: Six student participants provided semi-structured interviews3 
using the participants' website as an entry discussion point. 
3) Pilot Analysis: An exploratory discourse analysis of a sample of personal 
websites designed and produced by the 1st year cohort of 2004 was undertaken. 
This pilot analysis provided the following insights that later helped to inform 
the data collection and analysis approach of the final study: 
.. Assisted in the refinement of the assessment brief and criteria for the 2005 
personal website assignment to ensure that rich and appropriate 
information was included in the sites produced. 
.. Suggested that the use of critical discourse analysis as an analysis tool for 
the websites would be fruitful in generating the kinds of insights deemed 
valuable to the research. This confirmed that students were using 
intertextual elements in their site design. I was able to establish the nature of 
students' use of manifest intertextuality and interdiscursivity and this 
strongly informed how these elements were identified in the study. 
.. Suggested possible interview questions for the semi-structured personal 
interviews with students. The pilot site analysis helped to identify salient 
web design characteristic like colour use, page layout and whether 
information relating to students family and social activities (i.e. signaling 
primary and secondary Discourses) where contained in their websites. 
2 The websites are regarded es a documentary source as the 'artifact' was collected at the point of the assessment 
moment and saved in that finite form. The websites used in the study were copied onto CD ROM and reflects the reality 
for the designers at the moment of the assessment submission. Furthermore these assessment submissions - I.e. the 
websites now form part of the subjects' assessment archives. 
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The research process 
The table below demarcates the sequence of the entire research process including the 
pilot analysis. 
The nature of documentary sources 
lime Frame 
M 2005 
April- May 2005 
May 2005 - ongoing 
June 2005 
July 2005 
July - October 2005 
July - September 
October 
2006 
At this point some additional comments regarding the use and nature of documentary 
sources are necessary. In this study, the personal websites (discussed on page 39) 
produced by students are regarded as a documentary source. O'leary suggests 
I documents' can be distinguished from other data sources by the fact that they are II ••• 
pre-produced text that have not been generated by the researcher" (2004:111). While 
documents are generally considered to be text based, this is not a prescription as 
commentators do include multimodal data forms like website5, photographs and 
graphic images in their discussion of documentary methods (Mason, 2002:103). Within 
this study, the proposition that these sources may II ••• act as some form of expression 
and representation ... of the social world, or that we can read aspects of the social world 
through them." is particularly relevant (Mason, 2002:106). The websites are regarded as 
documents constituting a construction of student designers meaning potential and seen 
as an example of multimodal texts that can include the use of visual, written or 
linguistic, spatial and audio modes to communicate or express meaning. It should be 
noted that while the study recognizes the websites as documents, they will not be 
subjected to a documentary analysis which would have entailed a detailed review, 
interrogation and analysis of the websites (O'leary, 20(4) rather than the current focus 











Chapter 3 Research Methodology 
Data Analysis 
The overarching goal of qualitative data analysis strategies is to interpret non-
numerical, multimodal data through a variety of procedures that typically include the 
generation of themes through a process of coding, annotating and searching for 
connections (O'leary, 2004:199). O'leary suggests that qualitative analysis seeks to 
build understanding through a process of uncovering (via induction) and discovering 
(via deduction) themes that traverse the raw data. The implications of these themes in 
relation to the research question are uncovered via the interpretation process (2004: 
195). 
The data analysis tools used in this study are a thematic analysis of the semi-structured 
interviews and an intertextually focused critical discourse analysis (CDA) of the 
personal websires produced by students for assessment purposes. The thematic 
analysis identified significant themes which are described in a rich descriptive narrative 
reflective of interpretative research engagements. Through a process of inductive and 
deductive reasoning relevant themes will be generated as a result of exploring words, 
concepts and to a lesser extent non-verbal cues from the interview process and 
transcripts. The interpretation process will further explore the connection between the 
themes generated by the interviews and intertextual elements uncovered in the 
discursive practices level of the critical discourse analysis. This aspect further provides 
evidence of student agency in the design process as the interviews ask students to 
account for their personal motivations for certain decisions made in their websites. 
The CDA approach used in this study is informed by Fairclough's (1992) framework 
which proposes a three-dimensional method that incorporates the analysis of the 
textual features, discursive and social practices of the text under review as three distinct 
'layers' for analytical entry. CDA as an approach links into the epistemological 
framework of the study with Titscher, Meyer, Wodak and Vetter advancing that" ... 
discourse analysis is interpretative and explanatory '" II (2000:146). A brief overview of 
the three levels of Fairclough's CDA model highlights the following: 
1. Text dimension - seeks to explore and produce a language analysis of the text. 
lnduded here would be an analysis of grammar, vocabulary, modality, tenses, 
interactional control, politeness, ethos and visual textual features. 
2. Discursive practice - involves an investigation into the nature of the processes 
of text production, distribution and interpretation. 
3. Social Practice -concerns social analysis and how it shapes the nature of 
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impacting on the text including the ideological and hegemonic influences 
(Fairclough,l992). 
This study focuses primarily on the discursive practices level of Fairclough's 
framework, although Fairclough does suggest that the three levels noted above are 
inseparable except when being analyzed. One level can however be foregrounded, as in 
the discursive practices level of this study as it creates an avenue for accounting for the 
underlying social and discursive influences shaping the act of website design. The 
discursive practices level also seeks to unearth intertextual elements which are 
particularly relevant to this study. Intertextuality is embedded in the discursive 
environment of web design as noted on pages 26 and 27 as borrowing is highly valued. 
Intertextuality refers to how a text like a webpage is composed and draws on other 
texts. It therefore implies the "historicity of texts" (Fairclough, 1992:84). "Intertextual 
analysis enquires how these social and historical foundations are combined or modified 
by texts, and how discourse and genres blend together" (fitscher, Meyer, Wodak and 
Vetter, 2000:148). The intertextual analysis of the website5 will allow for the 
identification of the various Discourses that are present, shaping and influencing 
design decisions made by students. 
Contextual influences 
The final element to consider in Durrheim's informed notion of research design is the 
notion of context. This describes the researcher's attitude to the context of the study, i.e. 
the extent to which the researcher would want to control and manipulate the context, 
whether the context is ignored or whether the context is acknowledged as having an 
impact on human and social behaviour and studied as they occur naturally (Durrheiro. 
1999c:47-48). The contextual location of the study, i.e. the environmental and individual 
personal situational realities of the participants is regarded as a paramount influence in 
this study. 
Two particular contextual concerns are firstly, the impact of the curriculum 
organization of the MM Tech programme on the content discussion and the pedagogic 
practices of the Skills subject. These concerns are discussed in detail in the Introduction. 
The second concern relates to the researcher-as-teacher, noted in the discussion about 
reflexivity. I see my 'insider' status in relation to the research setting as providing 
deeper insights and understandings, not only of the contextual realities experienced by 
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in the other subjects that make up the Certificate course. This deepened awareness 
enhances the types of interpretative comments I am able to draw from the analysis and 
suggests the possibility of drawing realistic conclusions for implementation. In the 
Post-script chapter some unforeseen influences of my 'insider' status is exposed, which 
once again highlight the value and importance of acknowledging the researcher's 
position in the study. 
V wdily and ethical concerns 
Researchers are constantly required to question II '" whether their research is designed 
to give valid and believable conclusions ... fI (Durrheim, 1999c:35). Judgements about 
validity are about showing whether you are measuring or explaining what you are 
claiming to measure or explain via your research study (Mason, 2002:188). Validity is 
thus about the 'correctness' or 'credibility' of a description, interpretation, explanation 
or conclusion (Maxwell, 1996:87). Importantly within non-positivist research traditions, 
validity of the findings according to Maxwell II .,. does not imply the existence of any 
objective truth to which the account can be compared" (1996:87). Validity concerns 
related to this study have been treated in the following ways: 1) attention to design 
coherence, 2) accommodating researcher 'bias' and reactivity and 3) addressing 
concerns around the extent of generalisability of the case study approach which is 
discussed below. 
Research design coherence 
When working outside a positivist research paradigm, research coherence, which is 
suggested to be a broader concept able to accommodate non-positivist understandings 
of validity, can be used to evaluate Validity concerns (Durrheim, 1999c:36). The 
methods employed to collect and analyse the research data suggests an internal logic, 
that results in an appropriate set of descriptions and interpretations of the research 
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Researcher bias 
A key feature of this research environment is the intimate relationship the researcher 
shares with the context and the participants as the lecturer of the Skills subject on the 
programme. Researcher 'bias', in the sense that the researcher selects data to match her 
existing theory or preconceptions, is often cited as a validity threat (Maxwell, 1996). 
From an interpretative standpoint this does not however challenge validity as the value 
of working and collecting data in context is stressed (Terre Blanche and Kelly, 
1999:127). Hammersley and Atkinson (1983) stress that any attempt to eliminate the 
influence of the researcher is impossible (In Maxwell, 1996:91). Thus the goal in any 
qualitative study is not to eliminate this influence, but rather to understand it, account 
for it and use it productively (Maxwell, 1996). 
Reactivity is a particular concern in interviews. Reactivity refers to the possible 
influence of the researcher on both the setting and the participants (Maxwell, 1996:91). 
Again Maxwell offers advice that proposes that rather than trying to minimize your 
effect on what interviewees say; one should try to understand how that influence is 
shaping what they say. The researcher must then account for how this affects the 
credibility of the inferences drawn from the interviews. Both researcher bias and 
reactivity call for the researchers' position to be made transparent. I have already 
highlighted my position to the research context in the Introduction and earlier in this 
Chapter on pages 46 and 47 when the contextual location of the study was described. 
However the researchers' reflexive account of the research process and its personal 
impact (see the Post-Script) provide the most compelling attempt to illuminate my 
position and its influence on the research process. 
Generalisability 
The main difficulty associated with case studies is their lack of generalisability. 
However the research purpose of this study does not seek to implement the findings to 
other contexts (0' Leary, 2004:116). Rather as Stake suggests, generalizations within the 
case study approach can be made provided they are about " ... the particular case or 
generalizations to a similar case rather than generalizations to a population of cases" 
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generalizations, where the former relates to the generalis ability of conclusions within 
the setting or the group studies, while the latter refers to those beyond the groups or 
setting (Maxwell, 1996: 96-97). The conclusions drawn from this case study 
investigation are seen as being applicable and relevant only to students' entry to the 
WDD as practiced in the Introductory Web design topic. Additional findings are only 
suggested for implementation possibilities within the internal context of the 
Multimedia Skills subject and the other subjects that make up the 1st year curriculum of 
the MM Tech programme. Thus only internal generalizations will be noted. 
Ethical considerations 
Of key ethical concern is the need to ensure interviewees consent to use their websites 
in the study. Participant consent forms were drafted and completed. Students 
consented to have their websites including content (which might contain their name, 
family background and other personal information) used in the final research report 
(see Appendix Six for an example used in this study). As the assessment required that 
students publish these sites on the Internet, the content was already viewable on a 
public platform. Anonymity, especially in relation to the other course participants 
(especially other staff), was achieved via the use of pseudonyms in the thesis to protect 
individual student identities. If any public reports on the research are made (especially 
to my colleagues) interviewee comments will not be directly linked to their websites. In 
this way interviewee identity will be protected. Staff and students involved with the 
programme have been consulted about the research study and only students who 
volunteered to participate in the study were considered for further selection. 
In the next chapter I present the discursive practices level analysis of student 
performances in the WDD through a review of the personal websites created as part of 













The web!;itcs a5 perfonnancc 
The analysis component of this study separates the two data moments (website design 
and semi-structured interviews) of the study into two chapters. The motivation for this 
separabon suggests that each datil moment describes a p,ntkular aspect of how 
students use Discourses including the!l<lw secondary Discourse of web design taking 
in the web design process. Usrng Gee's learning and acquisItion continuum described 
on pages 34 and 35, the personal Wl?bsites discussed in this chapter are seen as 
illustrative of students' first performance m the web design Discourse, suggesting 
levels of web design Discourse acquisition. Their reflective accounts of their design 
decision making via the semi-structured mteTv1ews are regarded as the expression of 
their meta-knowledge and thus learning of the WDO and are described in Chapter 5. 
Both data moments however provide the necessary evtdeIlCI? to support the research 
question How ar~ Discou~ rejl~cted in the design tkdsions made by ~tudJonts in their 
persollul websites? Through the expk~tion of student performance and meta-knowledge 
of the WDD, their levels of functionality and fluency Le, literacy levels. are described, 
This explication allows insights to be drawn about how the academic environment 
could accommodate a more effective approach to web design literacy and thus answer 
the se.;ond re5earch question. JliH!at are the implicatIOns Jot' web design literllcy in Il1I 
uallkmic setting? 
The personal websites were created as part of a course assessment requirement (see the 
brief in Appendix Two) in June 2005. The sites provide an example of students' first 
attempt to make meaning and apply the ways of being in the new Di5COUrse, thus 
marking their entry as apprentices or beginners into the WDD. lhrough this activity 
students were required to use the tools of the new Di5COUrse, create a personal website 
(the nature of personal websites are described in detail on page 39) and in so doing 
signal to the assessors and potential web users their level of understandmg and 











Chapter 4 Analytical findings-lbe Weblites 
an instance of student practice in the Discourse of web design. The act of producing the 
websites required that students drew on and used their available resources both old 
and new. The websites, when subjected to a process of CDA that focuses on the 
discursive practices level, as descnbed in the Methodology chapter, provided insights 
into the prodUction, consumption and distribution aspects underlying their creation. 
The intertextual analysis allows for the identification of various Discourses that are 
present, shaping and influencing the design decisions made by students. 
The Websites1 
Production, Distribution and Consumption 
Fairclough's (1992) model of critical discourse analysis previously described, (on page 
45 and 46) is used by this study to uncover and trace the social dimension embedded in 
the creation of websites. The model has three tiers that consider the language of the 
text, its discursive practices and at the third level a social analysis of the institutional 
and organizational circumstances that shape the discursive practices. While it is 
acknowledged that engaging in a complete CDA contributes to a holistic analysis of a 
text, for the purposes of this study the discursive practices level is singled out for 
further analysis as it provides the most apt means of uncovering and tracing the 
influence of students' Discourses in the web design process. 
Fairclough argues that the II Analysis of a particular discourse as a piece of discursive 
practice focuses upon processes of text production, distribution and consumption" 
(1992:71). In addition the recognition that the production and consumption of any text, 
which in this case are the websites, are particular to the context in which they are 
located (Fairclough, 1992:78). The prodUction, distribution and consumption qualities 
of the websites are first described as they provide a foundation on which the 
intertextual analysis of the elements that make up the websites can be built 
1 A CD ROM ac:c::ompanies this minl-thests which contains the personal web8ites produced by the studYs participllinls. 
Various sc:nenshcts of relevant web pages and elemenls have been included In the discussion that follows to lustrate 
the argument being al1lculated. These are for illustration purposes onty and due to the presentation constraints of the 
print emrironment (sc:raen size is not to ecaIe which inhibits readability and detail) do not always ~ capttn the 
full essence of the students' intention 88 designed for screen viewing. Viewing the sites c:IInIdIy from the CD ROM is 
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In relation to the 'production' aspect of the Websites, students2 (see Appendix Seven) 
are seen as the producers and simultaneously take on the pOSition of II animator" (the 
person using HTML to create the visual display of the website), II author" (the person 
who puts the content together, and on a Website might include words, images, 
graphics, sound etc ... ) and "prindpal" (their individual position is being presented via 
the words and images displayed on the Website) (In Fairclough, 1992:78). Another 
production element the assessment brief determines is that students are required to 
IlDesign, develop and produce a personal website for yourself' (see brief attached in 
Appendix Two). The brief prescribes the conventions and style that the final product 
should take, ie. a personal website. The brief also sets up how the text will be 
consumed (by the assessors, other classmates and the online internet community) and 
provides' clues' for how the text will be interpreted via the inclusion of the assessment 
criteria. 
'Distnbution' is mediated through a complex interplay of technology resources to an 
online and therefore pOSSlbly worldwide public Internet audience as the assessment 
requires that students publish the sites via a local server. This reinforces the external 
location of the production and interpretative aspects away from the more private 
assessor realm, and both extends and interlinks the WDD practiced in the course to that 
of industry Discourse practices. The 'consumption' of the websites takes plate as both 
an individual and collective activity. The websites are viewed (consumed) and assessed 
on an individual basis by the two types of assessors, independently of each other. As 
the sites are available to the public there is a collective consumption platform in that 
other classmates and the worldwide online community are able to view and evaluate 
the websites produced. This suggests an interpretative environment which is varied, 
complex and multiple and able to simulate the 'real' consumption environment of the 
industry WDD, where all websites produced are consumed in a public manner. 
Interestingly while the possibility of multiple consumption sites are offered by the fact 
that the sites are published to a public audience, the specific framing of the website 
:: Brief ~ cI each lItudent pIIlrtlclpMt In Induded In AppencIx Seven. ElttnIded from their ~ and iI'Ur'vIewa 
the delcrlptlona contained In the profIIera aeek to InIroc:Iuce each .udent and hIGhlIGht _!lent IBi** relating to how 
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production as part of the assessment event restricts it to a more internal environment 
The assessment event closes the consumption potential to the producer (student) and 
the main consumer (the assessor) rather than to a wider audience. I was reminded of 
this in the interview with one of my students, Nandi, who reflected on the fact that she 
excluded her name from the entire site, because she knew I would be marking the 
assessment and I knew who she was. 
*Nandi: I provided my &-mail address and contad details on the footer. The only 
thing I didn' do was to provide my name. On the whole site I didn' provide my 
name. 
l: Oh that is interesting! And why do you think you did that? Was it a conscious 
decision? 
N: No, I saw it afterwards. Maybe I did not think about it because I did it [the 
website assessmentl for you and you knew my name. 
In relation to producing for a wider online audience, only one site (see Grant's website 
on the CD ROM) comes close to adequately accommodating wider consumption in the 
inclusion of extensive content descriptions and acknowledgement of external viewers 
(use of international telephone codes, affiliation signals to CPUT or Pentech and a 
comprehensive Welcome blurb on the Home page). 
Even the assessor's consumption is framed internally within the academic context to 
the assessment event where the website is marked as a product of a first time web 
design attempt Interpretation in this instance becomes constrained by the assessment 
criteria and marking check sheet The inclusion of the websites in the research study 
has however shifted my interpretative lens. In the study I have interpreted the websiles 
not only as first time web design and production attempts, but also as reflective of the 
designer I producers Discourses and of the various social practices informing the 
production event The analysis reveals that different consumption and therefore 
interpretative practices are at play when 'reading' the websites for the assessment and 
the research processes. 
'" "The transcript convention used in this thesis signals the partk:lpaflb or nIIHIIIrcheI's' eonIrlbuIkm by the initial of their 
name. The first time a studenfs transcript Is used, b!Nr full name will be used and set In bold. I also use !JI!dwtyfng In the 
excerpts to highlight salient points that are ilustrative of the argUl'l'Mmt I am making. I have tried to maintain the 
authenticly of the Interview discussion by Including the original dialogue. To provide contextual ciues to the reader 
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Intertextuality 
In its broadest sense, as Fairdough notes, intertextuality I/ ••• is the presence of actual 
elements of other texts within a text ... " (2003:39), with the recognition that it also covers 
a range of possibilities from overt copying of other text like the use of quotations, or 
more subtle forms where only a hint of the 'other' text is recognised (as noted In 
Fairclough, 20(3). Acknowledging these possibilities, Fairdough (1992) distinguishes 
between manifest intertextuality and interdiscursivity. Tracing the intertextual elements 
that constitute a text like a website is part of the discursive practices dimension of 
Fairclough's approach to CDA as previously explained. A distinction can be made 
between accounting for the sodal nature of the whole text, e.g. the website, via the 
production, distribution and consumption qualities undertaken on pages 51 to 53 and 
more individual elements and VOices. An intertextual analysis affords the opportunity 
to trace the location (in social and cultural dimenSions) and background of specific 
, texts' or elements that make up a websitE!. 
Manifest intertextuality refers to the overt use or presence of other texts within a text, 
for example the presence of quotations from another source in the current text, or 
where images or screenshots taken from another website are copied directly into a 
student's website. Interdiscursivity defines the more subtle, almost abstract use of other 
text. Ivanic (1997) points out that in interdiscursivity " ... the echo in the new text is not 
of another spectfk text but of a recognizable abstract text type or set of conventions, a 
pattern or template of language use, rather than a sample of it"(In Paxton, 2004: 24). In 
website design interdiscursive examples would include the use of certain design or 
stylistic conventions associated with page layout like the inclusion of a graphic header. 
Intertextuality is therefore a mechanism whereby texts, ideas and VOices drawn from 
other Discourses but present in the current website can be traced. 
I have developed a continuum (displayed on page 56 to enable readability) that traces 
and relates the use of manifest int.ertextual elements and interdiscursivity in student 
websites to their levels of functionality and fluency in the web design Discourse. The 
continuum diagram matches the intertextual elements used to fluency levels in the 
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continuum which are elaborated in the discussion that follows. This continuum is used 
in a descriptive manner and does not prescribe the sequential progression or extent of 
how students are meant to use intertextuality in their web design practices. As will be 
seen in the analysis students sometimes hold multiple positions on this continuum, 
signaling differential intertextual element incorporation within a given website they 
have designed. 
I regard manifest intertextual elements and text that are drawn from the WOO as clear 
indications that students are coming to grips with the Discourse rules and conventions. 
Often students appropriate elements from their Discourses (including the WOO) and 
amend or change them to suit their needs in the design of their personal Website. This 
reconfiguration process, (which can be compared to the recontextualisation process 
mentioned previously in the Introduction and page 28), can be located either inside or 
outside the social practices of WOO. Tracing the intertextual elements to 'inside' or 
'outside' of the WOO provides an important signal of how students' design decisions 
are shaped by the Oiscourses they are drawing from. As they increasingly draw from 
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Instances of interdiscursivity suggest a comfortable and fluent integration into the 
WOO, indicating a better awareness of the Oiscourse conventions and rules. One of 
these conventions prevlously noted on page 27, IS thai of borrowing, with 
inlerdiscursivily indicating a particular kind of borrowing thai incorporates a high level 
of reconfiguration and recontextualisation of the borrowed element. The 
reconfiguration process however needs 10 be appropriate within the WOO and 
seamlessly merge into the designed website. On the one end of the continuum, 
students' websile practices thai display manifest intertextuality elements drawn from 
outside of the WOO are regarded as signaling a constrained or restricted functionality 
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l"xclusiVl"ly from the WDD iIIld increasingly the websites show signs of interdi5Curslve 
elements it signals an increasingly fluent iIIld elaborate" level of fundionality, 
The websites discussed in this chapter offer insigh~ into studen~' performances of web 
deslgIl, and a sense of their functionality in the Discourse. The identification of whether 
the intertcxtllal elements used In their web design process are drawn from either 
'inside' or 'outsIde' the WDD helps to slgnal which Discourses are reflected in their 
websites, 
Manifest intertextu.ility 
1. Elements drawn from outside the Discourse 
The example below illustrates how a student attempt5 to reconfl!,\ure and appropriate 
elements from a secondary Discourse she is familiar with, in this case a literary 
DJ5Course, into the W[)D bllt \vher~ the mcilided text is misaligned With \vhat is 
typically required by the new Discourse. 
I 
About me -- -
Ooce Upoll a time in" smalllDwn called K.mberley a hUle 
~--~~-~---, gin was ba", and she was named •••• Fehcity .... _ Sh~;. 
the !!Idesl c:h; d of 4 chlld<en and . he was t>om in the)'ell' 
1985·10-0 I Sh~ IS curr~noy .. nml1ed for Nabonal 
';~~~~~~;~d c~r"h:::ate in Mul\'med,~ Stud",$@CPUT "r)d ~he .t;,y. 
~ In th~ MGR I Bellyilje CIlmp"$, 
Fehclty make5 use of a faITytale narrative to describe herself in her Home Page' 
Welcome blurb (see the Glossary in Appendlx Eight). She has used the page tille 
, 
WI. tho '.r"", r .. "id .. on~ ."'borot. or. "H~ to ",,$CO ~ 51_nl> leve" 0( ~Y'" tt>< WOO, ,t><) or. not " • • ~ 
.., tho ".rr", m'nMl' ,Oot B"mot • ., '1~7~) "_ re5lrcted""~ eI.t>orote eode •. 1 do howeye' "0. Iltrnot • .." t.rms 
when di""" k"Ig otWenl '",or"t ..... ~ the n o"",,, ... tk"lg . T~ is "'Cfibe~ in rnoro del,, 1 in tile Pa .. _S", 'I" <:h,P''' 
• " thlo -p'.' 'bold' Ie"',. "0" f()( . ""m~ <A '000,-;",,1 terrn~ W;ym.,. r~ ~ th e !l!o ... ry _ He AI'I''':'''' 
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'About me' in place of a more commonly used ',liekome' title. The 'About Me' title can 
be seen as her way of signaling that the information relates to her. While this narrative 
(an be seen as FelicIty's attempt to be 'creative', typICally introductions on personal 
Websites are conversational. mformal, have a promotional or persuasive quality thM 
invites the user into the site. Examples of students using the more common approoch to 
the Welcome blurb, thus drawing on textual elements from within the Discourse, arr 
Grant (illustrated below) and Julia (~iewable on the CD ROM). An important aspe<::lto 
note here IS that lhe wntmg style sets a conversational, informative and inviting tone 
directing the user into the rest of the SIte. This convention is strongly encouraged m the 
V ..'DD and suitably applIed here. 
I WoI"""," 
-:~~~~'!:~~ WtiCOfl'. 10 m,. .,.,.."""I_.~ •. r,.." • "'Oll ...... I ... , ," ,~,~,~ I 
-~ to pro,,""II-'lg If"i<>nnaloOn kl Pfospec~,~ eoTW,. .... 11~ •. IWliIy 
and Just .bout anyboOy el<e that want, 10 ~r>d out some ,nforrMlIOn 
aIXILJ! ",e ano mylarr1i1, 
I h<I~ II .. " ,.00 IOilIl"", ~ h ,,*,rl'l'lll!JQn !hill _ n_ OIl th. 
woo. ,I. II oct p< ... e f&e! I,... 10 coo",,1 me - WI '" Queries 
~rdor~ .... "'mallO<1.--1OO ""In"'~DI'!'. cnll<>sm I"""'tn.ct",. 
prelfll"obl,", or jUIll aMu! .nylrMg .... 1"" "'lII" .... 0<1 to """'" <X 
~!::!::~ N':i, My \lOTI0;1 aom ... 1$ ac "'t DOItom 01 fie P~;/e !>J f ,oy"~ 100 : _."~nI 10 gal to I", I>O\lom ""~ ~" 2!Xi072178~LJ!. "".za 
<-, ~"IlPY twOI''-S<''Il '-> 
2. Elements drawn from within the Discourse without appropriahon attempts 
In thi5 example Felicity has made explicit use of navigahon buttons COPied from 
another web51te without considering whether the style of the button has a seamless fit 
with or complements the rest of the des ign theme Or Graphi<: U5er Interface (GUI) of 
the designed Site. Had the site included an animal theme (to makh the paw prmt 
de5ign on the naVIgation bar), or Felicity indicated her love for animals and 
complImented this with other animal msp'red design elements, her button use would 
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.. -".-'''-'-~''-' ''---.-, .. -,-" ... ~ _. ,- -,,-
~~ __ .. _ ~._~~.WM _ 
_ .~' __ ~~M~ ~.~w, __ . . ~_~ ~ __ 'w~,_· __ • __ ~ 
.----,~ ·-·~-C-:" ___ -' 
While Felicity u5ed direct code copying,. a value espoused in the WOO, she failed to 
apply it or make necessary amendments to either the buttons or the rest of the GUl to 
create a more coherent aesthetk feel to her website. 
These examples of using IThlllifest intertextual elements from outside the Discourse, and 
from withm the Discourse but without any attempts to reconfigure the borrowed text to 
suit the conventions of the new Discourse, suggest a constrained or restricted 
functionality m applying the values and rules of the WOD. 
3. Elements drawn from within the Discoursewith appropriate reconfiguration 
in the examples presented below we see performances that start to match the 
cooventions. rules and values of the new Discourr.e. All the examples draw elements 
from within the DiscoufSf' with students making vanous amendments and adjustments 
to suit the needs of their site design. Some of their appropriations reflect simple rules 
which most students can easily apply, while other appropriatioos highlight the 
complexity in understanding and then applying the Oiscourse conventions. In these 
cases students often rely on more familiar prior Discourses (like SOCially framed 
interpersonal commurucation and VISUal 'sclf' representations) to frame their 
reconfiguration activities which are unfortunately not recognized within the WDD to 
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a) EI/Sy Discourse appropriations 
The appropriatilXl of the URL 10 match the persooal delaik; of the designer seems to be 
tDeeasiest intertextual amendments students are able to apply. The convention of using 
the correct file extension, e.g. eIther .com or .co.w, aRi?r thi? site nami? (noted below in 
tbe examples) either reflects SOIl1l" appropriation of thE.'ir name, sumami?, site theme or 
imagined person ... 
_ ......... -- . ...,--
Examples from five of the silas that used the URL convention in their site naming activity 
Below Wi? see an illustration of how buttons copied from anothi?r site were used by 
N .. ndi yet becausi? of the complementary colour (the varying tones of blue, white and 
pink match each other) intoegrates and supports the design theme of hi?r site, 
--
Colour matchmg between manifest in terlex lual elements dravm from within the WDD 
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The assessment brief s\lpulated that students' source code for an active e-mail 
hyperlink from the Internet and mclude this on their websitE's. The inclusion of e-mail 
hyperlinks therefore signals direct code copying. but students were able to make the 
necessary appropriations so that the hyperlink's placement fits the conventions of the 
Discourse on either the footer or the Contact Page. Five of the partiCIpants sites 
reflected this appropriittion with most simply including a standard hyperlink on the 
footer thus signaling an appropriate application of the Discourse convention. The 
Discourse convention prescribes that their full e-m81i address is provided in the 
signatory blue underlinmg that on the internet indicates a hyperlink. This application 
of the Discourse rule is illustrated below with Felicity, and Nandi's footer section of the 
webpage indicating the hyperlinked e-mail. 
Grant's use of the graphic hyperlink (see illustration on page 62) suggests a stronger 
visual design interest whjJe accommodating the Discourse convention by planng the 
hyperhnk in the typical location on the footer of the screen. He uses a technical ' roll 
over me<.:hanisrn on his e-mail address instead of the conventional blue underlying to 
indicate the hyperlink. This visual inclusion and roll over approach is indicative of a 
more nuanced application of the various ways in which a Discourse rule could be 
applied, coupled WIth a higher level of technical skill and the willingness and 
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Tho gr.phlc .-m.j hypor1ink positioned on 'he footer 0( G"nt's _b,,"~ 
b) Awkward Discourse appropriatimls 
This section shows appropriations from within the Discourse that seem more out of 
place or dislocated from the conventions of the WDD. The two examples (Logo and 
Contact Page design) suggest eIther a misunderstanding of the conventional practice of 
the Discourse or that the basis of the amendments :is framed by an understanding of 
students' more familiar prior Discourses. 
Logo design 
Both Felicity and Grant use realilitic portrait type images of themselves as logos on their 
websitE'S. Without formal 'taught' exposure to logo desIgn that tends to be framed 
heavily by the use of icons and graphic abstractions, students resorted to the more 
familiar and accessible reconfiguratiOCl of using digital photographs to conreptualise 
and design their logos. I would argue that this stylized utilization can also be linked to 
the South African contextualizatlon of presenting and visually portraying the 'self 
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1'he examples below are illustrative of a more common logo design style. These 
dernonstrilte the commonly used abstra<:t kon style typically identified in 
professIOnally designed logos for either profesSIonal organisations or even 
appropriated to personal logos, 
-~"" 
~ Cape Peninsula 
UnIVersity of Technology 
The CPUT logo. 
Cantact PU i" desim 
A logo designed by II 2'" year student for a 
personal website. 
The appropriations described above are indicative of how students 11500 colour or 
layout design and conventIOns as prescnbed wIthin the WOO. The example below 
however is an expresSion of not understanding an interactive convention that requires 
students to understand the connection between what a page tme means and the 
appropriate indusion of content to match thai page titles' purpose. On page 64 Julia 
and Selo's misunderstandmg of the purpose of the Conlilct Page IS illustrilted. This 
resulted in the indusion of content and a page design thai did not match the 
conventions ptescnbed by the WOO for a Contact page. Juha's example is typicill of d 
feedback form where users supply their name and simply write a message or C0111lll(>l1t 
to the webmaster. Selo on the other hand included a questionnaire type form that 
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Julia's contad page which is typical of a Selo's contact pilge included ~ questionnaire 
feedback form form requili rxl users to comment on his site 
design, 
While both examples are drawn from other webpages (suggesting code and page 
design borrowing) with students tailor making the questions and visual appearance to 
match the design theme of their sites, there is a fundamental mismatch between the 
page titles (Contact Page) and the actual page content. However had the page titles 
been changed to either Feedback or Suggestions this would have been recognized as 
more appropriate within the Discourse. 
Both students used a fe<"dback type approach for the contact page with the inclusion of 
feedback forms and questionnalfE'S, Typically contact pages on websites simply provide 
th .. contact details of the organisation or person whose SIte It is, e.g. telephone numbers, 
physical address, location maps etc During the interviews both students revealed that 
they took their understanding of what 'contact' in interpersonal interactions meant and 
translated it dlTectly to the WOO, thus providmg users with an interactive ITlO"ans to g .. t 
in contact or make contact with them. This usage could be a reflection of social 
commumcatlOn practices that are part of the students' 'iffondary Discourses, To 
illustrate this I would like to indude a segment from Sdo's interv>ew transcript th<lt 
expresses his understanding 
S I like it most [Referring to the contact page on his website] I think ;I's because of 
the Questionn~ire, Whoever is 011 the page can criticize or just make comments, 
[The) \&!)taC! pages is where the viewers or Ylsitors can talk to me or ~Qntad me 
(inaudible) 
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s: Irs not a-ke thafl Q!1 other websttes, They have their addresses and contact 
numbers_ It's [referring fa his confad page design] not really like what you find 
L: So why did you choose thiS option then? 
S: I guess Ilhought this lapproach! is more more c!05erto yiewers conlacfng me. 
L: Irs a way in wlJich \trey Clln actually make contact with you? Can give yoy 
feedback? And that is V9ur uGderstaooing of what contact means? 
S: That is how I understood [if!. Besides even thiS kind of thing I could have done 
the address and contact details on this page 
Both students recogni7.ed their inappropriate use of the convention for this page type, 
thus suggesting awarPness, Jlbe,t an unsteady one, of wlfamiliarity with the mdlly 
design and functional conventiO!1s of the Discourse which at first might seem similar to 
their mierpf'TSonal communicahve and social Dio;courses but have a very Dis<:oul'Sf> 
spedfic applicatiOl1 in thP WOO, 
I n Ie rdis.:u n; ivity 
Here ideas or Discourse "",rkers, for pxample particular stylistic approaches or themes, 
rather than other textual elements or ex~mples are drawn on and remade so that the 
source is almost obscured. What emerges from the reconfiguration process is a web 
design Or webpage element that web users would p!'l'cPive as integrating seamlessly 
into the designed website, Often the process of reconfiguration requires in-depth 
knowledge, understanding iIl\d skill in relation to the visual design and technical 
competl'nce withm the D,seourse. The end result therefore has unique dIld creative 
qualities and appropriately fits into the design theme of the website and general design, 
stylistic and technical conve!1tions of the Discourse itself_ Again a conhnuum that 
suggests a range from basic and simplistic attempts to more developed, intrkate, 
nuan.;'ed dIlU cwatiV!' JPplications 'S ~n apt mf'dIlS of viewing and explaining the 
mterdiseursive eleme!1ts. All the examples below show how interdiscurs'vity is used in 
the visudl desIgn of the site theme and inwrpom!f>d into various layout elements. 
CommOl1 stylistic interdiscursiV!' elPmPnts 
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Consistent colour and page layout approach used by Nandi as a design theme In her website. 
Simply using the ldyout conventions prescribed by the brief, With the inclusion of 
colour that deman:ates the pnmary content area (white background with black text) the 
visual banner and basic page layout are mechanisms that ensure consistency of her 
deSlgn theme. Her Site illustrates a very basIC and be~r like application of the 
Discourse conventions in relation to layout and colour use with limited attention to 
detail and refinement noted in the ahgrunen\ of graphics, page size and visu .. 1 or 
graphic banner design seen in more professiondl practices. 
Creative and original interdiscursive inclusions 
Julia uses a 'cherry' theme to inform the design of her site and consistently apphes this 
theme across the site IllCluding various Innovative and original touches like quotes on 
each page to signal an entry point to the page content, the visual focus of the navigation 
bar, her specific font choices and the inclusion of the sp lash COvei'. 
~ ~ 'I ..,.""- .. ---
~ 'I 'I -I I -. . -
Julia creates a strong ~isual feel to her interface design with the i!lCO!pOration of the 'cherry' 
theme as stylistic mechanism. 
Furthermore the graphic navigation bilr, he.deI', colour and layout coherence enhanco> 
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mood and design theme used ill web design) of the websIte. The refinement of these 
stylistic features display the apphca\JOr1 of conventions that hinge on practices and 
values that suggest a comfortable and fluid functionality In using the resources, values 
and conventions offered by the WDo. 
Grant's website, in a surular vein to Julia's, uses an expertly crafted visual header as a 
stylistic and design theme of the site. 
While stylistkdlly it could be argued thM the navigation bar has a somewhat 
inconsistent connection to the rest of design elements, the user is not overtly distracted 
by its mdusion. The level of technica l competence .. videnced on th,. ~ilf> suegests a 
strong level of functionality with the many conventions, competencies and practices 
valued In the Discoun;e Grant's site also has a strong visual focus that directs the site 
design and page elements while maintaining a consistent look and feel to the site. His 
technical competence is renected 10 the InclUSion of sound clips, an interactive site map, 
ammated banner on the home page and photogrdphic collages tltdt reflect the content ~ 
focus on each page. 
Both Julia and Grant's Websites indkate a strong and consistent use of in terdiSCUfSIVe 
elements suggesting an original and developed application of WDD conventions and 
pnnClples. As a result their performances of web design would be recognized within 
the Discourse as appropriating more professionally constituted site design practkes. 
No place on the continuum? 
The discussion thus far has focused on the villue of using intertextuill elements from 
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from outside the Discourse there tends to be an inappropriate fit. However Richard's 
websIte presents an interestIng contradIctIon" to the above analysis. Rkhard's website 
represents a rather interesting case of the almost exclusive use of interdisc:ursive 
elements from outside the WDD but thdt visUally seem to integrate appropriately 
within the Discourse. These include the use of photographic mampulation and the 
creation of an original visual header. The header and navigation bar ffipresent stylistIc 
appropriations from more artistic Discourses, successfully incorporated inlo the 
interface design of RIChards's Website (illustrated below). 
Ybual .... -
Despite the aesthetic considerations noted above, when viewing the website It becomes 
obvious that the site is incomplete with misSing content on a number of pages the most 
striking omission. As a result his site failed to meet the requiremi!l"\!s of the brief and he 
failed the assessment. In his ffiflective account m the interviews, Richard (see page 75) 
suggests that he drew heaVIly from various VISual and artistic Discourses to neate the 
visual feel of his site. When accounting for hIS design decisions, he alluded to a keen 
awareness and meta-knowledge of the WDD. I want to speculate that the visual 
Discourses that formed the basis of his interdlscursive borrowing are closely aligned to 
the vi5ual and aesthetic qualities recogmzed in the WDD. Secondly, Richard used the 
" Rich.rd·. 0_ ~ I t>o highHght«! again In the ou"""'1)' comment. 01 Chaptor 8 • ~ • • "" . .. ",me 01 the ~1nbI 
lrod ohollongn a/ thl. ,..e."'" _gn. bIlt 1100 1110 compIo.o1"I 01 otternptl!19 to _mork otudont  1M 
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appropriated elements to create webpage elements like the visual he.lder and font 
choices, thus displaying a creative approach to the design of those particular site 
elements. This visual awareness and abihty to present them appropriately in the 
website was sufficient to have this aspect of his WOO performance recognized in the 
research process. 
Some synthesizing comments 
The analysis of the intertextual elements of the website suggests that student drdW 
heavily from a range of secondary Discourses (also described in more detail to indude 
the interview analysis on page 88) they are familiar with. The web design Discourse 
features prominently along with secondary layers that distinguish between a visual or 
technical Discourse orientation. Schooling, academic and other socially framed 
Discourses can also be identified with storytelling, the Discourse of rule (e.g. academic 
and assessment), compliance or obedience, visual Discourses of the self and 
interpersonal communicative dIscursive practices, constituting the sub--layers of these 
broader Discourses. Various appropriations, reconfigurations and amendments are 
undertaken to ensure ContinUIty and successful match between the sources ideas and 
elements with the conventions and stylistic prescriptions valued by the WOO. Sites 
where students drew mcreasingly on elements located withm the WOO and then 
integrated these mto the existing aesthetic qualities of their own websites are more 
lIkely to have their performance and functiOnality recognized as fluent within the 
Discourse. The analysis further highlighted the differential utilization of recognition 
practices in the pedagogic Discourse (noted in the assessment rubric and assessment 
criteria in Appendix Two) and the research process where the continuum described on 
pages 54-56 is the main recognition tool. 
In the next chapter the semi-structured interviews are analysed. The analysis des<:rihe:s 
students' levels of meta-knowledge of the WDD. Some general synthesizing conunents 
which relate to the analysis of student performance and meta-knowledge of the WDD 













The interview as m<,ta-knowledgc 
This chapter analyses the serru-sh'uctured interviews which describe students' reflective 
account of theu design decision making in the process of Cf€dting their personal 
websileS, This analysis will reveal students' design interest and their levels of 
understanding and meta-knowledge of the new Discourse. 
The IntelViews 
Serni-.t;tructured interviews with the re;earch participants took place in October 2005 
almost four morrli'Ls' after the design and production of their personal websites. The 
interviews provided a means for students to articulate their desIgn decisions and 
interest as II related to the persOllilI website created for the assessment in June. The 
analysis that follows highlights two themes that emerged from the analysis process 
and, when considered in relation to the websites, illustrate students' meta-knowledge 
of how the Discourse works and how thai Wlderstandmg infonns their design decision 
making in the process of website design. 
An overarchmg value (personaliz.ed belief or pri:nople) and practice (the application of 
a belief or pnncIple) in web design is the notion of borrowing. The thematk analysis 
rf:veals that all students' decision making was guided by this value; as a result the 
theme of student borrowing activities is interwoven in much of the reflections during 
the interviews. This general idea traverses either expliCitly or irnplidtly much of 
students' desigI'l decisIon making. This theme also rf:lates strongly to the notion of 
intertextua.iJty observed in the CDA of the websites, however there is a differentiation. 
in the interviews student borrowing activities signal their use of and internalization of 
this Discourse value. Intertextuality m the website SImply confirms that borrOWing has 
, Tho oIigt .. 1 ,oseoreh pion occomrROdote<l • """"_ two montI1 gap botween the wo __ mont Ind tho 
iMeM ...... Thio time /fome -'d ",I\h tno J ........... or Inok ond .. _ fur reltoction tine belOII oond<JCljng the 
io~ . 10 .... Unklrl ........ ty duo 1<> • dooth in my family in """"" I was unable to oohodul. lntel'lkM until ~. Ttlis. 
br .. k did _. proYido rna. dioto..,. betwlen the website _on! 0.-.:1 oroot.d 1110 opportunity fur tho 
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taken place and identifies its historicity. A subset of this theme is the notion of what 
inspires or interests students when they are borrowing, thus borrowing is further 
differentiated into an aesthetic and technical interest In a sense the practice of 
borrowing is mediated through either an aesthetic or a technical interest. This links 
strongly to the nature of web design (discussed on pages 6- 8) espoused in both the 
broader industry and the curriculum orientation of web design in MM Tech that sets up 
the distinction between the aesthetic (web designer) and technical (web developer) 
focus. 
The second theme of student progression in the Discourse provides evidence of the 
improvement and development in their understanding of the Discourse, as a result of 
their continued exposure to it over time. Through students' differential awareness of 
the meta-knowledge of the Discourse and in their articulation and expression of its 
terminology and values, participants seem to experience differential levels of 
functionality in the Discourse. 
The nature of student borrowing activity points to the influence of various Discourses 
on student design decision making, linking directly to the first research question, How 
are Discourses reflected in the design decisions made by students in their personal websites? 
The differential meta-knowledge fluency levels noted by the analysis under the theme 
of student progression in the Discourse, raises questions about how students obtained 
this knowledge and what might be done within the academic environment to address 
the differential levels noted. In this way a connection to the second research question, 
What are the implications for web design literacy in an academic setting? is created. 
In order to create a link to the intertextual analysis of the website5, the description of 
students' borrowing activities will first be addressed, followed by an exploration of 
evidence that underlines their progress in the Discourse. 
1. Student borrowing a.ctivities in the web design Discomse 
This theme is used to describe when students borrow design ideas, HTML code, actual 
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and templates (in design, actual code or both) in the creation of their websites. The 
source of the borrowing activity is a significant factor with the intertextual analysis 
distinguishing elements drawn from 'inside' or 'outside' the Discourse as noted on 
page 57. 
In the interviews all students indicated a tendency to borrow heavily from other 
websites, a practice valued in the Discourse. In some instances students use other 
websites as a source for design ideas and HTML code. The assessment brief specifically 
states that students should source' code' for particular functions and then acknowledge 
it2• Borrowing can also be differentiated into different types i.e. direct borrowing or 
borrowing with amendments. Direct borrowing, ie. with no or limited adjustments or 
amendments to the original item, is seen as an important step in acquiring the 
Discourse, especially for apprentice web designers. Direct borrOwing in the WDD can 
however be recognized and associated with amateur design practices, as originality in 
design is highly respected. With continued exposure to the WDD students' site design 
efforts are expected to display their own 'touches', originality and amendments in an 
attempt to obscure the source of the borrowing, ie. borrowing with amendments. 
Ensuring that borrowed ideas I fit' 
Julia offered an explanation for the inspiration around her site theme. Not only did she 
draw extensively from an idea sourced from another site, but she was determined to 
add her own finishing touches so that the sourced idea merged more with her design 
intention. 
L: Maybe we should go into the home page and maybe you can talk me through the 
layout and design. You describe to me what you see. 
* Julia: Okl The cherry theme - I wanted my navigation to be circles and I wanted 
to link them together and I saw that they looked liked cherries, so I thought ok, let's 
do cherriesl [771eJ cherry themel It was two chemes and I cut tt up and put text over 
it. Then the 1000. I went onto another stte and I saw the cherry thingy. and I did my 
own. I added a few stuff. [for the] the 1000 [pause] the speckles on the side to make 
tt look more cherry-Ish. 
2 This would be achieved by the Incil.lSlon of comments regarding the origin of the borrowed code In ttle source code 
(HTML) of their own web8ltes . 
.. The transcript convention used in this thesis signals the participants Of researchers' contribution by ttle initial of their 
mime. The fimt time II student's transcript Is UHd, their full name will be used and Hi In bold. I also I.IH undtrlyloo In the 
excerpts to highHght ulient points that are Illustrative of ttle argument I am making. I have tried to maintain the 
authenticity of the Interview discussion by including the Ofiglnal dialogue. To provide contextual clues to the reader 
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Where an idea or text element was directly copied, like the colour choice, it needed to 
fit into her design concept for the site, suggesting Julia made conscious decisions about 
the use of borrowed ideas and elements. 
L: Maybe [you can] talk about the colour choices you made here on this particular 
page? {17le Home Page} 
Jade: I got this picture from the logo picture on the other site that I saw. That [yellow 
and red] was the colour that they were using. so I thought I didn't want to change it 
too much because it looked nice and I kinda went with the whole red and yellow -
orangy theme. 
L: Oh so the colour choice you got from another [website]? I know you said before 
about the 'Cherry Lane' site that you went to. So it was a similar colour theme that 
you went for? 
J: Jal It's just that In that site. [referring to the Cherry Lane site] this thing [referring 
to the size of the cherry] was smaller. Actually it was much bigger [confusion noted 
about the original size of the cherry on the original site} and took the whole half of 
the page and it had a background image of people. I didn't want to go exactly like 
that site. 
When borrowed ideas do not I fit' 
Others however are unable to apply this notion of borrowing in the developed and 
nuanced manner valued within the Discourse. Rather they incorporate elements that do 
not fit visually or stylistically with their web design. The focus is more on the appeal of 
the individual visual element being borrowed with limited consideration shown for 
how the element might fit or match the overall visual theme created in the site. The 
WDD privileges and values the appreciation of consistency and coherence in site design 
and development, thus the whole is treated as more important than individual 
elements. 
A good example of this mismatch is Felicity's use of borrowed buttons (illustrated and 
discussed on page 59) from another site that did not fit into the overall design theme of 
her site. When asked to comment, Fehdty's decision was motivated more by ensuring 
that her buttons were different and original from those used by her classmates, while 
acknowledging that she did not consider whether they would I fit' the overall site 
theme. 
L: And why did you choose that option? That style for the buttons? 
felicity: I love that buttons. 
L: Maybe you can describe it? What do you like about it? 
F: It looked unique. everybody was gOing for these glossy buttons and I didn't know 
how to make my own buttons at that time with Photoshop [A software package used 
for photographiC and image manipulation and editing]. So I downloaded it [the 
buttons] from the Intemet. And apart from the others those who downloaded 
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l: Tell me something. JpauseJ they have little paw prints.. Was there a particular 
reason? 
F: Not man It fooked unique and I liked them. 
l: Ok so they were unique. Do you think they fit into the style of the rest of the site? 
F: Oh I didn't think about that. They just looked nice and I liked the colour. 
These examples describe whether students are able to understand and apply the 
appropriate approach to borrowing in the WOO. Julia's explanation shows an 
underlying appreciation of the WDD borrowing values and when applied to her 
website design helps to have her practices recognb'Rd within a professional realm. 
When these borrowing values are not understood completely as noted by FelicitYs 
comments, students unfortunately run the risk of having their design practices linked 
with amateur practices. 
Visul OJ'TedmKal interest framing the bmTowing adivities-
This sub-theme attempts to describe the factors that influence and fra.me students 
borrowing activities. It suggests that in the process of designing a site or a site element 
students' underlying interest (the personal and socially informed resources used in a 
communication or representative activity (Kress, 2CXIO» informs the design art Students 
are either driven to search for ideas to create an esthetically pleasing website or for 
code that will ensure a tedmically functiooa1 •. This in1erest ads as a driver in 
dileeting their borrowing activities and signals which factor (aesthetic or technical) is 
regarded as more important in framing their design decisions. Bridging the dicllotomy 
between the aesthetic and tedmical interests is an important step for students new to 
the Discourse. Su£cessful web design within the Discourse (identified in the WOO on 
page 25) strives for a balance between these two interests so that a visually appealing 
but technically functional website is the end result. 
Technical interest foregrounded 
For some students the task of creating this personal website was predominantly framed 
by the iedmical aspeds of web development e.g. working with HTMl,.. other software 
like Photoshop, and ensuring that the site worked. 
Selo's description of whether he enjoyed completing the website asse;sment highlights 
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functionality than a focus on visual communication and aes1beti£.s as privileged in 1be 
Skills subject. He utili:zed various bonowing activities that included using the Internet 
as a resomce to solve his t.eclmkal problem, suggesting a mmg tedmi£al interest in his 
design process. 
S8Io: Of course 1 did like it /referring to the assessment to produc:e persoosl 
websltes} because I like the topic of web design so I took time before designing how 
the website would look. Because I wanted my website to look better {than the other 
studentsl. so I checked and checked but towards the end I just got some few 
problems. In fad I used the frames to build the Website, but two weeks before the 
website [was due] I was told that I needed to use tables. So I have to check other 
websles and look at notes from Nieyaaz (The AppIicaIioos subjed ~ on how 
to do it [aeate the site using tables]. So I had to change everything in a hurry. I 
rooked at other Websltes on the Internet. 
L: Whv did you check those other websites? What were you hoPing to find? 
S: First of all I wanted to see, [pause] I didn't have the idea of usina the tables so I 
wanted to see how tables was used on the other websites. 
Visual interest foregrounded 
Others saw the task in strong visual or aesthetic terms with many of their design 
decisions conceptualized visually. Richard provides a lengthy, elaborate and detailed 
description of the visual elements, colour and font choices and ideas around the visual 
banner, that made up the home page design. 
l: Maybe we can go to your site. let's just start off with the Home Page. Maybe you 
could start off with describing it. 
Richard: The too banner thing is from a card game I like. I don't say that on the 
site, but it's put together from four d'lfferent cards that I blended out together in 
Photoshop. You can see the lines there and there (points to the lines on the saeen 
where the webpage is displayedJ where I blended it together. I was looking for a 
stencil type font cause I really like stencil type art and that kind of thing. That's why I 
put it in (letemng back to the f1'8IJh/C flefM::J6t1 and it's faded in so that itdidn't stand 
out. Not that it didn't stand out too much, but so that it faded into the sky. The 
colour, [pause) and I faded [refen1ng to a Photoshop technique]. The picture of me I 
didn't want to put a proper picture so I did the stencil tooL •. 
l: Is it stendllook? 
R: I think so, in Photoshop {using] a filter. And the colour. The background. The font 
was SUDDOSed to be more plxeHooking but the way they look I was flnoomplete 
sentetJC@1...but I SQuashed them. 
l: The titles on navigation bar? 
R: So that thev would fit. I made all of them an image, (lefen1ng to a technique used 
when placing a graphic on a website], but I could have done It much better. I could 
have used a font. put it In a sMe sheet and make it actual text instead. But I could 
have made them biooer so that 'About Me' (pegs title] fitted into the space. I liked 
my idea but I couldn't really put it into practice. I didn't really work with the font in 
the navigation bar. I should change it now that there Isn't a constriction. [Referring 
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Here he identifies the source of his ideas, having borrowed extensively from artistic 
genres (non-digital or computer generated and displayed art fonns like street art 
graffiti and stencil art forms, etc) rather than directly from other website. Richard 
further acknowledges his struggle with applying the technical skill required to create 
his ideal look and feel fur the home page noting the 'incorrect' look of the funis on the 
navigation bar. 
Studenis seem quite confident using other website as a source for their design idea and 
are further able to distinguish the type of site and its purpose by looking at the 
approach to the site design, e.g. they can recognize that an information site will have a 
different look and feel to a chat site. 
Nandi highligh1s her recognition ability while showing how her interest in the visual 
aspects of design directs which site she might visit and draw inspiration from on the 
lntemet. 
L: So you mostly visit chat sites. And what will draw you to a site? 
Nandi: It's the way it's done. Its desigll. the Dictures. the layout. the colours and 
even the font. the information provided. Not too much infonnation but rather so that 
you will know what is here. I go to different sites. but I usually go to the chat sites 
and new artist sites, galleries and art sites. 
L: So what is interesting about those sites? 
N: It's the design. it's different from Information sites. The way the art sites are 
designed, f don' know how to explain it. 
Finding a balance - The tedmical skills gap 
The idea of finding a balance between the visual/ aesthetic interest and technical 
competence seems to be a difficult one for students. Often the lack of technical know-
how is advanced as a core reason for the identified design problems with their 
website. There is also an acknowledgement that without tedmical ability and 
competence it is difficult to realize ones design ideals. Felicity expressed her struggle 
with getting the tedmical aspects right and the subsequent frustration it caused as it 
interfered with her layout intensions on the home page navigation bar. 
l: And why did you put the buttons where you did? 
F: They were not supposed to be here. They were supposed to be up there 
[DirectIng that the navigation buttons needed to be higher up on the page] so it was 
a mistake that I did. When I wrote stuff they went down. [I] wanted it to be further up 
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When adding content and trying to ensure a consistent layout for her CV Page, 
Felicity's lack of technical skills and the time constraint are advanced as possible 
reasons for design irregularities. 
l: Do you want to go to one oUhe other pages and we can talk a little about it. Talk 
about this section [Refenfng to the CV PAGE on her site] 
F: I didn't even put in the buttons and the CV, I just wrote it off. This isn't a CV 
[refen1ng to the content on the webpage] I just wrote it off roughly. As I said, my 
time. Most of the time I struoaled with it and I had to redo it. There was a lot. 
l: What were you struggling with? 
F: At first. just PUttina the banners and everythioo. And then when you check it 
again somethioo is not in the same place. like the buttons. This was a bit difficult for 
me; it was our first time. 
The problems identified above, ie. the struggle to balance visual interest with technical 
competence in site design, are ones commonly associated with apprentice web 
designers. Their visual interest and ideas borrowing from other sites is often not 
matched with their own technical skill to make these ideas a reality as illustrated above. 
As the websites were students' first performance attempts in the Discourse, this kind of 
struggle would be regarded as a normal process of getting used to the Discourse rules 
and conventions. An interesting aspect revealed by the analysis is that certain students 
(Grant and Julia) have fewer problems with bridging the gap between the visual and 
technical and find interesting ways of overcoming this dichotomy. 
Students whose visual interest dominated the web design process often used the 
technical aspects of web development as a means to an end. Julia related an interesting 
story that appropriately captures her visual interest in the design process. She was so 
keen to include a splash page on her site that lack of technical skill to create it failed to 
deter her enthusiasm for its inclusion. She found another student who had the technical 
competence to do it for her. 
l: Now we are going to talk a bit about the website. The first thing that one notices 
about your website is that you have a splash cover. Tell me about the splash cover 
and why you decided to use a splash cover? 
J: Firstly I thought it was a requirement. I don't know {smiles then short pause (I 
think because of her modesty. Julia was the only student in the class to include a 
splash cover in her personal website).] I think it looks cool when vou see websites 
with a splash cover. 
l: Talk about how you came to do the splash cover? 
J: I told someone how to do the splash cover - Wadel I told him what I wanted. For 
the cherry to come together. and he did it for me. He did the technical work. 
l: So you mentioned that you acknowledge that it wasn't a brief requirement but 
yoy had seen lots of other sites with splash covers? 











This illustration captures a further quality noted in the WDD that encourages web 
designers to IIHave a strong awareness of current design trends'; and a willingness to 
challenge the confines of the brief. The latter aspect I believe underscores the 
determination and self efficient Discourse evident in her primary Discourse. It also 
shows Julia's complete control over the final 'look' of the splash page. While she was 
willing to hand-over the technical work, she maintained strong control over the visual 
outcome of the exercise. Her ability to 'spot' design trends and control the visual design 
outcomes again points to her strong visual interest in the design process. 
This balance between visual and technical ability is illustrated when Grant talks about 
tile strengths of his site. 
1.: If you sort of look at the site now. what do you think are some of the strengths? 
Grant: Well the heade!}. 
l: Why do you think so? 
G: Cause they are, (pause) the header almost summarizes what you will find in the 
rest of the infolIDatjon [on the pagel Like with My family [page] it's got the pictures 
of the family and the Interest. It's Idnd of like a summary of the page in picture fonn. 
The strengths I would definitely say one of them is the Interest Page. Cause I really 
enjoyed doing this page. I also separate it quite nicely, like the sport interest. music 
interest and then links to snippets of some of the SOngS I actuaRy like. And then also 
some of the songs I made. 
Grant's website displays a strong balance between the visual and tedmical interests 
that in some instances represent developed apptications of web design principles and 
conventions. His site incorporated elaborately constructed and designed visual headers 
that complemented the content focus of each page where tiley are used In addition, 
due to this technical ability, he was able to include audio clips of the examples of music ~ 
he enjoys listening too. 
However studenis who focus on technical interesis were often unable to acknowledge 
when the visual was neglected or compromised as a result of this preference. So 
Felicity's ability to download working buttons from another site that then did not 
match the overall theme of her designed site3 provides an interesting example. 
3 Excerpts from the interviews that provide Felicity's motivation for the inclusion of the buttons are noted on pages 73 
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Some syDthemmg comments 
Appropriate borrowing activity in the WOO is highly valued. For borrowing to be 
recognized as appropriate the borrowed item must adhere to all the values espoused by 
the WOO, e.g. not only must originality be considered, but consistency and coherence 
of the item with the other design elements of the site must be ensured The analysis 
suggests that students are using a highly regarded value of the Discourse that extends 
the type of code borrowing activity required by the brief, e.g. the inclusion of an e-mail 
hyperlink as discussed on page 61. It also shows that certain students have successfully 
been able to show appreciation for the need to amend and reconfigure borrowed ideas 
or elements to compliment and integrate into their own site style and design. In these 
instances, their borrowing activities are recognized as appropriately conforming to a 
professionally orientated stance of the WpO. Furthermore students' borrowing 
activities are mediated via a technical or aesthetic Oiscourse interest Students who 
have recOgnizEd the need to balance these seemingly competing interests are 
acknowledging and applying a key value of the WOO. 
2. Student ~D in the Web De8ign DiKom'Ie 
This theme explores the idea that all the participants display some growth or positive 
change in their understanding and internalization of the WOO between the two data 
collection moments of the study. This change, movement or progression from the act of 
practice in creating a personal website in June, to conceptually accounting via 
retrospective analysis of their design decisions and choices informing their practices in 
October, illuminatQs and reveals their progression and meta-knowledge of the WOO. 
Students articulate and make evaluative judgements about their design decisions thus 
critically accounting for their shortcomings or mistakes made in the website (both in 
relation to aesthetic and technical design choices), note new technical skills acquired 
since the site's creation and illustrate their meta-know1edge of the WOO. Of 
significance is that while all students in the study were able to offer self evaluative 
insights into the design of their sites therefore indicating their progression, the depth 
and degree of descriptive elaboration of this meta-knowledge varied considerably 
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poignantly illustrated by students' increased levels of descriptive elaboration expressed 
in how they are able to descnbe the Discourse. 
Signaling Progression 
Identifying changes 
When asked to suggest what aspects of their sites could l:te changed the following 
insights were offered. While able to suggest aesthetic and content related changes to his 
website, Se10 does not offer reasons for why these changes might l:te useful (except 
related to his personal preferences) or how they might affect the overall look and feel of 
his site. 
l: Is there anything that you would change, like a weakness on the site as a whole. 
Things that you would do differently if you had a chance to do it? 
S: Of coursel Uke the header and the navigation. I would make it vertical on all the 
pages. Making the navigation, [pause] I like the navigation on the vertical side. I'm 
not sure what came into my mind. Why I made the navigation hOrizontal. 
The motivations for the changes to the location placement of the navigation bar 
cannot be ascribed to in-depth understanding by Selo of the correct layout as 
prescribed by the stylistic conventions of the Discourse. Generally the decision to 
use vertical or horizontal navigation is at the discretion of the web designer. 
Interestingly, the brief prescribed the vertical navigation bar, but Selo only used 
this on his home page, with the navigation bar on other web pages being placed 
in a horizontal location. Unfortunately the interview failed to determine if Selo 
did this to challenge the briefs' prescription or if it was motivated by design 
trends noted on other websites. 
Felicity highlights her inappropriate navigation button choice. 
l: What do you think are maybe the weaknesses? What are some of the things you 
are not so happy about with regam to the site as a whole? 
F: Site design. I would change the buttons. Now [thatI1 know how to do buttons. 
Jusino Photoshopl So they would be more Simpler, as you said this [the buttons) is 
lataly different from the theme. It doesn't relate 
She presents an alternative that would S«i!e her using newly developed technical skills to 
create her own lsimple' buttons rather than relying on borrowing activities. However 
she fails to illustrate an understanding of why the button choice did not work, instead 
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Recognising apprapriate Discourse conventions 
Nandf s account of why the black and white photograph included on her 'Home' page 
should be replaced by a colour image, highlights her ability to identify an inappropriate 
use of a Discourse convention while suggesting a more viable solution. 
N: And what I noticed is my banner its not supposed to be like this. It's not 
interesting even the pictures. The Picture I used on my home page it's not 
interesting, how can r say it's a beautiful picture but it's black and white? 
l: Why did you use black and white? 
N: When I was doing the site it was the only good picture I had. 
l: Ok, was it taken in Black and White? 
N: Yes, so I scanned it. 
l: Why do you think it's not interesting. does the colour make it not interesting? 
N: It is interestina but for it to be on a Home Paae. I don't think it's a proper pictyre 
to be there. 
l: What kind of picture do you think is more appropriate to be on a Home Paae? 
N: A picture with colour. 
Her understanding of appropriacy is however only framed by one alternative, i.e. the 
switch from black and white to colour. A more developed understanding of the stylistic 
possibilities available in the Discourse might have seen her advance several creative 
alternatives in addition of the colour change. 
Grant's reflection on the colour choice of his website shows an awareness of how the 
contextual nature of the design environment can direct the design choices made. 
l: And the colour? Your choice of colour? 
G: I really don't know why I chose that honestly. I really don't know. I don't like that 
colour that's why I am redoing it in blue, I really dig blue. 
l: So why then, if you like blue why did you Pick. that yellow? It's not even yellow 
it's a mustard - yellow. 
G: I don't know. I was trying to go for an earthy. rustiC look [pause] I don't know. 
Well my Mom is yery much into her art kind of things and she Quite often uses these 
sorts Of colours and the ways that she uses them actually looks kinda nice. But the 
way I used them it didn't work out all that well. I thlnkl 
l: Do you think it's the ways you used it or is it that it's on the Web and the stuff that 
she uses is on a different environment? 
G: It could be because this is a totally different environment. It could just be 
because of the colour. 
l: Maybe it's because it's so much of it on the site. 
G: Yeah, that as well. Its like the whole background has that 'mustardy' yenow and 
its only alternating with two, three different colours, white, black and that mustard 
brown the light one and the dari\ one, so it could be quiet bland. 
L: But do you think the colours work? 
G: Yeah they kind of do. They complement each other like the light and dari\er 
shades. so you kind of recognize them. They compliment each other, it's just the 











Chapter 5 Analyticai findings - The Interviews 
He is able to note that the WDD has its own conventions regarding appropriate colour 
use and simply borrowing a colour from another Discourse might not always result in 
an appropriate match. 
Nuanced awareness of quality in design work 
Based on the recognition qualities operating in the assessment process, Grant and 
Julia's first website design attempts were well received and were rewarded with good 
marks (between 68 and 75%). Their sites are considered examples of well designed sites 
for their level of training. When asked to consider the weakness of the site design or 
aspects of the site they would replace, the reflections offered suggest a deep level of 
understanding and appreciation of quality in relation to web design. 
Grant's comment on his choice of logo design and why the repetition of the Flash4 
animation might have an adverse effect on the users' experience of his site. 
L~ Things that you regard as a weakness or would maybe remove? 
G: COlour! Definitely! Also I think the logo. I didn't have to use a picture of me. I 
could have used something that r liked. Definitely change the 1000. 
L: Why do you think you used the picture? 
G: Cause I thought it's a logo for me, so may as well make it about me. Something 
to do with me rather than a random graphic. 
L: The picture is rather realistic, you could have altered it, had an outline of 
something. 
G: Uke a silhouette kinda of thing. I didn't exactly think about it at the time. I was 
more concemed with just having a picture. 
L: Sort of a real representation. And the negatives [of your website]? 
G: Oh the flash animation on the Home Page. Cause I mean it can get Irritating. It 
keeps repeating. So it does aet irritating especially where you use the same 
pictures. If vou used different pictures then it would be alright. It's only like seven 
pictures so it does get rather irritating. 
Julia expresses her concern regarding the quality of images used and the practicality of 
including a hyper link (IFav Links' content link on the navigation bar of her site) that 
takes users away from her site without providing an explanation of where the link 
would take them. 
L: Ok, and then what are the things you are not so happy about. The negative or 
weakness about the site. 
J: The picture Quality. There are some pictures which I scanned. 
l: What would you have preferred? 
4 'Flash' is lSOItware tool used in the creation of animations on websites and CD ROM's. To view the banner animation of 











Chapter 5 AnalytlCII Findings- lhllnteMews 
J: Digital pidures. Uke this one was taken with a phone [Refen1ng to the various 
pictures on the About me page) and the top one Is a very old pidure so It doesn't 
look so great and Its stretched but, ... [pause} And this one is also stretched a bit. 
The Ijttle qyotes I would haye put on all tbe pages. Then okl • the Favourite Unlss it 
goes straight to the site. I WQuld haye like to haye a little thim suim this is louis 
Yultton and YOU click here to gO to the louis Yultton.l'Mb§IteJ 
Both Grant and Julia were able to point out concerns with their previous design choices. 
These aspects of concern, style of the logo and limited variety of photos on the Flash 
animation on Grants site, and image quality and usability concerns related to a 
hyperlink on Julia's site, all show an attention to detail that only a developed awareness 
of the Discourse rules and conventions might reveal. 
The values of these retrospective accounts reside not so much in the fact that students 
were able to point out mistakes or shortcOmings in their website5, but rather in how 
they account for these, the suggestions offered to improve them which in tum 
highlights their degree of comfort and familiarity with the Discourse conventions. The 
analysis reveals that certain students display greater levels of comfort or functionality 
with using and articulating the Discourse conventions. This is expressed through the 
use of meta-knowledge and evidenced in the descriptive motivations of design decision 
making using the terminology and discourse of web design. Students in varying 
degrees of fluency are therefore using the WOO to inform and account for their design 
decision making in their personal website5. 
Desa1biDg the WDD 
This sub theme describes how in their retrospective analysis students are able to 
express themselves using the language and terminology of the discourse. They also 
show awareness of the visual and technical conventions and styles commonly applied 
in the Discourse. Detailed motivations, explanations and ela.borations are presented for 
design choices and changes that often single out a particular aspect like colour or page 
layout for closer scrutiny. Increasingly in these descriptions students begin taking on 
the identity of the web designer and consciously start to reflect on how the user of their 
website might be experiencing their site design. The idea that the site design needs to 
somehow provide clues and reflect the type or genre of the site is also significant and 











Chapter 5 Analytical findings - The Interviews 
Nandi's evaluation of her websites' inconsistent page layout approach signals an 
:important awareness of the users' experience. Her discussion, however fails to include 
the use of web design terminology and a more detailed motivation of why in the WDD 
her layout approach would be considered inconsistent 
L: Do you think that it's Important that the layout is the same on all pages. Your pages on 
the website are different. Is that ok? 
N: No it's not ok. It's supoose to be the same on all pages. Some other sites they don't, 
but I think it's imoortant to make your viewer move at their own free will and to make sure 
that they know they are in the same site. 
The issue she refers to in the example relates to consistency in page layout and design 
which she correctly identifies. However her descriptions focus on the issue of user 
navigation and location, failing to provide more concrete and unambiguous 
motivations around the issue of consistency. 
In this example Julia evokes a sense of how she used the stylistic and layout 
conventions of the Discourse to create a sense of order for her web users while clearly 
adhering to the emphasis on the 'personal' elements demanded from a personal 
website. 
L: What do you think are the strengths? 
J: Okl The cherry theme, it's like it made it personal. Order! The order. The users 
know where they're gOing, where they are and what they are reading or going to be 
reading. The page titles give you a dear [sense oil this is the family [pagel and the 
little quotes. My Home Page has no scrolling. Positives? I think my home page is 
guite clear. this is mel You get a sense of a personal Website. 
While her choice of the cherry theme is regarded as having provided the personal touch 
to her website, Julia still feels it is an element she would change in favour of a more 
versatile colour option. 
J: I think I would have changed the whole cherry theme. 
L:Why? 
J: Because of the fact that the whole cherry thing came from the fact that I wanted 
to do circles. It isn't really me. I would have done more 'Me' things. 
L: What's more 'me'? 
J: Colours. more bright colours. White background With lots of bright colours. The 
header would have been a bit more coloyrful. Just more colourful! I probably would 
have had borders aroynd all my pictures. I would have kept the whole order thing -
omanisatlon. 
l: It's Interesting that you say you would change. [pause] That you would have a 
white background, why the white bacJcground? 












Chapter 5 Analytical Findings - The Interviews 
L: Mmmm. Ja we are allowed to play more with a white background. [A white 
background} allows you to be more overboard with colour. 
J: Ja, like here on this background [Referring to her cunent site] I wouldn't be able 
to put all the colours I wanted to. because one colour wouldn't go and this one 
woyldnl [compliment or match the other coloUij. 
L: But how would you use the colour? Would it be background, or sort of like you 
have her little accents on the side? 
J: I think stuff on the side. I don't know I have iust seen all these Sites with white 
backgrounds and the coloyrs been splashed all over and I like those. 
Her descriptions of her proposed colour choice displays an insight into the creative 
options it presents, but is directly informed by an awareness of how its appropriate use 
elsewhere on the Internet has been constructed. Julia's decision to use white as a 
background links directly to the WOO's approach to colour choices that prescribes that 
web designers "acknowledge that screen backgrounds work best in white or pastel 
colours" (Appendix Four: 3). The WOO conventions and values of applying a 
consistent and coherent approach to the design features of the site is noted by Julia 
when she refers to having borders around all her pictures and creating order and 
organisation. These acknowledgements of how white as a colour is best used in web 
design and how a consistent design approach can be achieved point to Julia's meta-
knowledge of the WOO. 
In a similar vein Grant's discussion of colour use on the internet displays an 
awareness of how a designer could influence user's experiences and impressions 
of a website through the choice of colour. 
L: Colours! Do you think colour is important in site design? 
G: Yeahl It just savs something about the site. Yoy can come to the site and the 
background could be black and everything is dark and people will say ... "Oh this is a 
dodgy site". Yet yoy COYld have one that is very light. lightly coloured. bright colours 
and people will say this is a nice site. myst be a yery happy person who designed 
this site. It definitely does say something about, like blues and stuff and all the 
lectures we had on colour theory and stuff. blue does have a calming effect and 
peoDle also associate ij with being more stable than black. 
L: Do you find that when you surf? [pause) Are you conscious of that when you are 
surfing the Intemet? The colours? [pause) I know you're saying that is how it is [in 
relation to the theories of colour use]. but is It like that when you surf? 
G: Not really because I don't really take notice of that because I am more 
concemed with the information. So I don't notice it. Except if it's the background 
and it loads first. 
L: So when you go to a site do you take notice of the colour? 
G: If it's like yery different then it will stand out for me and it's very different and it 
klnda works well. Most of the Sites klnda like very muCh blend in, they relatively the 
same colour. 











Chapter 5 Analytical Rndingl- The Interviews 
G: A lot of them have white backgrounds and I mean a lot of sites have white 
background and you get to another site and it's a completely different one Ind it 
SlInds out 100 it's like WOW! AM this Is really reillY cool 100 then YOU actuallY 
SlIri thjn!sJOQ thlt Its reilly not so bad. And it sticks and mikes you anna explore 
the site beCluse it's so out of the ordinary and you're not sure whit else might be in 
the site. 
He clearly signe the recognition that colour choices are a reflection of the site type also 
making the same acknowledgement about the value of white as a background colour 
for websites and thus highlighting his meta-knowledge of the WOO. 
Some synthesizing comments 
The analysis emphasizes that all partidpants in the study have made some progress in 
the levels of their understanding and meta-knowledge of the WOO with continued 
exposure to the Discourse. It also clearly illustrates the differential levels of this 
understanding amongst students. This is most notable when students are not only able 
to identify appropriate or inappropriate design decisions but provide detail 
descriptions and elaborations using meta-knowledge of the Discourse to frame their 
motivations and discussions. 
I.i:nldng the websites and the interviews 
The distinctions drawn between the data moments provide different vantage point for 
describing student performances (via the websites) and meta-knowledge (in the 
interviews) of the WOO. The difficulty of attempting to benchmark student 
functionality using the continuum metaphor first descnbed on page 54 is however 
acknowledged. Students sometimes hold multiple positions on the continuum, like 
Julia and Nandi, or no position at all., as in Richards's case. Most students, except 
Richard, do however show continuity between their levels of performance in web 
design and '!heir meta-knowledge and expression of the WOO. Students whose 
websites displayed strong or increased levels of interdiscursivity also expressed an 
increased awareness and ability to use the WOO as a resource in their decision making 
activities in the act of site design. In this respect '!hey are starting to use the WOO as an 
"identity kit" that provides the appropriate set of words and behaviours enabling their 











Chapter 5 Analytical Findings - The Interviews 
WDD performance and meta-knowledge suggest fluid and elaborative levels of 
functionality. Students in this categorization would be Grant and Julia. 
Selo and Felicity's website5 showed an incomplete and fragmented reliance on and 
reconfiguration of manifest intertextual elements from both inside and outside the 
WDD. They also expressed a less detailed awareness and inconsistent use of the 
Discourse. Their Discourse practices and meta-knowledge indicate a more constrained 
or restricted level of functionality to employ the Discourse rules, conventions, values 
etc. Based on the analysis, Nandi's performances and meta-knowledge straddles these 
extreme continuum positions. Richard's performance evidenced by an incomplete and 
semi-functional website suggests low levels of practical ability, yet during the 
interviews he displayed high levels of meta-knowledge awareness of the appropriate 
use of the WDD. 
Considering the intertextual analysis of the websites and the content analysis of the 
interviews suggests that both acquisition and learning activities have informed how 
students have obtained the WDD. Some speculative suggestion to account for the 
differential fluency of their WDD performances and meta-knowledge are made in the 
Interpretation chapter, with some practical implication suggestions considered in the 
Conclusion. 
In the Interpretative chapter which follows, I consider how the analysis has assisted in 













ThIS rese~rch study posed two research questions 
1. How are Discourses reflected in the design deciSIOns made by students ill their 
peroonal websites? 
2. What are the implications for web desIgn literacy in an academic setting? 
A key i5!;ue revealed by the analysis is that students have a differential experience of 
using the WOD in both their perform~nces ~nd mew-knowledge expression. The mam 
discuS!ilOn of this chapter is focused on answering the rust question,. conscious of the 
differentials noted by the analysis. To answer the question the discussion will consider 
the following aspects: how Discourses are used in the web design decision m.Iking 
process; how interest shapes decision makmg and how student design decisions ~re 
recognized in the WDD. This discussion provides the necessary grounding from which 
the imph:ations for teachIng web design literacy in the Skills subject (implied in the 
second research question) can be addressed. Some practical solutions as they relate to 
question two are described in the ConclusIOn chapter. 
Ulling Discourses to frame the design derision making process 
The analysIs shows that students draw readily from a repertoire of various DISCOurseS 
they have to mform their design decisions and the act of producing their personal 
websites, a notion that Paxton's (2004) study into intertextuality and student vOICes m 
economic essays also reveals. By identifying intertextual ek!ments the study has 
established that students draw from varying interpersonal, artistic, digital desIgn. 
technical and literary Discourses in the content, graphic design and production of their 
websites. Kress suggests that " ... we always draw on the resources whICh we have 
available to use for the purpose of makmg the representations that we wish or need 10 
make" (2003:82). The meanmg makIng environment (of the Web) frames how the 
imported or borrowed elements might be used, but also that students can only borrow 











certain social groups fiBer aspects of valued secondary Discourses into their chikbBl's 
socialization in an attempt to advantage their acquisition and performances in 
Discourses encounte.red Iate.r in life. As a result there will always be differential access 
to and the use of the kinds of resources deemed. appropriate within the WOO as noted 
in the Discourse use of Felicity and Selo in comparison to those of Julia and Grant. 
Gee (1999:17) states that not only are there II •• .innumerable Discourses in any modem 
technological urban-based society" each individual may be .1 ••• a member of many 
Discourses" (19%:ix). This is seen in the study where in varying degrees students are 
able to either draw from the WOO or appropriately reconfigure elements from prior 
Discou.rses to 'fit' into the conventions,. rWes and style privileged by the WDD. The 
continuum which I developed. and describe in Chapter Four, allowed. me to trace and 
relate how students use of manifest intertextuality and inte.rdiscmsivity in their website 
practices provides further evidence of how students use their Discourses in the web 
design decision making process. Kress suggests that as we become more integrated into 
the I culture' or Discourse, we become more socialized into the ways of the Discourse. 
Our meaning making n:!SOm'Ces, ie. websites, ~ becomes more infused with the 
social and cultural signifiers of that Discourse (Kress, 2000:156). On the continuum this 
kind of ~infusion' in the websites would signal a strong use of interdiscwsive ele.ments. 
Websites that resemble, draw heavily from and are shaped. by the WOO rules and 
conventions are dearly foregrounding the influence of the WOO in the design process. 
Iaten!st as iii drivel" f .. desigB decision malriDg 
Student design decisions are infused with the range of their available Discourses. 
Considering the range of student primary Discourses, a DiscotU'Se associated with Arts 
and Crafts is a significant feature of Grant's home, while notions of a Discourse of 
determination and self efficiency is foregrounded in Julia's family setting. Interestingly 
an Artistic and Design Discourse is signaled. by Nandi, Richard and Julia as being part 
of their secondary Discourses. In this main layer, various sub-layers of the Discourse 
are noted. Nandi indicates an inspiration by classical fine-art, Julia by contemporary 
fashion design and Richard's interest is located in artistic Discourses that represent 











Chapter I Interpretations 
also form part of studerus' secondary Discourse :repertoire. Selo's engineering training 
is manifested in his strong technical design interest, while Felicity's western inspired 
fairytaJe-I:ike Welcome blurb points to primary school storytelling discursive influences. 
Julia and Selo's social communication Discourses foreground a particular practice and 
understanding of interpersonal communication. The analysis also points to student 
utilization and reliance on the secondary WDD, with sub-layers of visual and technical 
discursive practices acting as a strong interest motivator. This brief Discourse 
classification attempt suggests a complex mix of Discourse location and inner 
discursive layers. This classification supports Kress and van Leeuwen's contention that 
within any situation individuals will draw from a range of their Discourses and use the 
ones Ad •• • most appropriate to the interest of the communication situation in which they 
find themselves" (2001:20-21). 
The intertextual analysis further shows the extent to which students are able to 
appropriately reconfigure discursive elements from one context to aptly'fif the design 
and communicative environment of the W ro. Kress suggests that this act of 
..... remaking of the resource is an effect of both the demands of a particular occasion of 
interaction and of the social and cultural characteristics of the individual sign maker'" 
(2000:156). The communication environment, i.e. website design within the academic 
rontext, and the designers' interest, acts as the mechanism that directs how the 
imported or borrowed item or resource is transformed and configured (Kress, 2000:82). 
In the web design environment, students must be able to do two things, firstly, 
recognize that the design environment of the web is a highly visual one. Secondly, they 
must be able to draw from their available :resources which must include suitable visual 
Discourses. When they are able to do this, a visual interest in their web design decision 
making is foregrounded In this sense Kress's (1998, am) notion that interest is both 
personally and socially located in the students Discourse repertoire is confirmed. 
Problems arise when the Discourses students bring to the web design environment are 
either not regarded as appropriate to the new discursive context, or the students are 
unable to reconfigure thent to 'fir the new environment, as was noted in Felicity's use 











Constrained by the visual interest demands 
While the WDD privileges and values design decisions framed by a visual interest, the 
analysis also highligh1ed that students new to the WDD seem most constrained and 
challenged by the complexity and subjectivity of the visual and aesthetic dimension of 
the Discourse. Principally students experience difficulty in merging what can initially 
be perceived as a divide between the visual and technical demands of the WDD. Gee 
alludes to this type of conflict when he states that .... Discourses need not and often do 
not represent consistent and compatible values - there are conflicts among them" (Gee, 
1996:ix). As established earlier in Otapter Two, complete functionality in the WDD 
requires that students are able to bridge the somewhat artificial divide between the 
design (aesthetic) and development (technical) discursive layer of web design itself. 
The analysis highlights that only students whose previous Discourses somehow 
compliments the visual, aesthetic and stylistic interests and conventions of the WDD 
appear comfortable with this aspect. This was refJected in both their perfo:rmances and 
meta-knowledge, most notably those of Julia, Grant and Richard, and supports Gee's 
position that there is an U advantage when any secondary Discourse is compatible with 
your primary one" (1996:142). These students' primary Discourse and increasingly 
many of their secondary Discourses have strong visual eJem.ents and features that 
integrate seamlessly with the values, rules and conventions foregrounded by the WDD. 
Discourse compatibility can lead to a conflict-free entry period with reduced tensions 
between I competing' Discourses previously identified on pages 21 and 22. Gee also 
cautions that where conflicts and tensions do exist, the acquisition of new Discourse 
could be deterred. (1996:145) 
B.ecognition work in the WDD 
When discussing Discourse recognition Gee (1990, 1996) offers strong advice noting 
that 
Discourses are connected with displays of identity, failing to display an 
identity fully is tantamount to announcing you do not have that identity, at 
best you are a pretender or a beginner (Gee, 1990:154). 
If literacy equates with fluent control over a secondary Discourse, provision is only 











Chapter 6 Interpretations 
regarded from the pedagogic environment, the analysis reveals that all the student 
participants are beginners or apprentices in the WOO. Considering only students web 
design performances, the analysis suggests all students are still grappling with the 
WOO conventions and rules. While Julia and Grant had some of their web design 
practices, like the creative and innovative interdiscursive inclusions nored on pages 66 
and 67, recognized as fluent, overall this represents only partial control over the WOO, 
as the analysis also reveals their misappropriation of the rules (See Grants logo design 
on page 62, and Julia Contact page attempt on page 64). From an academic stance their 
four month exposure to the knowledge and practice of web design would certainly 
assign them with beginner status. 
In the professional environment of WOO as noted previously, other recognition lenses 
are used. Performance and meta-knowledge of the WOO are distinguished into 
'professional' and I amateur'. Based on the differential levels of student WDO fluency 
revealed by the analysis, and in an attempt to consider how industry might recognize 
the participants' Discourse fluency, a secondary level of recognition is advanced. 
utilizing the 'professional' /' amateur' distinction 
What kind of beginner web designer are you? 
Two core beginner groups are identified. The beginners exlubit constrained levels of 
performance in the practice of web design. This is matched by meta-knowledge ability 
that is restricted by the lack of awareness and expression of the WOO conventions and 
rules and an inability to use appropriate web design terminology. I believe Seto and 
Felicity fall into this group as both their web design performance and meta-knowledge 
would be characterized by amateur tendencies. Selo's interest signals an affinity to the 
web development realm of the broader web design Discourse, thus outside the more 
aesthetic and holistic framing of the WOO privileged in the Skills subject. 
In the second group. the analysis shows performance and meta-knowledge levels that 
contradicts a beginner status. Julia and Grant's websiles and reflective insights reveal a 
range of values and practices that industry would recognize as the professional 











their journey to gain full mastery of the WOO will be a long one, there is a disjuncture 
between their current fluency levels and the extent of exposure to the WOO gained via 
the academic environment Explaining this dysfunction unfortunately also hints at a 
possible constraint of this study, i.e. its limited scope in accounting for a range of 
factors that might influence the rate at which students gain fluency in the WOO. I 
would like to offer some speculations that include the influence of student motivation 
levels to complete the assessment; how the desire (or lack thereof) to enter the WOO 
affects student willingness to engage in the WOO practices espoused in the classroom; 
whether certain other secondary Discourses support or complement either the aesthetic 
or technical orientations required by the WOO and if the academic environments where 
students learn and acquire the aesthetic eSkills') and technical (Application and 
Electrotechnology) skills and competencies of the WOO influences the differential 
fluency noted in the analysis. 
Then there are Richard and Nandi whose WOO fluency levels I believe fail to 'fit' the 
'professional' and 'amateur' categories suggested. I want to argue that Gee's (1990, 
19(6) concept of 'mushfake' provides a useful means whereby these students' 
engagements and functionality in the WOO can be evaluated. Gee suggests that 
mushfake of a Discourse refers to the ..... partial acquisition coupled with meta-
knowledge and strategies to make do" (1990:159). 
Richard's fluent expression of WOO meta-knowledge in the interview failed to match 
the constrained web design practice evidenced by his incomplete website. Richard's 
mushfaking 1 believe resides more in his ability to use a strong visual awareness of his 
incomplete website combined with an apt communicative interview approach to get me 
to recognize his potential to perform appropriately in the WOO. Whether this kind of 
mushfaking will assist Richard in future recognition activities in the WOO is uncertain. 
'Making do' in the WOO however holds a different enabling potential for Nandi. 
Nandi's performance levels in web design suggest an unevenness in the application of 
various Discourse rules and conventions, indicative of a beginner grappling with the 











as eloquently expressed, reveals a strong understanding of the WOO to account for her 
design decision making and uncover new insights into what might be done differently. 
Together they signal to industry her beginner status, but based on the strength of her 
meta-knowledge a beginner who has the potential to become a master in the WOO, 
especially if she can benefit from a wider Discourse of equity espoused in the 
institutional context. 
Academk implications 
Accepting Gee's definition of literacy as mastery of a secondary Discourse noted on 
page 30, the academic environment becomes a site where web design literacy can be 
obtained. The analysis reveals student levels of performance and meta-knowledge of 
the WOO and opens the way for Gee's learning and acquisition continuum to be 
utilized in reviewing the manner in which students gained access to the WOO. 
All students were able to articulate meta-knowledge of the WOO, with four 
participants' assessments in the research context, displaying fluent expression. While 
this might Simply be a function of continued exposure and assimilation time in the 
Discourse (based on the four month gap between the data collection moments in the 
study), it also points to the pedagogic practices of the web design topic. It suggests the 
foregrounding of learning activities. According to Gee (1990, 19(6) students' ability to 
reflect and evaluate their websites using the meta-knowledge of the WOO provides 
evidence of 'learning'. "We are better at performing what we acquire but we 
consciously know more about what we have learned" (Gee, 1996:139). But for Gee 
mastery of a Discourse can only take place via acquisition and cannot be taught 
whether in a classroom or elsewhere. He continues by stating that ..... time spent on 
learning and not acquisition is time not well spent if the goal is mastery in 
performances" (1996:144). Thus if the WOO is primarily about the performance of web 
design, the classroom activities should focus on acquisition. For teaching that leads to 
acquisition, students must be engaged in a master-apprentice relationship in the 
Discourse and the classroom must become the site of apprenticeship and social practice 












The analysis of student performances in WDD suggests that many students are 
grappling with applying the practices of WOO through the act of website design. 
Overall their meta-knowledge ability appears more fluid. This suggests that the 
pedagogic environment of the web design topic places a secondary focus on the 
acquisition process1. This is possibly because, as Gee argues apprenticeship into the 
social practices of the Discourse can only be guided by those who have already 
mastered the Discourse, and as a WDO 'partial outsider' I cannot rightfully take on this 
role. So how then can Julia and Granf s levels of performance in the WOO be accounted 
for? Again Gee offers an explanation, stating that N •• • classrooms that do not properly 
balance acquisition and learning, simply privilege those students who have already 
begun the acquisition process outside the classroom" (1996:139). Certainly for Grant, 
who had already produced a website prior to this assessment, direct acquisition of 
aspects of the WOO had already taken place. 
Justifying the constrained performance and meta-knowledge evidenced by Selo and 
Felicity, Gee would advance the following argument Having not mastered the WOO 
but being required to use it, these students might have resorted to the following 
strategies: a) falling back on their primary Discourse adjusting it to fit the newly 
required functions of the WOO (as with Felicity's Welcome blurb), b) attempting to use 
another related ~iscourses (the technical focus foregrounded by Selo) or c) using a 
simplified or stereotyped version of the WDO (like the borrowed paw prints in 
Felicity's navigation bar) (Gee, 1990:153). I argue that unfortunately these students' 
prior Discourses (especially their lack of a particular kind of visual literacy) offered 
limited access to the new demands of the WOO, acting instead to signal their 'outsider' 
performance status. 'Their failure to adequately lleam' and articulate the meta-
knowledge of the WOO points to possible conflicts that relate not only to the WOO, but 
also the academic Discourse meant to scaffold their learning of the WOO in the first 
place. Gee refers to II facilitating factors", i.e. correlation between primary ~iscourse 
features and the new Discourse and support provided by the home or family to the new 
~iscourse, which often do not exist for disadvantaged students. He continues, arguing 
that these students are then further hampered because traditional classrooms are poor 
1 This statement is made ~ that the study (noted on pages 93 and 101) is unable to verify the inftuence of the 











Chapter I Interpretations 
at facilitating acquisition (1996:146). This might be alluding to a double Discourse 
barrier in that students prior Discourses fail to provide access to the academic 
Discourse of the classroom and without this they are unable to gain access or learn the 
content of the Discourse being taught 
Mushfake: an access strategy 
Nandi however sheds the most encouraging light on the pedagogic environment 
experienced in the web design topic and 'Skills'. Unlike Julia, Grant and Richard whose 
acquisition activities benefited from their prior complementary Discourses, Nandi's 
prior Discourses do not seem to overtly privilege her access to either the WDD or the 
academic Discourses (in fact at a surface leveL they seem to resemble those of Selo and 
Felicity), yet both her performances and meta-knowledge are recognized as 
appropriate. Her mushfaking ability signals that the 'Skills' classroom environment 
does hold possibilities to engender a particular kind of access to the WDD. Gee, 
acknowledging that true acquisition leading to full fluency in a Discourse is not always 
possible, offers the notion of musbfaking as a viable alternative (1996:147). Gee 
proposed that classrooms 1/ ••• ought to produce 'mushfaking', resisting students full of 
meta-knowledge" (1990:159). 
Playing the game of web design - an alternative interpretation with similar 
conclusions 
Gee's concept of Discourse has been used to explain students' differential access to the 
web design practices in this thesis. I would like to offer a brief overview of an 
alternative stance usi g Bourdien's (1984) concept of practice. Bourdieu argues that any 
practice is the 1/ •• • result of various habitual schemas and dispositions (habitus), 
combined with resources (capital), being activated by certain structured social 
conditions (field) which they in turn belong to and variously reproduce and modify" 
(Crossley, n.d: online) Thus [(habitus) (capital)] + field = practice (Bourdieu, 1984 in 
Raey, n.d: 10) Each field is likened to a 'game' and this metaphor is useful in trying to 
understand how the social aspects of web design (field) impacts on, shapes and is 
reshaped by the individuals dispositions and resources (habitus and capital) who play 











cultural forms and peculiarities like the aesthetic and technical distinction. Students 
who come to MM Tech want to 'play the game' of web design. They bring along their 
habitus and capital (which is different for each student) that helps them to develop a 
'feel for the game'. Students who have certain dispOSitions, habitual schema and 
competencies (e.g. visual awareness) along with core resources (academic and visual 
literacy) are able to develop a 'feel for the game' a lot quicker than those whose habitus 
and capital are regarded as not having value in the 'game' (field). While the Skills 
subject attempts to build or develop certain resources, (web design literacy) in students 
as required by 'the game', this is dependent on the players' habitus and value they 
award to 'playing the game'. How students 'play the game' (practice of web design) is 
related to the interaction between their habitus, capital and state of play of the game 
(what is valued) and if their location in it (field) is recognized. 
Both interpretative lenses allude to similar conclusions, that the social basis of 
education and web design is fashioned to provide differential access to certain groups. 
The challenge however remains to balance out that inherent inequality, a consideration 













This chapter identifies some practical implemenMion dpproaches that directly reflect 
and support the analysis and interpretation of the study. The conclusion seeks to 
provide practical answers to the second research questiOll that asks "What are the 
implicahons for web design literacy in an academic setting?" The discusSIOIl focuses 
prunarily OIl the Skills subject with tentative msights into the MM Tech curriculum 
being advanced. With specific impact OIl the Skill subjects the implications noted relate 
directly to my pedagogic strategle5 as these are regarded as a means whereby access to 
the web design DiscouJ>e can be facilitated. In closing. while the study's limited scope 
is identlfied as its key constraInt, its major contribution is in illuminating a valid 
pedagogic approach to enhance student access to the Discourse of web design. 
Curriculum implementation pO!illibilities fOI 'Skills' 1 
Scaffolding the visual interest required by the WDD 
The study clearly highlighted the visual focus and interest of the WDO. The WOO 
requires that students are visually 'literate', yet based on their disadvantaged schooling 
and economic backgrounds (highlighted in the Introduction) many MM Tech students 
who enter the programme have linuted fluency in visual literacy. ThIS was seen in the 
difftculty that some students had when required \Q use a visual interest \Q inform their 
desigfl decl5lon making. "Visuah.zation is seen as an unproblematic kind of translation 
from one semiotic mode into another - as a simplistic kind of translation from one 
language to another" (Kress, 1998:55). While the Web design topic acts to mtroouce and 
familiarize students with the WOO rules and conventions, the curriculum itself 
provide; very limited opportunities for either acquisItion or leclming ~ctivitJes that 
stimulate or develop students' aWareIless of VlSua! deiign,. failing prey to the 











Chapter 1 Conclusion 
As a direct consequence of initial analysis work derived from this study in November 
2005, I successfully motivated for the inclusion of a visual design content segment in 
the curriculum structure of the Skills subject to accommodate this identified limitation. 
In 2006 a Visual and Design Uteracy course was offered to first year students 
structured along a 16 week non-compulsory programme. Its main goals were to 
facilitate exposure to the core principles, practices, ideas and appreciation for the 
concepts of design, visual design, graphic design, design elements, visual literacy and 
perception via an aCquisition type approach to the pedagogic engagement While the 
impact of the programme cannot as yet be established, its inclusion in the curriculum 
suggests an acknowledgement of the need to scaffold and develop visual interest and 
literacy required by the WOO via the curriculum. 
Balancing acquisition and learning activities 
Gee's contention that good teaching is able to accommodate aCquisition and learning 
activities has served as a core evaluative principle for my pedagogic framing of the web 
design topiC and Skills subject. The study highlighted the foregrounding in the 
curriculum of Ilearning' at the expense of acquisition type activities. The following 
practical pedagogic interventions are being considered to create the balance between 
learning and acquisition activities deemed appropriate and to off-set my partial 
loutsider" status in relation to the WOO. 
• Create structured learning activities that allow students to use the Web more 
intensively to model their design activities. 
• Create opportunities for students to explore and reflect not only the conventions 
and principles of web design, i.e. meta-knowledge, but also the values, behaviours 
and attitudes associated with web designers. The modeling of these behavioural 
qualities should also become a focus of the pedagogical environment 
• Create opportunities for industry experts and web designers to engage and interact 
with students via informal talks and possible mentorships, thus stimulating 
acquisition type engagements with the Oiscourse 'masters'. To this end I have just 
recruited three MM Tech graduates working in industry to act as informal 











Chapter 1 Conclusion 
and provide students with feedback of how their performances are recognized from 
an industry perspective. 
Reframing the developmental progression benchmarking for students 
The reconsideration of student development progress in web design has been another 
direct outcome of this study. A more realistic view of what students' meta-knowledge 
and performance levels should reflect after one semester on the course has been 
adopted. Nandi's experience is now considered as the typical developmental trajectory, 
those of Julia and Grant are seen as the exception. My judgements in relation to 
students web design ability has acquired a level of refinement and sensitivity 
acknowledging the differential ways in which students gain (and often struggle with) 
access to the WDD. The fundamental influence of prior Discourses in shaping the 
nature of their access to the Discourse (WDD and academic Discourses) has been 
strongly acknowledged in the new curriculum. Gee advises that students growing 
ability must be supported " .. . even when it barely exist (making it look as if they can do 
what they can't really" (1996:145). This is a lesson I hope to apply when assessing the 
2006 cohorts' offering of personal websites. 
Curriculum possibilities for Multimedia Technology Programme 
The main contribution of this study is the tentative insights it has provided into how 
Discourse can be used in an educational environment such as multimedia technology, 
to understand both the curriculum practices and student experiences of the curriculum. 
Accepting the definition of literacy offered by Gee (1990, 1996) as fluency in a 
secondary Discourse creates an appreciation of the academic literacy practices 
developed within the MM Tech curriculum. This is particularly pertinent in relation to 
using the term web design literacy to describe student literacy practices and the 
pedagogic interventions to enable success in the MM Tech academic environment. 
Similar to the Skills subject the notion of appropriately balancing acquisition and 
learning activities in the classroom is regarded as paramount The study also holds the 
possibility that I might be able to share insights generated from this investigation with 
colleagues, encouraging dialogue regarding how student make meaning in our 











Chapter 1 Conclusion 
who enter the university do so with a rich set of discursive resources which allow them 
to engage and remake the practices of the academic environment Such an approach can 
help to challenge deficit model perspectives that often ascnbe student success and 
failure in HE to whether or not a student possesses the 'required' cognitive abilities or 
technical skills. 
Limitations of the study 
When considering any learning environment the number of variables that shape and 
impact on actual learning outcomes are not only multiple but complex. In this study I 
was constantly reminded of trying to account for what influenced student design 
decision making. As a Masters by coursework research investigation the study's scope 
was limited and as a result was unable to fully consider either the range of possible 
influencing variables or an in-depth investigation of them. Influential aspects regarded 
as pertinent but not directly investigated in this study are: the broader academic 
environment of MM Tech (in particular the impact of other subjects), the broader 
Discourse of multimedia and web design, the actual pedagogic activities and 
curriculum structures both within the 'Skills' and other subjects on the course, the 
influence of specific student primary and secondary Discourses (e.g. schooling) and the 
student motivational levels to enter the WDD. While the study has identified certain 
student Discourses, like most of the factors noted above, their exact influence on 
student design decision making cannot be completely accounted for. 
Conclusion 
This thesis represents an instance of my engagement as a reflective practitioner to 
explore how access opportunities into the WDD can be enhanced via pedagogic 
interventions. The theoretical concepts of Discourse, interest,. intertextuality, literacy, 
acquisition and learning were used to ground the conceptual framework of the study, 
while an interpretative case was utilized as research method. The research considered 
two key data sources: personal websites and semi-structured interviews. These 
accounted for student performances in and meta-knowledge of the WDD and revealed 
evidence of how Discourses were reflected in student design decision making in their 











Chapter 1 Conclusion 
the consideration of how learning and acquisition activities could be used in the 
classroom to facilitate more balanced performance and meta-knowledge expression. 
Mushfaking was identified as an access strategy suitable to the contextual realities of 
the 'Skills' classroom. Further practical curriculum interventions were advanced that 
attempted to highlight the importance of balancing learning and acquisition activities to 
ensure web design literacy. 
It would seem that access to this Discourse was an increasingly elusive concept 
especially for those students whose Discourses actively constrained them. Theoretically, 
this rather defeating scenario was constantly reinforced with even an optimist such as 
Gee (1990, 19(6) arguing that overt teaching could never provide the type of acquisition 
required for ~iscourse mastery. But what can be done by a teacher considered an 
outsider to the WOO? In order to integrate acquisition type activities into the classroom 
it is important for me as a WOO 'outsider' to have a refined sense of what the WOO is 
and how it is recontextualised within my practice setting. In this respect the entire 
research process has helped me to describe and understand the nuances of the WOO 
and its recontextua1ised form within the MM Tech curriculum. This enhanced 
understanding of my practice context will allow me to scaffold appropriate web design 
practices in the classroom, while being more aware of how to recognize appropriate 
student performance and meta-knowledge of the WOO. The manifest intertextuality 
and interdiscursivity continuum is a direct result of my conceptual analysis and use of 
intertextuality in the WOO. I regard the continuum as a vital recognition tool for my 
classroom. While the continuum can act as a literacy level indicator, it has an added 
academic function in that more appropriate and direct scaffolding strategies and 
suggestions can be communicated to students. 
This study has furthermore illuminated a valid possibility in addressing the challenge 
of epistemological access and while it might not provide the ideal solution, it has 
created the necessary hope and intellectual grounding for finding that answer. It acts as 
the necessary impetus to drive my continued reflective practitioner engagements. This 
possibility was presented in the form of Nandi's experience documented in this study. 











Chapter 1 Conclusion 
not always provide the necessary circumstances for the kind of acquisition activities 
Gee is suggesting as vital in acquiring the WDD, the academic environment embedded 
by access and equity Discourses has been able to prOvide access to the web design 
industry via mushfaking. I believe that only in industry can real acquisition of the 
WOO take place. However without the bridge that the Skills subject and more broadly 
the MM Tech programme as a whole offers to many students, especially those whose 
Discourses disadvantage them.. they will have very limited access possibilities to the 












Reflecting on the hidden implications 
As I started the data collection and analysis tasks of this study certain realizations 
confronted me. These were insights that I could not ignore because they affected the 
core of what I believed and valued as a higher education lecturer and ultimately as a 
person. I struggled to find a suitable place to share these concerns but strongly believed 
that I could not ignore them. A research activity often yields different results, the 
tangtble ones that relate directly to the scientifically framed and methodologically valid 
empirical pursuit, and the intangible or hidden ones that indirectly affect those 
involved in the study in a number of ways often unrelated to the empirical intentions 
initially set out by the research. This post-script is an attempt within the confines of this 
thesis to reflect on the personal outcomes of this research. These outcomes impact on 
my personal pedagogic practices which have not always fallen within the frame of the 
study's scope and objectives but are still valid within the subjectivity afforded by an 
interpretive design. The value of this reflective account is that it reveals outcomes that 
speak directly to me. These very personal outcomes, which are at times uncomfortable, 
have fundamentally altered my perception of the role I play in facilitating access in the 
academic setting. 
The teder-u-reseaKher. uncovering the penoul biD 
During the study I become acutely aware of the fundamental contradiction of 
attempting to fulfill two separate roles and identities, i.e. the teacher-as-researcher. All 
the literature I consulted talks of this possible constraint in abstract terms and suggests 
methods and approaches to m.inimize it My primary role as teacher, seemed to cast a 
shadow and infect not only my behaviour as a researcher but more importantly shaped 
the interpretative lens I used to view and analyse the data. I also had to concede that 
irrespective of how I designed the study, students would invariable see me as primarily 
their teacher in this study regardless of the 'false' distance I tried to create by 












My teacher role afforded me a special closeness to the research context and allowed me 
an insider's view. I was able to see the subtleties of students' expressions both in their 
website design and during the interviews. Instead of dismissing certain incoherences as 
lack of understanding these were located as part of the total experiences I had shared 
with students, rather than just the single event of the interview context. In this sense I 
was allowed a more generous evaluation of their meaning making experiences. 
The interview experience - My Discourses follow me around 
The interviews provided the most uncomfortable experiences I had during the entire 
research process. Here I was most blatantly confronted not only with my own biases, 
but with the prejudices that confront and challenge anyone when they have to deal 
with someone who is deemed to be 'outside' their Discourse. During the interviews it 
seems I had two separate experiences, differentiable dependent on who I was 
interviewing. In these instances I either privileged my teacher or researcher role.1 With 
certain participants it felt as if my teacher identity was foregrounded. I constantly felt 
that the questions I was directing at the interviewees about their design decisions were 
Simply an interrogation regarding their understanding of the course content. I could 
not avoid feeling that I was imposing some unconscious sanctioning of their answers if 
they failed to express it in the ways I demandec:t based on the content covered during 
the topic. Even when I attempted prescribed interview techniques to elicit more 
discussion about a particular aspect I could not help but feel a certain 'inquisition-like' 
quality transcended the event I felt this further signaled to the student that they had 
got something 'wrong' and I was now demanding the 'correct' answer as I might have 
in class. 
As in my classroom, students who were more articulate, confident and even 
challenging of my role were engaged in a different way during the interviews. The 
interview seemed less like an interrogation and more like an engaging discussion 
between two peers, probing and challenging in an attempt to get behind the motives for 
1 The intemew tranacripls bar witness to this. Thou tranacripl8 included in the thesis provide some indication of this 
although not In an extel'l8ive form because their inclusion was meant to illustrate different Intentions. Consider the 
excerpts on pages 73, 75 and 81 which are refledlve of my engagement associated with a 'researcher' role. The 












decision making in a non-threatening way. Why did I have these two different 
experiences and would an outsider have had a similar experience? 
Reflecting back I have to ask myself, were these different experiences simply an 
expression of my own bias towards others deemed outside the Discourse? Does the 
reflection unmask the preferential treatment I bestow on students who early on signal 
that their Discourses match those demanded in the pedagogic context? I came to the 
following rather unsettling but honest conclusion. While engaging in a study that I 
hoped would provide evidence for my hypothesis that the academic environment in 
which I work differentially privileges students whose Discourses matched those of the 
curriculum - a curriculum which I felt I had deconstructed for my students in an 
attempt to create more equal access for the majority of my students - I was now faced 
with the realization that I was possibly intimately involved in that privileging and 
differentiating activity myself. I was (un)consciously involved in a gatekeeping activity 
for the Discourses which students encounted in my classroom - the academic and web 
design. 
I would like to suggest an alternative consideration of this differential interview 
experience described above using the theoretical insights generated by Bernstein's 
(1966) elaborated and restricted codes.2 Using the concepts broadly, Bernstein would 
argue that the interview situation and the social relationships between the participants, 
i.e. lecturer and student, directs which coding orientation was privileged. liThe codes 
themselves are functions of a particular form of social relationship, or more generally, 
of qualities of social structures" (Bernstein, 1966:255). Furthermore the theory notes that 
everyone is capable of possessing both elaborate and restricted codes, with middle class 
children socialized and expected to possess and use both codes (Bernstein, 1%6:259). In 
the first experience I described on page lOS, both participants in the interview used 
more restricted codes suggesting that the social relationship reinforced a commonly 
shared identity (of teacher and student) and expectations (teacher asks questions, 
student responds with correct answer, teacher will continue to prompt until the correct 
2 I acknowledge the controversy generated lIiI'Ound the use of theM concepts. In using the concepts here I believe I am 
capturing the euence of Bernstein's argument which suggesIB that code usage is determined by the social context and 











answer is provided) of how we would relate to each other. In the other situation, 
students were able to view the interview differently. As Bernstein notes elaborated code 
use will arise in social relationships where members are required to select verbal 
arrangements to fit the specific referents and where the intention of the other person 
cannot be taken for granted (1%6:256). In this second situation the research/interview 
environment was perceived by both interviewee and researcher as different and more 
lopen' than the classroom environment, and participants were able to take on different 
roles. "If a restricted code facilitates the construction and exchange of communalized 
symbols, then an elaborate code facilitates the verbal construction and exchange of 
individualized or personal symbols" (Bernstein, 1%6:257). 
It is ironic but I believe the more lobjective' reality bestowed on this interpretation 
because of my researcher role helped me to uncover these inherent prejudices which I 
think all teachers have but may not acknowledge. Similar to the interpretations 
generated by this research, this reflective exercise has uncovered the social basis of 
some of my personal biases which I believe also act to reinforce the differential access to 
the academic and web design Discourse experienced by my students. If I intend to take 
the issue of access seriously in the academic setting these insights cannot be ignored. 
Rather I should use them as a mechanism to critically reconsider the effects of all 
aspects of my pedagogic practices. 
Answers to different questions 
As with most research undertakings, I have been left with more unanswered questions 
than the research has been able to answer. While I am confident that the research 
design has delivered its mandate, the complexity of researching a teaching context has 
been brought into sharp focus. The answers to the research questions have provided a 
hint of how students' Discourses impact on their design decisions in one instance of 
their web design practice, providing some implementation strategies to enhance web 
design literacy in my classroom. Yet the impact of many other factors that fell outside 
the confines of the research was not even considered. I have however been encouraged 
by the value that student voices have brought to my understanding of their experience 












my practice as a teacher and suggests that I have a lot to learn from my students -
maybe even more than they have to learn from me. I am encouraged that this research 
has provided this much needed opportunity for student insights, understanding and 
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Skills Learner Guide 
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION'~T"'E"'C~H"N~O'"LccO"G"Y~----' 
---_._------- -- -_._----, 
LEARNER'S GUIDE - Multimedia Skills 1 
:1=';;;::-.=;;;;;=====;; _'_UB._.JECT GUIDE~.='=A~R~'~'COc':...:' ____ ==:::.. ________ :::..=~= 
I SUBJECT NA~_E: Multimedia Skills ~ 
- SUBJECT CO~DE~cc'_-t~M~M~S~D~O,,,10 _~ 
SAPSE CODE: 40510312 
SAPSE CREDITS: 0.25 , 
NQF LEVEL: i 5a 
IMPLEMEN"T~A~T~K>=N_~' ~Y2~OO=5 
IM~ltimedia Skills serves as ~~ ~~roOOdi:~~:~~~:sS:J:C:~u~i ~-kill~: ~-~~- u~~--th-~-~~~~~s 
I communicalive facets of the muKimedia industry .• further seeks to develOp fundamental 100aming to 100am 
I sk~IS and strategies and commurlicatlon skills requirEod tn a higher education learning environment 
I SUBJECT~ECT·cC·cE'c.cc-ccc-_______ ___ . On successful completion of this subject, the student will be able to: 
);- Examine and O!xpiore how commur1ication messages are designed and produced for the muKimedia 
en"irollment 
;;. Examine and perform basic information literacy sxills and strategies within an academ~ context 
'" Practice and pO!rform oral presentation sk~ls incorporating the use of MS PowO!rPoint software 
'" Prac:tice the design Of a basic web site at a foundation competeocy level 
;;. Examine the theoretical concepts that underpin the media and communication process in particular, mass 
media, advertising and the impact or dig~al cornmllllicatiOn structures 
);- Examine and perform prOject management sklls and strategies for a basic prOject 
).> Examine and perform the writing and prOduction 01 a simple narrative text and bas~ script and storyboard 
for a short "Odeo clip 
SCOPE OF SUBJECT 
I 
The co~erage of this subjeu is Iim~ed to: 
'" A basic introductiOn and competency in inl'ormatiOn and academic I~eracy skills 
I y A basic .,troducli<ln to core presentation sk~ls strategies and the develOpment of basic competencies of 
practical presO!ntation skills 
);. A foundation level intrOduction to the fundamentals Of web site design_ 
);. A basic introduction tothe field of media and communication and design 
);. A fundamental introductory exposure to the core prinaples and strategies of project management for 
muHimedia products_ 
);. A fundamental introduction to the ~eas of creativity and creative writing forms for "Odeo prOducliOn_ 











I PRE_ AND CO· REQUISITE KNOWLEDGE 
I II IS assumed Ihal foliowlllg !ealTllng IS In place , 
;;.. NQF ievel4 or equivalent i.e. Grade 12 
;;.. Engli5ll readlF1g aoo writiF1!J sk~ts 
I! is also recommended tllat the followillll be done in conjunction witllthis subject: 
,.. MuKimedia Applications 
,.. MuKimedia Equipment 
,. Electrotechnology 
']'Ai:iSESSMENT CRITERI"- '-C-CFO s (Refer to -i 
""" "'" "" "t.1b1ebelow) 1 
Demonstrate the ab<l~y to fond a variety 01 written' A~~~~';enl'~e;;;f~-; ~;';;;;-' - 1-:- -CCFO's 2, ~,6 I 
& electronic sources, access and capture specifK: outcome wilt be relating to AC1 I 
SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 
inl[)ffi]ation and rnsentthis information In a developed and implemented 
su~able lashion tllrough tile production of an using various rating scales ! 
basic written academIc text 
Demonstrate a practk:al competency of effective 
rxal presentation through group presentation 
using PowerPoinl. 
3. Demonstrate Iouooatioo competency ",the 
deSign 01 basic web s~es. 
<I. Demoostrate a practical competency in project 
management througll the application and 
productioo 01 various project management tools 
using a case stLJdy. 
5. Identily and describe at a fundameolal level IKIw 
mass media communication messages 
especially advertising are used in the production 
of multimedia products. 
6. Demonstrate an uooerstanding of the various 
text genres by producillll a basic saipl alld 
storyboard lor a short video clip 
2. CCFO's 
1,2,3,4,6 
relating to AC2 
3. CCFO's 
1,2,3,<1,5,6,7 
relatlF1g to AC3 
4. CCFO'sl,2,3,4, 
5,6,9 relating to 'C, 
, 
.j 
. .. _._., 
5. CCFO's 
1,2,3,<I.5,6,7,e 
relating to AC 5 
CCFO's 2,3,<1.6.7,9 
relatillll to AC e 
, 
. ------, 
I-c~c-cc~c- ...... .. _ .. _~t::I:~C?:'.L CROSS--FIELD OUTCOMES (CCFO s) ,,"-cc--,.---,c-~c-~---,i' 
1. Identily and sotve problems in whidi responses display that responsible decisions using crttical and 
creative thinking have been made 
2. Organise and manage onesell and one's activitieS responsibly arid elfectively I 
3. Collect, analyse, organize and crrtically evaluate Inlormation I 
4. Communicate effectively uSinO visual, mathematical and/or languaoe Skills in til e modes of oral and I or 
written presentation 
5 DemonSlrnte an understanding 01 the world as ;o set 01 related sys\ems by recogniZing tll""problem-- i 











solvirl!;l context do rIOt exist in isol;;i;,","'oo;;-----------
6. Reflecting on and exploring a variety of stralegies 10 leam more effectively 
7. Being cLJiturally and aesthetically sensitive aanss a range of social contexts 
8. Exploring educatton 
9. Experiencing COllaborative projects' exercises wnere evaluation is learn bo~o.o'"-_________ _ 
.-:ccc-cc-cccC=C'C'C'C'=SSMENTMETHODS 
This subject wiN make use of continuoos, integrated, formative and sumrnative assessment foons. 
Assessment methods will indtxle written assignments and essays. practical demonstrations and observations I 
of skit s dev~oped. take home exams, open boo~ tests, peer assessments arid group based projects 
Assessment may be completed individually, in pairs or in Qroups. Students witt be required to complete certain 
assessments where flO asse=nent mati< witl be awarded: rather these assessments will serve to provide 




. Due to the range of assessment methods employed in Ihis subject, cond~ions of each assessment wi t be 
, dictated by the nature of the actual method used. Your lecturer wtN provide detailed Quidelines of these Rule 
and guidelines, which determine assessment cond~ions al the universtty , will however be entorced. 
I 
TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGIES 
TlJe cOlirse will be presented in the followtng maOOer: 
• 1 three hour practiCal' seminar session aOO 1 lecture session per weel<.. The practical session wiH take 
the forms 01 facil~ated, interactive group activities that require students 10 activ~y engage aOO participate 
in discussions. debates and presentatiOns. The lecture sessioo will provide an opportun~y for Ihe lectllll!r 
and students to cornmunica~on CQlIrse content and deal with logistical and adminlstra~ve considerations 
regarding the course and assessments. Individual consuftations w~h your lecturer outside of these I 
periods are available on an appointment basis. . 
• Students are required to devote a substantial amount of time to self-study and independent research (+. 6 
hours per weel<.). Various weekly tasks will be set and students are required to complete this either on an 
individual or group basis outside formal classroom time. 
• studerts will also be required to use extensive leamlng resources which they are required to source using 
the inst l utional ~brary and Ihe Internet 
• Siudents will be actively encouraged to participate in all classroom activ~ies and develop their own 
insights, opjnion, understandtngs and ideas. Group and peer co-operation is seen as a v~al leaming 
strategy that students will further be encouraged to develop and use. 




















LENGTH OF COURSE 
NOTIONAl HCOU:="C''--___ _ 
'" 
'" -------0:;:;- -- -"0 
o 
'''' I 
f---.-.- - RULES AND RESPONSIBILITES - -~ 
I ~~:n~s ~:_ familiarize themselves wrth all rules~:~t:~ and responSibIlities as olAlined tn the programmeJ 
I WEEK '1 
SYLlABUS AND SCHEDULE I 
--------"'-= mp~ ~---------,~"~,~,~,,~,~I ,e, 
, .~----c-C-~~ 
1-6 Media and Communication Design 1- Section A Infmnatioo,..-,j ocao:ierric liWracies aoe i COle Notes, 
regarded as the corn skills to ...,sum ~ SlIXess in a r>gH ao».::atim envirmmenl Tris q,ic, T""Ibo:d;, 
e>:pIores the natLm of infcfmatioo ..nd ~ liIemcy aro:! ,lIWst in !he oo.dopo' oent ci """l"'tme. I' Vanoos 
: to 100 'arJ(JIJI; sow:;e5 d electrcric ard writtffi irtormal m, ~ore strnlegi6S 0/ I!CC<lWIl9 and Websites 
, ~r'n:> !hI. iriOllT\llb'l ood 1'IIIIIIIy, metOOds"M prooa<ires c:J P"IWlIir!!lI!Cl!dornic i:iorrr\ati(:(l in ' 
the focm '" essay •. no. ""9"001 oi the c:ooo;o ~Ioo ~r.pI,"lJ'O ,n J i(I(,,,II">85 the ",j(n (}( the mass 
~ with specliie reference 10 the SoUh AS!\ca1 errvifomIoot d >K1 rt If'd brc:OOoasl meda. 
r-C8C.C,06-t ·MCedia ;nd Communication Olsign I - Sectlon B: The resign and <iNeIq:mrol 01 wOO ,j loo 
f<Xm tie fa..rrlltio!1 of what mLltfneoia projGSsictlll5 "'" trniI\ed to pro:iIce. This lqlIc takes a noi stic 
v~ '" the prc:d.<:tm '" !'is form ct mOOia CU1lT .... CIl000, 100 ",ILle 01 the COOll1'Ulcatb'l rressa@€ 
is al$O e~ed WIth specirlc ref""""", I:) the dol~ 01 em present/'i:im ski s and stctegles 
bel"", rrow,g b more ;,~1Il ciscussims (J web IioSlg!1. In relation to web desil1' !he loIoY.ing 
iss",," wi! be investigated; t""J'lt aujO!O:>l, consisleo;;y in rJes'o;ln, ejements that make for effective web 
20 25 
27 32 
desig(\ C<:m:'J'I«l rr;srakes, the use ct desig1 t~ates and web ~18 rmtoools and ~ 
Media 30d Commu \c;ltion Mam.gement 1- Section A: IIIo:;t oruIlrneo:Ia wor\;. is CCfIllieted as 
prtject~. 'llis ~ seeks I;) proVrle at a IoodamootaileYel "" introW;;w, to the 00fini'ion, pt'IlC<ISS6$, 
, strateges am techroq..es aswclaiad willl prqect ~r Student wi l be iiMtoo to use the 
, """;ous prqocl rrana(lOO1OOt tectlli~ to deJll6, pan, i~t and cOre a basic Moot 





Medl; and Communication Managementl Section B: M .. tirrroai. oosooIiaIy~ creative medoa Cooe Notes, 
field In this sedoo of the o:uoe students will be provided willl !he cwortLrity 10 0xpkJe and diMI>::p V<Vioos 
their WlHten creative p>tenllal am usc ...-.t;1ic tds 10 ..valuate !he c:reati...e inl>aCt tI pint & broadcast; Websdes, 
adIIa1isem8l1l~ In (tis I~c 5h>18nts will ~ ~ts am sl::>i)Ward!> with te., prnd,crioo of 0000 I Rocommen 













Assessment Brief and Marking Rubric 
National Certificate in Multimedia Technology 
MMSOO10 & MMAT010 - Tenn 2 Assessment Brief 
Due Date: 9 June 2005 • 2pm 
Draft Consultations: 3, 6-7 June 2005 (by ........... iiId1It wiIth N Bawa ,. L CoIemiain) 
Design, develop and produce a personal website for yourseif. 
This is a joint assessment for MMAT010 and MMS0010 
o You have to produce ONE website but will receive ~ for both A.ppIicatioos and SkiNs. 
o Both subjects will have their own assessment criteria and requirements. 
o Your site must adhere to all the specifications and requirements noted for each subject 
o This is an indMduai task 
o Your final site must be copied uploaded to Moodie by the stipulated time 
Application (MMAT010) Specifics and Assessment Criteria 
This assessment and wi. count 5% towards your final result. (50% of current 10% module) 










Banner, logo or Site name 
Content wiD appear here 
But links to extemal sites 
should open in a new 
browser instance (own 
window) 
The page shoUd (contain no fran __ ) tables must be used with 00 borders and should fit peffecUy in a ilrowser wirD:Jw for 
a screen I'eSOIuIion of 800 x 600, i.e. 1here shoUd be 00 saollbars if"Y'U monitor is set to 8OOx6OO . The main page should be 
called index.htm 
2. Before you start oonsIrucfing the web _, prodJce a template or page iJid for you- home page and ead1 cf lie iI1ta"naI 
content pages 00 peper. 1lis ctaft must be sWmitted to Neyaaz Bawa by 20 May. If Sl~ changas 8I'81'1"11C.1e to 
the ~ an updated peper thft must be Sl.tlmi1ted. The peper based thft will be ~ will lie ~
venJion. 
3. The left (ceIIceIIs) should be {65 to 165} pixels wide and contain the navigation links. The look 'n feei and aedJetic ~ 
is not ~ ho'MMJr the ifIformatioo I cootoot spooified roost be included 
4. Images and JDns ~ when c:fD8d 00 shoUd open a new separate wil'lbll ht shoUd COI1tain a Dgger, 
centered~ orpicUe. 
5. There shookf atso be an &mail link at the boIom of the index page. 
S. There shoUd be a mininun of 4 \\UIdng Ins 00 your navigation bar (3 of )UK 0IIm c:ontent pages including )UK home 
page. and ORe e"" absIOIIufe Ink to an e"" web page }Ttus your navigaIioo bar muet oontain both abooIute and 
I1:JIatiIII9Iink opions. 
7. Must use an immnce of css CaIc:dng Style SheID (You" hiMJ to do some resean:h 00 this, can also be found in the 
IdmIU.,., 
8. Must have an inills..mnIaIC9""" of some ~ 00 your page as well. You will need to find SI.itaIJfe scripts via research on the 
internet and iooorpOIate tm into you site. AI script IIOIRIaS must be acImowIedged on you- site. 











9. Use only mIatiYe links dhEntse yoI.I' pages will not 'MIlt when upoaded to the 'M!bI!Ierver 
10. Conwrt all images used to 72~ as that is the resolution fA a monitor and yoI.I' site is designed to be viewed on a moritor 
(DUH). 
11. Watdt yoI.I' fie sizes for ytU' images. make them as small as possbe wiJhoot degracing too mum fA the ~ (JPEG & 
GIF) 
12. Use fA some sort of ari~ flash 00ject or animated gif e.g. animated banner. 
HAND IN: The root folder must be placed on nmtech on the date shcMn above. It should contain all the .hIm fites as well as the 
image ties fin a folder called images) that aft) needed for the web page, keep all SCUUEIS like psd files. ~ images as 
wefl as any ofhar fites you may have used in the process in a safe place. 
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA 
• Use d smallleUet's for yc:u tags. dootype daIirition used, indaI1ing yoI.I' coda, comments, using d:IscripIive names for 
your images and pages in smalletters only. 
• Use of taI:lIes aoomtng to the spacs aboIIe 
• WoOOng tinka. flkfaIe tat ycu site by moving it to a new folder andd1eck if alllink& WOIt. Bebe aatmuing 
• Planned website win be ~ to the actual web site- see noted about t:1II11EII1dnen & changes 
• Using sensIlIe fcIId9r names to sepnte you pages and images 
• QriginaIy 
• Plagiarism [tf S(lUOO code and scripts are not ackrIowtedge on your site) 
NB: TID task should be hand coded that rnems no HOlitPage, ~ etc ... c:.>rq noklpad must be used, I <.b have ways fA 
findng cd if WYSIWYG ecItas WllII'8 used. Please keep copies fA all ycu WOlf( indudng IRs __ as paq:iIe in ycu profession 
need portfolios to show to prospective~. Also when we <.b ~MX one d the tasks ~ ra:pm a portfdlO. 
Skills (MMSD010) Specifics and Assessment Criteria 
This assessment 00U'Its 10% towards ytU'tam mart fA 10% 
.. Enwm that yow- site fulfils tM main aims d a ~ wetlsite, i.e. ~ yow- pon;ooat goas and d8votsd to yow- needs 
and interest 
• Your site must consist of a minimum fA 3 pages i.e. Home page and at least 2 COItent pages 
• Content )'00 stoJd waI"i to m.tda in ycu site milttt include: 
o Your backgromd history (wham)'OO came from, family backgroll1d, schooling histoI'y), ycu ~ yc:u interests I 
hoI:ties. ycu family (vmo are ~ in ycu fcmiy, what values, principles and beliefs you share, what Is 
~ to ycufamiy) , ycu~ ycu ~PaIq .. s:anpes fA 'Q.(M (Mullmeda reIatsd 
or poems, chwings, etc ... ), links to other websites that expand on yc:u interest 
o Your site must ccriI.in 00ginaI teJct and photo's I images 
o ExpknI your aoaIMty and aim to make your site original and ~ YOURS 
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA 
A ~ will be used for this assessment - iNs means that I wi check that aIItha rec:pmd elements as dsalSsed in class aft) 
pmsoot on ycu site. Wham eIaoonts are missing a penafty MI be inct.mld. 
• Home Page (all page elements ra:p1'9d) 
.. Page ~I Layout (all ~eIements) 
• Headet's 
• Foot.as 
.. ~ with the 4 C's (Clarity, Consistsncy. Conciseness, CaI~Isi\_) 
• Content Eciting (spelng, grammar, attention to detail for pies) 
• Aesthetic appeal 
• Originaity and CreatMly 
Lynn Coleman and Nieyaaz Bawa 










Skins Marking Rubric 
National Certificate in Multimecla TedmologJ 
Multimedia Skills I MMSD010 
Communication & Media Design I: Personal Web Site 
Due 9 June 2005 
Student Name I Student Number 
Assessment Criteria 
Home Page .. lDgollcoo 
II Silerane 
II Welcome bUb 
II Main context. 1 
II Sean:hbox 
Bonus 
" T~ .. Contads .. What's new 
II Above the fold ccnsideI ation (I' no scrolling 




II Home link 
II Clear titles 
Header 
II Page title 
II Silename .. lDgo/km 




II Contact details 
II Duplicate .. Date, Creation dale 
" Page Author 
II """I'J'V" inbmation 
TOTAt(2S MAXIMUM POINTSl 
Highly'" ..... r .... 
4'C's (ClaIity, Consistency, Compliance to all 4 aspects evident. Incomplete atIenIion & 8!IIerence to all 
Comprehensiveness 
Attention equally devoled to each aspect 4 aspects demonsIIated. 0bIIi00s gaps 
~) 
evident in approach to 4 C's. 
10 - 9 - 8 7 - 6 - 5 
Content Editing Professional ecibiaI OOIlSideratioos. High SaIiskIoIy ecibiaI COIISidemOOrIS. 
levels of quality evident. lito remEdal WOIk Some careless CNefSights. Limited 
~. remEdaI WOIk 1I'IQIlired. 
10 - 9 - 8 7 . 6 . 5 
Aesthetic Appeal Outmanting look 'n feel. AIIenIion to Pleasing & inviting look 'n feel. Some 
design clearly evident. s~ ~ to coosider design evident. 
to site cooIent & purpose " . de purpose and cement. 
10 - 9 - 8 7 - 6 - 5 
Originality & 111IlO'I!1tive, new and fresh ~ to Ordinary design approadl. Common 
Creativity 
design. PernonaI and unique feel. slardards and templates illCCIpOI'!Ited. 







Not, .... · ... 
Vet.y limited aciuellce to 4 aspects. 
Certain aspects not coosidefed at all. 
4-3-2-1 
~iollal approach to cement eciIing. 
Glaring mislakes. Serious remEdaI WIlIk 
recpred. 
4-3-2-1 
Poof design COIISideraIion. Haphazaid & 
inCOIlsisIent ~ to look 'n feellhat 
doesn't cementor~. 
4-3-2-1 
Dull, boring. lacks any real aItempt to 













Web Design Topic: Weekly Task Outline 
~~~-~r1d of thi s topic you will be able 
'0 
",,~ -..., "'" """ ,..~ • • ,~ d''''O«fi''OU; .. . ,.",~V\O~<, 
._ ... "",,<>0< "woo """on 
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"",-,,,~o ... '011', ,,,,,, __ .... _ .... "'..., -_._-,,-_ ... _-.... ' 
•• _ _ .... ' _»>,0" • ..", ,," , .. , """" ''''' w" .. , ...... -. __ ... _--
Weekly tasks ,,, ... ,. 
Weekly Tasks ....... _~ 
Show or ..... """_.' ..... ..-•• "._'0 ... ,-- "'~", •• >j . " ... "",,,,'" 
.~" ,,~'"" .. _ -. .. ·,ru.~ -''''"''-. -~,-. -_._",-,-", 
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",_. ~ -..-r~ 
Weekly Task .... ,' 
_ Reod ol • s..--.t,_ N,.., 
, w.o""",, "\,,,,~ ·:~"oo ~ ' ~ co<, ""."" 
o Vi>il & Fiftd cWfe re,Hi","" e"'T>~" of "ob •••• 
.,.., p O[lO' 
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Page lof l 
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Weekly T ask ~' ...... 
RQ~ _ Sit~ D~~gn 
S how ~OO 1. 11 acli "ity 
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The Web Design Discourse 
The following values, principles, design conventions, understandings and ways of working, 
thinking and practices inform the Web design discourse (WOO) referred to in this study. 
Essentially the Discourse requires an individual to drawn on and use two seemly distinct but 
mutually connected areas of expertise, namely the aesthetic and technical. The design and 
development of a \\feb page requires the bringing together or merger of this seemingly 
dichotomous relationship between the aestheticlvisual and technical. The aesthetic and visual 
aspects of the Discourse are often referred to as the design (as in Web Design! Designer) 
activity of website creation and accommodate all the conceptualization of how the user will 
experience the content, organisation and look and feel of the site. The technical aspects are 
commonly referred to as the development (as in Web Development I Developer) focus of site 
construction and relates primary to ensuring that the site works from a technical or engineering 
stance. Here skills and understanding of the various software (OreamYtteaver, Flash etc) and 
coding languages and web authoring tools e.g. HTML, XHTML, Java Script and Java that allow 
the design to be realized are paramount In industry Web design and development teams in 
larger companies will bring together specialist in these two areas to fulfill separate design or 
development roles; hOYttever in smaller companies or self employment situations these roles 
would be merged. 
Web design as conceptualized in the Multimedia Skills 1 subject is strongly informed by the 
design focus of \\feb design. The focus is on foregrounding the roles, functions and activities of 
the Web Designer as appose to the web developer which is catered for more generously in 
the other subjects of the Multimedia Technology programme. As such the WOO presented 
here is embodied in the course curriculum aims of the subject. A web designer in the 
Discourse will be recognized has having taken on the following values, behaviours, 
approaches to design, practices, rule and conventions. 
A web designer who is part of the WOD win be aware of and apply the fonowing general 
principles and ways of viewing web design as a practice: 
o See a website as a means of communication. 
o Acknowledge that there are different kinds of sites (genres) which serve difference 
purposes, and these types in tum determine the design decisions made. 
o Acknowledge that the site purpose and the clients' needs always determine and inftuence 
the overall site design. 
o Recognition that a website consists of a home page and a series of content pages. Content 













o Have a strong awareness of aJrrent design trends used on the Web and be conscious of 
various professional body standards - such as World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). 
o Apply and reconfigure design ideas or design elements borrowed from other sites rather 
than simply copying them directJy. 
o Understand the limitations or constraints of the medium (Intemet) and use both technical 
and design creativity to work around these limitations: Some of these limitations are 
o Bandwidth constraints which impacts on file compression and downloading time of 
pages, 
o Screen resolution of monitors is not optimal for reading online or displaying visuals in 
same depth as print, 
o Umitation of screen size display requires that screen size is limited to screen 
resolution of 8OOX600 pixels so that pages will display on standard user monitors. 
o Monitors can only display a limited amount of colours, thus only web safe colours 
should be used. 
o Acknowledge the importance of paying attention to detail in relation to the creative and 
technical elements. This is regarded as a paramount work ethic for web designers, Le. the 
need to pay attention to the quality, resolution and display of visual elements, appropriate use 
of writing styles and quality assurance measure for all content on a website. 
o Ensure that their web design reftects a balance between creativity, innovation and 
functionality. 
o Have a creative approach to the aesthetic aspects of the site design, but also have 
technical knowledge to make the design concept a reality and function properly. 
o Have an open approach to constructive criticism of your deSign \YOrk and be self critical of 
their \YOrk. They also need to know what accounts for good and poor design practices in 
relation to both the technical & aesthetic aspects of web design and development. 
A web designer win understand and apply the following design conventions. 
o Acknowledge that Home pages serve a different purpose to intemal site pages. Home 
pages need to be visually appealing and generally look different to intemal pages. 
o The graphic user interface (GUI). they design for a website must allow users to interact and 
move through the sites content. They therefore need to understand how the browsers 
interface functions and ensure that their sites' intemal interface has a complementary 
function. 
o Recognize that web pages have basic elements. All pages they design must include the 
following basic elements: 
III An infonnative title (page name) 
III Creator identity (site 10 or logo) 
III Navigational aid I bar (Site sections) 
III Unk to the home page (to prevent dead-end pages) 
III Date (creation or aJrrent date) 











o Recognize that web pages have headers and footers that have specific functions and 
contain specific infonnation - i.e. header will contain site 10, navigation bar, whil~'tsr 
would contain copyright infonnation. 
o Apply a consistent and coherent approach to the in the design features or elements in their 
websites i.e. in the selection of colour, typography, images, page layout and icons. 
o Apply the 'above the fold' consideration i.e. top area of the screen display is the most 
important and valuable space on a website. 
o Ensure that where scrolling is necessary they must ensure that the user can always see 
the navigational options or a 'return to the top' must be included on the page. While vertical 
scrolling is allowed, horizontal scrolling is consider a feature of poor design; 
o When making colour choices the following conventions must be considered. 
o The application of the basic 'colour wheel' selection principle i.e. contrasting and 
complimentary colours usually work well together 
o For screen backgrounds white or pastel colours work best. These colours should be 
combined with dark contrast colours for text e.g. a white background with black text 
o That black backgrounds with white text are notoriously poor for readability and are 
very rarely used in corporate I business sites. 
o Recognize that colour choices also impact on the type of site being designed. 
Corporate sites tend to use more conservative colours, like blue, green and maroon. 
o When designing the page layout of a website the following conventions must be applied. 
o Ensure visual contrast and balance between graphics and text on a page. Avoid 
creating confusion between emblems, banner and buttons in the page deSign. 
o Font use should be restricted to a maximum of three different font types. 
o Use various layout techniques that employ the use of bold text, shading, paragraph 
breaks, and appropriate placement of images/photographs in relation to text that will 
create contrast and readability of the page. 

















I Thanks I 
APPENDIX FIVE 
Interview Sequence Outline 
.. Appreciation 
.. Ethics - if you don't want to answer a question 
o Consent form 
.. Not an evaluation 
.. Research interest 
o How students make choices in their web design 
o Interest in what you have to say - so no right or wrongs 
.. Impressions of the task I assessment 
.. Talk to me about this page ... - describe this page to me 
.. What have inclusion been made 
.. Can you describe style of page I site? 
.. Strength I weakness WHY? 
.. Change I leave out I stay the same 
.. Colours 
o Describe 
o How important - do they matter 
o Do they work 
o Do you notice colour when surfing? 
.. Other websites 
o Ones that are visited 
o Howmany 
o Are they different I same to ideas expressed in classes 
o Style? 
.. Information on site about family, schooling, activities 
.. Hobbies, interest - how you got into them 
.. Clarity 
.. Any other contributions, issues to cover or to add? 
.. Expression of thanks 













Student Consent Fonn 
DearXXXX, 
Thank you for taking part in my research project "Web Design Discourse and Access·. 
I value your participation, and look forward to further contact during the rest of the 
year. 
Your invoivement will include the use of your personal website designed for an 
individual assessment for the Multimedia Skills 1 subject, an individual interview, and 
possibly a short group based discussion about the various social aspects that 
determine who you are. 
As this is a qualitative study, your contributions will help shape the study as it 
develops. I undertake to do the following: 
III Make sure that your identity will remain anonymous in the final research 
findings and report. unless you prefer to retain your identity. We will choose a 
pseudonym when the research is in its final stages. 
.. Include you in discussions of the research process and data as we proceed. 
UCTs Ethics Committee requires that all research participants give consent when 
participating in a university-based research project. This is to make sure that you 
understand the process you are invoived in, and that research 'subjects' are not 
exploited. I'd like you to think about this, and discuss any questions with me, before 
giving your consent below. 
Thank you very much. 
Email: colemanlCmcput.ac.za 
I agree to take part in this research project on "Web Design Discourse and Access". I 
understand the conditions outlined above. 
Signature: ...................... Name: ............................ Date: ........ . 
Add comments, if you'd like to: 












felicity is a 20 year old Black African femme student who is originally from Kimberley but currently 
lives at one of the on-campus residences. She describes her schooling as mixed pointing out that she 
attended a multiracial technical high school and a 'Coloured' high school. God is seen as a key driver in 
her life and becoming 'bom-again' is described on her website as a life changing experience. Her 
parents are divorced and she was raised by her grandmother. Her father has a higher education 
qualification and her family is noted as providing the financial support for her studies. Her interest 
includes movies and music and she often joins her friends who belong to the Drama Society when they 
see plays performed at a local theatre in Cape Town. Besides noting that she is doing the multimedia 
course, no other mention of the course or career field of multimedia or examples of her work is included 
on her website. Felicity failed the assessment and only scored 43%. . 
Julia is 19 year old Black Coloured female student who lives with her mother and two younger sisters in 
the Northern Suburbs. Her mother owns her own catering business and Julia ascribes must of her drive 
to her mothers influence. She took a year off before coming to CPUT with the intention of spending it in 
London, but her plans did not work out and she spent the time working as a personal assistant to her 
aunt. She has an interest in design and languages and initially wanted to pursue a career in advertising 
but is now enjoying the flexibility of multimedia. She would like to stay in the industry maybe owning her 
own agency one day. On her website she describes herself as ..... Ioving colour, creating and originality". 
Julia did well in the assessment and received 67%. 
Grant is a 19 year old White male who lives with his parents and younger brother in the Southern 
Suburbs. He attended a well known and prestigious all boys school in that area and is the second child 
to attend university. His older brother is a recent engineering graduate of UCT and is currently working in 
England. He has a range of interest from sports, music, photography, videography of which he provides 
substantial examples on his website. He has previous web design xperience having designed a site for 
a private school's mme dance. He is clear about staying in the industry preferably in South Africa. Grant 
received the highest mark in the class for his personal website and scored 75%. 
Nandi is a 19 year old Black African female who is originally from the Eastern Cape and now stays on 
campus at one of the residences. Interestingly she notes that her schoOling took place in African 
township schools. Before completing the multimedia course, she completed a PC technician's course, 
having also worked as a lab assistant in the PC lab at her high school. She has another sibling at CPUT 
doing a business related course. Her mother has her own business and her parents are divorced. She 
expresses an interest in art and gallery sites and likes the design and visual aspects of these sites. Her 
interest in exploring and learning about other cultures drew her to participate in the Mufticultural 
Leadership Programme hosted on the campus by Student Counselling. Nandi's website was deemed 
competent in the assessment and she scored 55%. 
Selo is a 28 year old Black African male from Lesotho who has a previous qualification in Electrical 
Installation obtained in Lesotho. Both his brothers have qualification in Eledrical Engineering. He enjoys 
watching TV and reading magazines mostly about soccer. He would like to return to Lesotho to start his 
own multimedia or web design company. His parents live in Maseru - his father owns a business and his 
mother is a housewife. SeIo received a competent aJIocatioo for his assessment however amy scored 
50% 
Richard is a 19 year old Black Coloured male who lives with his father and stepmother in the Southern 
Suburbs. After high school, he spent six months at a prestigious art school but realized that his interest 
was not in fine art. His preference for new media artistic foms lead to the decision to drop out of that 
course. He worked part-time for the rest of the year before coming to do multimedia. He ",erels the 
mUltimedia environment and has a continuing interest in graffiti and street art, which he says he tried to 
capture in his website. He is the eldest so the first at university, although both parents have professional 
careers. He has various arlistic interests from music to visual art. He plays the guitar and most of his 
friends either share this interest (a friend is part of a rock band) or they are currently studying new media 
or film studies. Unfortunately his personal website was largely incomplete except for the graphic banner 
and the indusioo of manipulated photographs and examples of his graffiti. As a result he faRed this 
assessment and received a score of 25%. 












Glossary of Web Design Terminology 
The software program used to access websites by interpreting hypedinks and text. The most COOlI'OOl'l browsers are: Internet 
Explorer, Nstscape Navigator and Mozjlla Rrefox. Web pages often appear dfferenfly depoodng 00 the bfand and version d 
the browser they are vi6'Ned in. 
footer 
Refers to the bottom third d the screen in which ~icate navigation links as well as the web page author are found. 
Copyright information and the date the page was last updated may also be listed. 
Gut 
M acronym for Graphical User Immace. It is used to describe a ~ systems il1t1nctioo metaphors, (ICOnS, menus) 
images and oonoepts that are used to corM1f functioo and meaning to the ~ saeen. A COO1I'OOI'I ~ is Microsoft 
Winc:bNs desktop. 
HomeP. 
The main page of a web site, the first page that I:1JPE&S when opering the website. T )1:lically, the hane page serves as a 
table d contents, with all the sectioo links to other pages in the site. 
Header I VIsIaI or Graphic banner 
Refers to the top third of the screen in which the navigatioo bar could be found as well as graphic logos and images. The 
'M'Jbsite's URI.. and page title should also appear here. 
HTML 
Abbreviation for Hypertext Mark~ language, a cross platform programming language which is used for creating websites, 
incll.dng text. images, somds and animatioo. 
~ 
A popular spa:iaI eIec:t for web graphics that enabIe$ the link or gmphic image to change. colour or reveal a hyperiink when 
the cursor is over it 
~Bar 
A set of ~ or ~buItons. typically in a row or ooIurm which cootans ~ to other pages within the 
ct.anmt website or to external websites. 
Online 
When 00I'IIl9ded to the Internet. one is said to be 'online'. Online advertising is done exdusivay via email or 00 the web. 
p.TIIe 
A page title is the text idenlifying which page d the website the user is ct.anmtIy on. e.g.: Homepage; About Me; CN etc. The 
page title is typically posi1ioood just I.I1der the header and is usually characterizOO by bad or large fort formadng. 
~ 
A screenshot is like a SI~ d the ~ screen and whatever is 00 it at the time. TIls snapshot can !hen be saved as 
an image file. 
Splash Cover 
M imoouctory saeen, fOl.J1d ahead of the homepage of a website. Often a splash cover will be anilTded. 
Thumbnail 
A small version d an image that aJows the web desilJ16f to dsplay multiple images 00 a screen ~ without 
COI'IllIomising the dowrKIad time d the web page. Nom1aIIy users can click 00 the image to 9Iiarge the view. 
URL 
A Uniform Resoun::e Locator is the fonna! term for web messes 00 the Internet. e.g. ww.cput.ac.za. 
WeicoII.81mb 
A short introduction or weIoome message written by the authors of !he website, that typically appears 00 the Home Page. 
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